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Abstract
Despite the overwhelming evidence on the benefits of cycling, the process for approving
initiatives for better infrastructure remains politically contentious. It remains unclear how the
decisions are made regarding cycling infrastructure and why some projects are successful, and
others fail. Political interests are often guiding the transportation agenda rather than the needs of
all residents. This dissertation presents a qualitative case study of the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process in the City of Vancouver. Informed by political-economic theory, this
study engaged with decision-makers through semi-structured interviews to answer the following
research questions: (1) What is the current decision-making process of cycling infrastructure
investment from long-term planning to evaluation?; (2) What are the mechanisms of influence
and power in the cycling infrastructure decision-making process?; and (3) How are issues of
equity valued, determined, implemented, and evaluated throughout the decision-making process?
Themes were identified from the data collected and consist of the cycling infrastructure decisionmaking process, mechanisms of influence and power, issues of equity, political infrastructure
over time, and the pandemic response and future changes in cycling. The discussion of findings
prompted four themes to help better synthesize the politics of the cycling infrastructure decisionmaking process: (1) multifaceted decision-making process; (2) negotiating politics; (3)
investment, growth, and equity; and (4) pandemic response. This research brings to light new
findings on the political nature of cycling infrastructure and how growth and intense
capitalization of space and time in the land market can be what holds the decision-making
process together. Cycling infrastructure projects are not necessarily based on need but based on
who expresses their need and has the political means to communicate them. This dissertation
investigates the inequity in the decision-making to provoke further research on cycling
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infrastructure decision-making to broaden our understanding and how to influence positive
change through the practice of planning.
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Lay Summary
Despite the overwhelming evidence on the benefits of cycling, the process for approving
initiatives for better infrastructure remains politically contentious. It remains unclear how the
decisions are made regarding cycling infrastructure and why some projects are successful, and
others fail. Political interests are often guiding the transportation agenda rather than the needs of
all residents. This dissertation presents a qualitative case study of the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process in the City of Vancouver. This research brings to light new findings on
the political nature of cycling infrastructure and how growth and intense capitalization of space
and time in the land market can be what holds the decision-making process together. Cycling
infrastructure projects are not necessarily based on need but based on who expresses their need
and has the political means to communicate them.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Urban cycling in North America has been gaining momentum for decades (Rietveld & Daniel,
2004). Evidence reveals bikeable cities are beneficial for health (Buehler, Pucher, Merom & Bauman,
2011; Rojas-Rueda, 2019), environmental (Crane & Scweitzer, 2003), economic (Drennen, 2003), and
social reasons (Aldred & Jungnickel 2014; Gilderblloom, Grooms, Mog, & Meared, 2016). Despite the
overwhelming evidence of the benefits of cycling, the process for approving initiatives for better
infrastructure remains politically contentious (Siemiatycki, Smith, & Walks, 2016). Cycling
infrastructure is not seen by all agents as a net positive, and there are groups who are vehemently
opposed. Regardless of the support or opposition to cycling infrastructure plans, the decision-making
process is influenced by political interests (Walks, 2015). The political interests may include city
mayors, councilors, planners, advocacy groups, business improvement associations, real estate
developers, and others. With varying influence and power in the decision-making process, many groups
contribute to the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. For example, support for cycling
infrastructure often intertwines with values such as economic growth, sustainability, transit-oriented
development (TOD), walkability, livability, and revitalization (Jones & Ley, 2016). These values guide
the approval process for cycling infrastructure and the location of infrastructure development.
Considering the range of groups that influence the decision-making process, cycling
infrastructure is often situated in areas with groups that have the most influence desire, and therefore can
be inequitably distributed. Inequitable distribution of infrastructure is a problem, as lower socioeconomic
areas are left without as much access to transportation (Jones, 2015). Conversely, even when cycling
infrastructure is located in lower socioeconomic areas, it can become a symbol of gentrification.
Gentrification is defined as a process whereby lower to middle-income residents are displaced by high-
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income residents, thereby changing the neighbourhood based on income and class (Smith, 1979). For
example, in an effort to create a walkable environment, the sidewalk is widened, bike lanes are installed,
traffic is calmed, and benches and natural elements such as trees are added. The transformation of the
street renders the area a desirable place to live, and as a result, real estate values increase. The rent
increase may displace low to middle-income earners, contributing to the ongoing process of
gentrification when transforming the urban streetscape (Flanagan, Lachapelle, & El-Geneidy, 2016;
Stehlin, 2015).
The literature suggests the cycling infrastructure decision-making process lacks transparency,
fraught with political trade-offs (Annema et al., 2015). Labi (2011) outlined a formal decision-making
model, yet informal decision-making remains under-explored in the literature. Moreover, it is not clear
from the literature how the decisions to invest in cycling infrastructure are made, the mechanisms of
influence and power in the process, and how issues of equity are valued, determined, implemented, and
evaluated. As the title of this dissertation, Beyond Bike Lanes: The Politics of the Cycling Infrastructure
Decision-Making Process, suggests, it is not simply about bike lanes or the benefits of cycling
infrastructure. This dissertation delves into the politics of cycling infrastructure investment, focusing on
the process, mechanisms of influence, and issues of equity.
1.2 Research Purpose
Given the importance of cycling and issues associated with the decision-making process, the
purpose of my doctoral research is to examine the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. To
explore the purpose, I employed a case study methodology. A case study is a suitable methodology to
employ because it aims to develop in-depth descriptions of a case, emphasizing common themes and
issues (Thomas, 2011). I examined the City of Vancouver to illuminate the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process in three phases. The City of Vancouver is a suitable city for this research
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because its participation rate for cycling continues to grow and has a powerful, politically inclined, and
well-organized cycling advocacy group. I focused my efforts on understanding how cycling
infrastructure is decided upon, where the infrastructure is located, the outcomes of distribution, and how
issues of equity are dealt with.
1.3 Research Questions
Accordingly, the questions that guided this research included:
(1) What is the current decision-making process of cycling infrastructure investment from
long-term planning to evaluation?
(2) What are the mechanisms of influence and power in the cycling infrastructure decisionmaking process?
(3) How are issues of equity valued, determined, implemented, and evaluated throughout the
decision-making process?
1.4 Contribution to Knowledge
Despite the evidence on the inequitable distribution of cycling infrastructure, research on cycling
rarely adopts a critical lens (Horton, 2007; Koglin & Rye, 2014). Moreover, Castillo-Manzano and
Sanchez-Braza, (2013) called on researchers to re-think the hegemonic, or dominant and strictly positive
nature of cycling in the literature, as there is political opposition to cycling, yet this focus fails to be
studied, and therefore the approval of cycling infrastructure remains not fully understood. Typically, the
literature focuses on objective measures of understanding cycling as they relate to the co-benefits of
cycling (Buehler, Pucher, Merom, & Bauman, 2011; Cervero & Hansen, 2002; Frank et al., 2006; Fraser
& Lock, 2011; Handy & Xing, 2011; Krizek & Johnson, 2006; Pucher, 2005). The literature focuses less
on a meta-analysis of the complex relationship between cycling and the politics embedded within the
decision-making process. Furthermore, Spinney (2016) questions the idea of “value-neutral” cycling
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infrastructure and suggests that academics have failed to link cycling to the broader political-economic
process. The political-economy focuses on how politics can influence the distribution of resources,
resulting in both “winners and losers” (Fainstein, 2010). For example, those individuals who are
politically inclined can gather together, attend meetings, and demand changes from their elected
representatives and those who work for the city. Often, those who attend meetings have their voices
heard, while those who may need the resources but do not have the time to participate go unnoticed
(Nabatchi & Leighninger, 2015).
Nevertheless, significant research on the social equity of cycling infrastructure aims to expose the
inequitable distribution of resources and the implications of doing so (Gavin et al., 2016; Golub et al.,
2016; Grise & El-Geneidy, 2018; Hanson & Giuliano, 2004; Karner et al., 2020; Stehlin 2014; Stehlin,
2019; Taylor, 2004). Within the cycling infrastructure decision-making process, complex and nuanced
decisions are made, starting from long-term planning, to the political approval, investment, and
implementation of cycling infrastructure. However, the mechanisms of influence in the decision-making
process are not clear.
This research contributes to the literature by providing a critical political-economic lens on the
cycling infrastructure decision-making process. I focus on the distribution of cycling infrastructure, the
mechanisms of influence, who ‘wins and loses,’ and how equity is incorporated into the process.
1.5 Subjectivity/Researcher Positionality
As a doctoral student and avid cyclist, I am aware of my subjectivities and how they influence
my research. For example, my experiences cycling have influenced my opinion that cycling should be a
viable transportation option in any city. As Roulston and Shelton (2015) explain, researchers often
conflate the terms of bias and subjectivity and view both as a problem to be managed because they are
regarded as threats to the credibility of the study. However, understanding one's subjectivities and
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influence on the research process within social sciences is vital, as people identify the gaps, problems,
and research questions while collecting, interpreting, and analyzing the data. Ogden (2008) believes it is
"Imperative for researchers to be aware of their values and predispositions and to acknowledge them as
inseparable from the research process…social scientists should acknowledge their subjectivity in the
research process" (p. 61). In doing so, self-reflective journaling, pre and post-interview notes have
helped me understand how I affect the research process. The journaling and note-taking have helped me
be transparent in allowing the reader to view the work and know the subjectivities I hold throughout the
process.
Through my subjective reflection on cycling culture after moving from Waterloo, Ontario, to
Vancouver, British Columbia, I noticed the participation in cycling on the streets did not reflect the
greater population of Vancouver. Through my experience cycling in Vancouver, it seemed as though the
majority of cyclists were riding in the wealthiest neighbourhoods where the best cycling infrastructure
was located. In contrast, the poor areas of the city had little to no cycling infrastructure. Individuals
seemed to feel safer riding on the sidewalk or alleyways than a busy main thoroughfare. Individuals in
the city's poorer areas seemed to be carrying their lives with them on their bikes. This juxtaposition has
been researched by Steinman (2020) who found cycling infrastructure in Vancouver for those who are
homeless and dependant on the collection of recyclables not to be very useful, as the lanes cannot
accommodate their cargo bikes and they do not have a safe place to store their bikes. After riding around
the city and seeing the conflicting narrative of cycling in Vancouver, I became involved with one of the
advocacy groups and discussed issues for cyclists in Vancouver. I came to appreciate the differences in
cycling discourse(s) that I was not accustomed to in Ontario. I came to realize the complexities
associated with cycling infrastructure projects, combined with a deeper understanding of the political
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process of cycling infrastructure planning and the mechanisms by which they are actualized. This
reflection is the impetus for my dissertation work, and therefore must be acknowledged.
This research will answer the questions I have laid out and give insight into the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. I intend to utilize the findings to potentially help inform the
decision-making process in a positive manner. Although I applaud the well-intentioned efforts to develop
walkable neighbourhoods as the benefits from doing so are ample, in this project, I also consider the
negative outcomes associated with the development of cycling infrastructure so they can be avoided in
future plans.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter contains an overview of the relevant academic literature on cycling as it pertains to
the politics of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. The literature is captured within the
following sections: (1) benefits of cycling, (2) politics of cycling investment, (3) gentrification, and (4)
equity. I have focused on these areas of literature to acknowledge that, although there are many benefits
to cycling and investing in the walkability of a neighbourhood, it is essential to question which areas of
the city are invested in, why these areas are chosen, how these decisions are made, and the outcomes
associated with the inequity of investment. I begin by focusing on the benefits of cycling.
2.1 Benefits of Cycling
The literature on cycling focuses mainly on health, environmental, economic and cultural
benefits. First, cycling is a form of physical activity, which contributes to individual health and can serve
as a form of chronic disease prevention (Buehler, Pucher, Merom, & Bauman, 2011; Rojas-Rueda,
2019). Its health-related benefits also have the potential to decrease health care costs (Cavill, Kahlmeier,
Rutter, Racioppi, & Oja, 2008, Mizdrak et al., 2019). Moreover, the combination of bicycle use and
bicycle-friendly roads makes streets safer by slowing down vehicle traffic, resulting in fewer injuries due
to the slower speed of traffic (Duany, Speck, & Lydon 2010). Second, cycling is environmentally
beneficial. Increasing the number of cyclists on the road and decreasing the number of cars driving
reduces emissions (Crane & Scweitzer, 2003; Pucher, Buehler, & Seinen, 2011). Third, cycling
contributes positively to the economy. Streets with more cyclists on them and infrastructure catered
towards cyclists slow down the speed of motor vehicles, thus making it a safer cycling and walking
environment (Wegman, Zhang & Dijkstra, 2012). A safe cycling environment positively correlates with
the number of people on the street, which increases overall income for local businesses (Drennen, 2003).
Neighbourhoods deemed more bicycle-friendly and walkable have higher real estate values, which
increases the economic value of an area (Drennen, 2003; Duany et al., 2010). Fourth, cycling has social
7

benefits (Furness, 2010; Grooms, Mog, & Meared, 2016). Currently, in cities where cycling is common,
cycling culture is regarded as a “way of life” (Aldred & Jungnickel, 2014, p.2). This bike-friendly
culture fosters a convivial community by creating social groups that contribute to a social environment in
the community (Lawson, 2005).
The literature on the benefits of cycling infrastructure are well-known. Despite the large amount
of literature on the benefits of cycling, infrastructure plans continue to be highly contentious. Therefore,
it is integral to understand the cycling infrastructure decision-making process to help explain why
specific plans are supported more than others, how the location for infrastructure development is
decided, and how the mechanisms of power influence decisions. The following section will focus on the
politics of cycling infrastructure investment and cycling discourse more broadly.
2.2 Politics of Cycling Investment
Although cycling has been gaining momentum in North America and cities have been increasing
their investment in cycling infrastructure; projects that take away road space from automobiles continue
to be highly controversial, despite their relatively low capital costs compared to other transportation
initiatives (Siemiatycki, Smith, & Walks, 2016). In some cases, cycling infrastructure proposals evoke
discourses of “war,” galvanizing proponents on pro-cycling and pro-automobile groups, resulting in a
polarizing political debate. For example, cycling investments have become a wedge issue within political
campaigns, as seen in cities such as Toronto, where "stopping the war on the car" and waging a "war on
bikes" became the key slogans in the 2010 mayoral election (Margolis, 2012; Walks, 2015). Politics, in
this case, is defined by the ability to influence transportation network plans, as shown through the
prioritization and funding of transportation projects (Legacy et al., 2017). Furthermore, planners and
advocates may deliberately misrepresent the costs, benefits, and risks of large infrastructure plans to gain
approval, a strategy otherwise known as strategic misrepresentation (Flyvbjerg, 2007). The
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misrepresentation of infrastructure plans may, in turn, lead to the development of infrastructure on the
sole basis of being politically popular, rather than the merits of a proposal and its implications for the
betterment of the city (Flyvbjerg, 2007). Therefore, investments in certain types of mobility are highly
political, and the constituents who yield more political power support politicians who prioritize the
constituents' needs and neighbourhoods.
Despite advocacy being a large part of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process, Aldred
(2012) problematizes the increasing involvement of advocates within official policy discourse. She
explains how cycling is never “just cycling.” Instead, the advocacy for infrastructure is constructed
within the context of it being an independent positive lifestyle choice. By framing cycling as an
individual choice, advocacy efforts contribute to the idea that cycling is for the “responsible” citizen
partaking in an activity for health, environmental, and economic reasons. Meanwhile, cycling never
becomes a ‘strategic’ priority and remains a healthy choice rather than a means of transportation that
should be available for all. Aldred (2012) recognizes the shift from the welfare to a minimalist role of the
state, whereby cycling was purposefully depoliticized in the transportation discourse. The government's
role was to “steer rather than row,” which reinvented government into a neoliberal effort to reduce the
state's size and shift responsibilities to individuals to make way for the market to decide what modes of
transportation were important (Aldred, 2012, p. 99).
Upon shifting to a minimalist role of the state, decisions are often made through a cost-benefit
analysis, which is not intended to equitably distribute public funds (Levinson, 2002). The inequitable
distribution of public funds can negatively affect a population and become a means of exclusion
(Harvey, 2007; Karas, 2015; Lowe, 2014). In the case of cycling infrastructure, the inequitable
distribution of infrastructure can become a means of exclusion. Therefore, the next chapter focuses on
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issues associated with inequitable infrastructure development and the role of cycling infrastructure in the
process of gentrification.
2.3 Gentrification
When interrogating the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure development, the
location of the development is relevant to the matter. In most cases, cycling investment is supported
along with plans for more walkable and liveable environments. Yet, these plans can also have
unintended consequences that remain at odds with some of the social objectives behind transportation
projects. For example, in an effort to create a walkable environment, the street would be transformed and
rendered an enjoyable place to live. As a result of the increase in walkability, real estate values increase,
resulting in the influx of residents who can afford the increased cost of living in the neighbourhood
(Knight, Weaver, & Jones, 2018). The influx of higher-income residents to a neighbourhood can displace
lower-income residents in a process otherwise known as gentrification. Gentrification is formally defined
as the revitalization of working-class inner-city neighbourhoods and replacing them with upper-middleclass consumption (Smith & Williams, 1986). Gentrification occurs for several different reasons. One of
the contributing factors for the influx of affluent residents is the increase in walkability and livability of
an area (Flanagan, Lachapelle, & El-Geneidy, 2016; Stehlin, 2015). Knight et al. (2018) argue that
planning in the name of “walkability” tends to overlook underrepresented groups as investment flows
into the city. Knight et al. (2018) call for planning practitioners to focus on the social and economic
justice of their plans rather than economic development. Continuing to allow the market to lead
investments will likely:
Result in a pattern of high quality, walkable neighborhoods where residents have multiple
transportation options where walking is a luxury; and low quality, distressed neighborhoods
where walking is a primary mode of transportation, but walkable destinations do not meet
residents' daily needs (Knight et al., 2018, p. 10).
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Zuk et al. (2018) call for further research to address the impacts of public investments in transit
on neighbourhood gentrification. The creative class, in particular, demands investment in transit,
walkability, and livability, activities that attract creative professionals who contribute to the economic
development of an area (see Florida, 2003). The consumption associated with the creative class (e.g.,
higher-end coffee shops and restaurants) is associated with a policy shift in the urban landscape that
pressures cities to attract and serve the creative class and its preferences. Cycling infrastructure is one of
the amenities that cities invest in to be competitive and attract desirable residents. The creative class
contributes to the knowledge economy, so cities work to revitalize neighbourhoods to be more walkable
and more attractive to the creative class. Florida (2012) states, “I never expected the way we commute to
be shaped by class, but it is” (p. 377).
Peck (2005) proposed the idea that these “increasingly prevalent strategies extend and recodify
entrenched tendencies in neoliberal urban politics, seductively repackaging them in the soft-focus terms
of cultural policy” (p.1). In other words, creativity has become the new status cities want to attain,
thereby validating strategies for redevelopment, regardless of the externalities of such decisions.
Therefore, the literature suggests that the cycling infrastructure privileges access to mobility for those
who can afford to live in the newly walkable and liveable environments. Thus, cycling infrastructure is
implicated in the redevelopment of urban space in the name of walkability, as it is tied to competitive
city strategies (Spinney, 2016).
In examining the neighbourhoods with the highest level of gentrification, Danyluk and Ley
(2007) reviewed surveys, ethnographies and electoral records of Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver. In
the gentrified neighbourhood districts, those who aligned with liberal politics, anti-suburban ideology,
valued sustainability, and cycled to work were overrepresented. Although these neighbourhoods were
supportive of public transit, individuals were much less likely to use public transport compared to other
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neighbourhood districts. The neighbourhood districts that were highly gentrified were often marketed
and branded to attract the creative class. In Vancouver, for example, advertisements read: “active person
who loves urban life” (Concord Pacific, 1999) to display the market segment the city aimed to attract
(Peck, 2007). In other words, Vancouver advertised to active people who love urban life, and real estate
investors capitalized on those values by increasing the walkability of an area, which, over time, resulted
in greater gentrification.
While there continue to be ongoing plans to attract the creative class and revitalize
neighbourhoods in the name of walkability, backlash exists. The rising cost of real estate and the process
of gentrification may be benefitting the creative class. At the same time, other marginalized individuals
fall victim to the market and do not reap the benefits of the housing boom (Hoffman, 2013). In some
ways, the bicycle has become a symbol for gentrification, so cycling infrastructure is not celebrated by
some (Gibson, 2015; Rérat & Lees, 2011; Stehlin, 2015; Stein, 2011). For example, Herrington and
Dann (2016) found that in the City of Portland, where residents of an African American neighbourhood
in which bikes were already popular and residents had pleaded for better cycling infrastructure to make
the neighbourhood safer for cyclists, failed to receive any attention or funding. However, when white
and wealthy people moved into the neighbourhood, not only did the neighbourhood start to become more
expensive but those who moved in requested cycling infrastructure projects which were quickly
approved. Beauregard (1986), as quoted in Herrington and Dann (2016), suggested African American
residents are rendered “economically and politically powerless relative to the gentrifiers” (p. 50). By
contrast, those who are politically and economically powerful wield influence. Gibson (2015) outlined
the immense pressure to align oneself with cycling as a mayoral candidate for upcoming elections. In the
case of Adrian Fenty running a second time for mayor in Washington DC, African American voters saw
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Fenty’s alignment with bike lanes, dog parks, and other ‘quality of life’ initiatives catering to the white,
affluent voters while ignoring issues of gentrification, race, and class (Gibson, 2015).
Walks and Maaranen (2008) found a significant trend of increasing gentrification within the
inner-city areas of Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal. Their results showed that gentrification had
affected more than 36 percent of pre-war inner-city neighbourhoods, where the affordable housing was
typically located. They cautioned that if these neighbourhoods continued to gentrify and lower-income
residents were left with fewer choices in the inner city, they would increasingly become reserved for
elites. Meanwhile, those who are poor and gain the most from living in a walkable area will be pushed to
the city's fringes, leaving the city increasingly fragmented and segregated rather than inclusive and
diverse (Walks and Maaranen, 2008). Furthermore, “automobility can animate urban distinctions even in
the absence of social difference, segregation, agglomeration effects, and land use fragmentation” (Walks,
2013, p. 1482). In other words, automobility reinforces issues of inequity and further separates areas of
the city based on modal choice.
Conversely, Ferenchak and Marshall (2021) raised the “causality dilemma question” as to
whether the cycling infrastructure investment causes displacement, or if the displacement happens
preceding the investment (p. 7). The authors found there to be an increase in cycling infrastructure
investment once white and more wealthy populations moved to an area. The investments were, however,
not linked to displacement and appear to be more of an artifact or symbol of displacement after the fact.
Firth, Hosford, and Winters (2021) also contend that although gentrification is a concern in Vancouver,
cycling infrastructure may simply be an artifact of reinvestment in neighbourhoods, without any causal
effect. The authors found there is a lack of cycling infrastructure in certain areas of Vancouver,
specifically areas with more children and Chinese populations and an abundance of infrastructure in
areas with university-educated individuals and those who currently commute by bike. At the present
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time, existing bikeways cater to the current commuters to downtown, and the infrastructure is not
distributed in areas with low mode share in cycling. The authors suggest that there should be a focus on
policy actions that promote mobility across all neighbourhoods.
Considering the complexity and politics of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process
and the role that cycling infrastructure plays in the gentrification process, the question remains—if we
build it, who will benefit? Grise and El-Geneidy, (2018) found an increase in cycling infrastructure
investment leads to an inequitable distribution to the areas of the city, mirroring gentrification. They
suggested that planners apply an equity lens to their planning decisions as planners have the
responsibility to consider the social outcomes of their plans. The Code of Ethics and Professional
Conduct for the American Institute of Certified Planners in the United States (APA, 2019) was revised in
November 2021, incorporating economic, social, and racial equity. In Canada, the Canadian Institute of
Planners Guiding Principles (CIP, 2017-2020) policy document does not mention equity, race, or social
justice. However, in 2018, CIP identified social equity as one of their five policy priorities. I did not find
any literature that examines how equity is used as a lens in the decision-making process for cycling
infrastructure. Despite the incorporation of equity into the broader planning policy and professional
documents, it remains unclear as to how this process works and how decision-makers practice equityoriented planning. This gap in the literature is addressed in this research project.
Metzger (1996) explained the social responsibility of planners as the ability to “influence
opinion, mobilize underrepresented constituencies, and advance and perhaps implement policies and
programs that redistribute public and private resources to the poor and working-class in cities” (p. 113).
As applied to cycling infrastructure, research that involves creating a measure of equity in the planning
process, understanding who will benefit from the implementation of cycling infrastructure projects, and
examining how areas with cycling infrastructure can protect themselves from gentrification should be
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pursued. However, Lee et al. (2017) argued that equity within active transportation has received little
attention in the literature, and there is no consistently implemented application of equity in practice.
They suggested that to measure equity, researchers and practitioners have used a combination of social
and spatial equity consisting of the geographic group of an area or demographic analysis or both. For
example, Grant, Edwards, Sveistrup, Andrew, and Egan (2010) studied the mobility impairments of a
group of older residents in Ottawa, Canada, and found those living in lower socioeconomic status
neighbourhoods had less access to transportation facilities and were at greater risk of vehicle collisions.
Lee et al. (2017) argued the current measurements of equity (spatial and social) need to be clear and
cannot be solely addressed through transportation alone; it must be a combined policy effort whereby
land use, housing, health and welfare programs are integrated with a combined and clear goal. Moreover,
Levinson (2002) suggested that the Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve be used to analyze equity (see
figure 1) and examine the impact through the “equity impact statement Checklist” (as seen in figure 2).
It is currently unclear from the literature how equity is valued concerning cycling infrastructure.
Firth, Hosford, and Winters (2021) underscored the lack of information on how equity is defined,
measured, or implemented, despite being outlined in active transportation plans. It is clear, however, that
cycling infrastructure is correlated with issues of politics and gentrification. The following section delves
into the definition and issues of equity in cycling infrastructure distribution and participation in cycling.
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Figure 1: Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve (Levinson, 2002)

Figure 2: Equity Impact Checklist, (Levinson, 2002)
2.4 Equity
For the purposes of this research, equitable cycling infrastructure is defined as “sufficient
accessibility to all under most circumstances, irrespective of income, ethnicity, gender, and abilities”
(Martens, 2016, p. 229). Angyeman and Doran (2021) discuss three types of equity considered in
transportation, including social equity, spatial equity, and procedural equity. Social equity includes the
impacts of plans on different socio-demographic groups. Spatial equity examines the geographic
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distribution of the social impact of plans. Procedural equity incorporates the fairness of the decisionmaking regarding the plans, policies, and projects (Angyeman & Doran, 2021). Considering this research
is focused on exploring the informal cycling infrastructure decision-making process in the context of
Vancouver, I mainly examine issues of spatial and procedural equity. I argue that both the material and
non-material benefits should not only favour those in high socioeconomic areas but be equitably
distributed to those who are cycling in lower socioeconomic areas of the city. Moreover, I argue the
importance of representation in the decision-making and the procedures associated with these decisions.
All individuals living in the same city should have access to cycling infrastructure to ensure their
continued participation and safety on the roads. In the planning literature, equity is defined as:
The distribution of both material and non-material benefits derived from public policy that does
not favour those who are already better off at the beginning. Further, it does not require that each
person be treated the same but rather that treatment be appropriate (Fainstein, 2010, p. 36).
According to the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning and its stated values, among
others, “Planning is a field that welcomes multiple disciplinary and methodological approaches and is
enriched by scholarship that seriously interrogates questions related to access, equity, disparities, and the
intersectional dynamics of inclusion/exclusion” (ACSP, 2020, p.1). Litman (1999) defined equity as “the
distribution of impacts (benefits and costs) and whether that distribution is considered fair and
appropriate” (p. 5). In evaluating the equity and the impacts of transportation planning decisions, Litman
(2022) considered the quality of transportation, the cost of facilities and services, accessibility, and land
values to define equity, while arguing there is no single way to evaluate transport equity. Lee et al.
(2017) emphasized equity within cycling should not be overlooked, as the ability to access cycling is
very different for each individual. Unfortunately, in practice, Manaugh, Badami, and El-Geneidy, (2015)
stated that despite equity being incorporated into active transportation planning objectives focused on
cycling, they are seldom translated into concrete plans. Krapp et al. (2021) analyzed the largest U.S.
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urbanized areas transportation projects for measures of equity and found that half of the transportation
departments included equity, yet many cities used simplified measures and failed to prioritize the
outcomes for marginalized groups. Karner et al. (2020) argue that while some transportation equity plans
have translated into incremental changes, the larger transportation system continues to be left unchanged.
The authors call for transformational structural and procedural changes that lead to equity in
transportation (Karner et al., 2020). Braun (2018) argued that despite the potential connection between
cycling as a low-cost mode of travel and as a budget option for equity-seeking groups, the distribution of
cycling infrastructure is not necessarily the top priority of transportation planners. Rather, Braun (2018)
outlined the tensions tend to surface due to the social context, whereby select groups influence the
distribution of infrastructure. There is currently a gap in the literature as to why these equity objectives
fail, and I unpack the reasons behind this problem.
Equity in cycling infrastructure is multifaceted and incorporates issues of advocacy and politics
throughout the decision-making process. Political issues arise when cycling infrastructure is proposed,
including some people who drive, and politicians being vehemently opposed to infrastructure because
they see cycling as an activity for the elite. For example, Wai Young who ran for Mayor in Vancouver in
2018 stated “I am absolutely not for separated cycling lanes because it’s a luxurious road system, built
for a select few” (Quinn, 2018). The notorious Rob Ford, previous Mayor of Toronto, is remembered for
many things including his hate for cyclists and stopping the “war on the car” (Boles, 2013). In addition,
Doug Ford, Rob Ford’s brother and current Premier of Ontario, has reignited his fight against the “war
on the car”, arguing that those in favour of bike-lanes are “champagne-socialist-snowflake space cadets
and its survival of the smuggest” (p. 1, Young, 2018). Even within cycling advocacy groups, there is
often a lack of socio-demographic representation. Hoffman (2016) suggested that cycling infrastructure
is distributed inequitably because of powerful advocacy groups and a lack of representation by lower-
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income groups. She called for further inquiry into equity issues in cycling so that researchers do not only
focus on the modal share of cycling overall but also the demographics of those riding on the roads.
Therefore, examining the demographics of those who cycle compared to the city itself is essential to
critique the distribution of participation overall.
According to Pucher, Buehler, and Seinen (2011), who examined participation rates across the
United States, 76% of cycling trips are made by men. The largest age group to participate is 5-15 years
old (39%), followed by 25-39 years (23%), 40-64 years (21%), 16-24 years (11%) and 65 (6%) and
older. Meanwhile, the ethnic breakdown of participation is 77% white, 10% African American, 9%
Hispanic, and 4% Asian. The difference in participation has resulted from the inequitable distribution of
infrastructure and other constraints such as racial profiling, safe storage, and price (Hoffman, 2016).
Agyemen and Doran (2021) explain how disadvantaged groups face barriers to cycling such as racial
profiling while in public space, and concern for safety, security, and harassment. Barajas (2021) and
Linovski (2021) emphasize the negative effects of racially biased policing, suggesting the removal of
some traffic enforcement strategies and the equitable investment in cycling. Aldred et al. (2016)
suggested we require targeted policies to encourage more underrepresented groups to cycle and help
negotiate and eliminate constraints to participation. Aldred et al. (2016) further stated that future work
should monitor the impacts of these efforts to increase the uptake in cycling.
As outlined in this chapter, there are multiple benefits of cycling. Nevertheless, the research on
the more informal cycling infrastructure decision-making process and the exploration of equity in the
process is minimal. Moreover, the outcomes associated with the distribution of cycling infrastructure are
cause for concern, as in some cases, the inequity of cycling infrastructure distribution can lead to
inequitable participation in cycling, and in other cases, gentrification.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework
This chapter focuses on the theoretical framework that informs my dissertation. I outline the
political-economic theory used to critique outcomes of the cycling infrastructure decision-making
process. Furthermore, I interrogate issues of equity and the mechanisms of influence and power
throughout the process.
Through a political economy lens that explores the influence of politics on economic choices
within a society, Fainstein (2010) evaluated the efficacy of policies based on democracy, equity, and
diversity by asking three overarching questions: (1) what is the relationship between the urban context
and planning activity?; (2) how does planning affect city users, including residents, commuters, and
visitors?; and (3) what principles should guide plan formation, content, and implementation? She posited
that to have a just city, government entities such as planners and policymakers should aim to achieve
democracy, equity, and diversity by questioning if their city is just. Fainstein evoked Rawls (1971)
theory of ‘justice as fairness’ and the ‘veil of ignorance,’ grounded in the philosophical understanding
that if the average person were to plan our cities with no knowledge of the role they would play in
society, then they would likely distribute goods in a just manner. Under a Rawlsian theory of equity, the
aim is to provide everyone with fundamental rights, while working to improve the situation for those
who are in the worst situations (Thomopoulos et al., 2009). Wellman (2016) outlines the ability for
citizens to take part in their own governing in a representative democracy as the cornerstone of equity,
justice, and fairness. Moreover, Fainstein (2005) suggested the political-economic lens usefully critiques
the outcomes of planning. Cycling discourse intersects with the political economy because it is
embedded within a capitalist system whereby infrastructure tends to follow the desires of the most
powerful. If cycling infrastructure investments were seen through a ‘veil of ignorance,' who would be
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advocating for cycling infrastructure? Where could cycling infrastructure be located? To whom would
cycling be promoted?
Campbell (2006) suggested decisions ought to be informed by a relational understanding of
justice by acknowledging the values of the public, politicians, and planners. By doing so, we can
understand the rationales for the decisions made and how judgements based upon values were inherent in
the process. Campbell stated, “It is not as if procedural approaches get around the admittedly enormous
difficulties of determining the nature of the good; they merely leave the values hidden from scrutiny,
under a myth of value-neutrality” (2006, p. 102). Blinkerstaff and Walker (2005) call for critical
reflection in the participatory planning process, prompting researchers to examine the tensions between
stakeholders in the planning process. Young (2011) critiques the view of the public as homogeneous and
outlines the need for each group of difference in society to be represented in policies (Young, 2011). For
instance, it is through the institution and the perception and treatment of everyone as “equal” is one of
the contributing factors to why individuals are not equal (Young, 2011). It is necessary in Youngs’ view
to recognize different social groups and the ongoing oppression experienced to impact social change.
The institutions such as the municipality, region, province, or country will continue to exercise power
over the powerless (Young, 2011).
In fact, cities are not a utopian society where all planning is fair and just. In fact, Harvey
Molotch’s (1976) theory of “the urban growth machine” is underpinned by the notion that cities are
shaped by powerful elites who seek profit from urban growth and planning is implicated in this process.
Molotch (1976) states:
Largely unseen and relegated to negotiations within committees (when it occurs at all within a
formal government body), this is the politics which determines who, in material terms, gets what,
where, and how (Lasswell 1936). This is the kind of politics we must talk about at the local level:
it is the politics of distribution, and land is the crucial (but not the only) variable in this system (p.
313-314).
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In addition to the urban growth machine and the understanding of justice, the type of regime and the
ways in which urban governance operates often determine the policy objectives, policy style, and
ultimately, how equitable the distribution of government expenditures are (Pierre, 1999). The
governance models include managerial, corporatist, pro-growth, and welfare (Pierre, 1999). All
governance models reflect the systems of values, norms, beliefs, and practices of urban governance
(Pierre, 1999). Figure 3 depicts the defining characteristics of each model of urban governance as
explained by Pierre (1999, p. 388). By using this model, I can address the “governance gaps” within the
model of urban governance in relation to the cycling decision-making process. For example, questions of
distribution, community engagement, process, the role of professionals, civic leaders, business leaders,
and the policy style (Pierre, 1999).

Figure 3: Models of Urban Governance: Defining Characteristics (Pierre, 1999, p. 388)
As applied to this research, it is integral to understand how equity is valued, determined,
implemented, and evaluated to assess if the cycling process is just. Furthermore, reflecting upon
governance models and regimes helps to understand the kind of model that contributes the most to the
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development of infrastructure and equity. Ultimately, through a political-economic lens, I consider the
values of the decision-makers and other interest groups who influence the decision-making process.
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Chapter 4: Methodology
In this section, I review the methodology, methods, and analysis I employed for my dissertation. I
utilized an instrumental qualitative case study methodology to collect and analyze the data. To better
understand the cycling infrastructure decision-making process, I asked the following research questions:
(1) what is the current decision-making process of cycling infrastructure investment from long-term
planning to evaluation; (2) what are the mechanisms of influence and power in the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process?; and (3) how are issues of equity valued, determined, implemented, and
evaluated throughout the decision-making process?
4.1 Research Context
To answer my research questions, I conducted an instrumental qualitative case study as outlined
by Thomas (2011). The case study focused on the collection of in-depth and contextualized data,
triangulated with other data points to understand the cycling infrastructure decision-making process.
According to Cresswell and Poth (2016), “Case study research is defined as a qualitative approach in
which the investigator explores a real-life, contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded
systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of
information” (p. 96). A case study is thus an appropriate methodology because it is intended to illustrate
and illuminate issues or concerns within a specific case (Thomas, 2011).
To define qualitative research for this study, I am informed by Denzin and Lincoln (2011), whereby
qualitative research:
Consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices
transform the world. They turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes,
interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and memos to the self. At this level,
qualitative research involved an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that
qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of,
interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them (p. 3).
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Qualitative research also tends to be more open-ended regarding the direction of the research, and the
design itself is emergent (Van Den Hoonaard, 2012). In the research process, I was able to collect
information on the decision-making process in preparation of the interviews, broadening the scope and
quality of questions probed during the interviews. As noted by Van Den Hoonaard (2012), a case study
methodology enables the researcher to explore new ideas or themes as the research progresses.
In this case, I explored the cycling infrastructure decision-making process in the City of
Vancouver. The city has a growing number of cyclists and plans for increasing its cycling infrastructure.
Meanwhile, Vancouver has a history of transit-oriented development and gentrification, whereby urban
development is dense, multi-purpose, and within walking distance from rapid transit, yet low-income
individuals are displaced by these new developments (Jones, 2015). In a systematic review of transitoriented development and gentrification literature, Padeiro et al (2019) found gentrification was not
explicitly caused by transit-oriented development, rather, it may be a contributing factor. However, the
authors did suggest more research on gentrification and TOD as from their analysis, gentrification is
more so the result of local dynamics, built environment attributes, and the decisions made through policy
development (Padeiro et al (2019). Therefore, Vancouver is an appropriate case for this research as it
enables me to critique the cycling infrastructure decision-making process through a political-economy
lens and assists me in understanding how cycling infrastructure is distributed within the city and why.
The City of Vancouver has a population of 631,486 as of the 2016 census (Statistics Canada, 2016).
Metro Vancouver, also known as Greater Vancouver, because it surrounds the City of Vancouver, has a
population of 2,463,431. Metro Vancouver is the third-largest metropolitan area in Canada after Toronto
and Montreal. Vancouver has been consistently named one of the top six cities for liveability worldwide
(Economist, 2019) and sixth for walkability worldwide (Daily Hive, 2017).
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In 2017, the City of Vancouver reported 7% of all trips in Vancouver were trips made cycling,
25% walking, 16% using public transit, and 52% driving (City of Vancouver, 2017). In figure 4, Metro
Vancouver's cycling map is vast and highly concentrated in downtown Vancouver. Cycling to work is
most common in downtown neighbourhoods and is reflected in figure 5. The reported modal share of
cyclists by age group was 7% from 18 years of age to 64 (City of Vancouver, 2015). 65+ reported a
modal share of 4% (see Figure 6). In Metro Vancouver, Translink reported travel statistics, stating the
modal share is made up of 55.3% auto drivers, 16.6% auto passengers, 11.6% transit, 13.9% walk, and
1.6% bike (as seen in Figure 7).

Figure 4: Metro Vancouver Cycling Map-Vancouver-Burnaby-New Westminster, (Translink,
2016)
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Figure 5: Cycling to Work, City of Vancouver, (2017)
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Figure 6: Mode Share by Age Group (City of Vancouver, 2015)
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Figure 7: Metro Vancouver Percentage of Trips by Mode 2011-2017, (TransLink, 2017)
Advocacy for cycling in Vancouver is strong. Vancouver has a well-organized and large not-forprofit cycling organization called “HUB” that “has spent over 20 years removing barriers to cycling in
Metro Vancouver, while cultivating the health, environmental, and economic benefits that active
transportation can bring” (HUBa, p. 1, 2019). HUB also “works with local, regional, and provincial
decision-makers, and community groups and businesses on projects related to cycling policies and
infrastructure, bike education, and awareness” (HUBb, p. 1, 2019).
While viewed as positive in Vancouver, cycling is also associated with negative outcomes, such
as inequities in participation and gentrification. As Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2013) stated:
Vancouver as a bastion of liberal tolerance and cycle-path hedonism is suddenly disrupted in a
place where ‘one hundred years of struggle’ have left a landscape of agony and addiction, for
which the frequent remedial prescription is gentrification in the guise of ‘revitalization’ (p. 264).
Therefore, the City of Vancouver is a suitable case for giving insight into the politically
contentious decision-making process for cycling infrastructure. Based on the purpose of my dissertation
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and research questions, I conducted my case study in two phases, utilizing qualitative methods as
explained in the next section.
4.2 Methods
In this section, I explain the methods used in detail. Figure 8 is a visual representation of phase
one, two, and the analysis.

Figure 8: Methods and Procedures for Data Collection and Analysis
4.2.1 Phase 1
In the first phase, I gathered content on the decision-making process through various materials
such as council meeting minutes and documents (City of Vancouver, 2018), TransLink plans such as the
10-year vision (TransLink, 2019c), transportation strategies (TransLink, 2013), advocacy meeting
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minutes, (HUB, 2018), websites, and news articles (Chan, 2018a; Chan, 2018b; McElroy, 2018; Murphy,
2018; Zeidler, 2018) on cycling and the decision-making process. Documents were gathered by
downloading the page or file mentioning cycling or active transportation on various websites. In detail,
the websites included the “Streets and transportation” section of the City of Vancouver, the Vancouver
Park Board, Translink, and HUB. Further, I used Google to search news articles, filtered by “cycling in
Vancouver”, “bicycling in Vancouver”, “pandemic cycling Vancouver”, and “pandemic biking”. Only
news articles discussing cycling infrastructure planning or cycling infrastructure planning amid the
pandemic were incorporated. The full list of documents, including the source, theme, and data included
in the interview process is shown in Table 2. Collecting content on cycling and the decision-making
process gave me further insight into the political discourse of cycling, and mechanisms of influence in
the process. The content influenced who I interviewed and the questions I asked in the second phase of
my data collection.
4.2.2 Phase 2
The second phase involved traditional qualitative data collection. I interviewed key stakeholders
in the advocacy stage, those working in the city planning and transportation fields, to express their
interpretation of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process and how equity is valued, how it is
determined, implemented, and evaluated, if at all. Purposeful sampling was used to gather initial
participants. Purposeful sampling “focuses on selecting information-rich cases whose study will
illuminate the questions under study” (Patton, 2002, p. 273). To emphasize the unique contribution and
differentiation of this sampling method in qualitative research, Patton (2002) states:
Nothing better captures the difference between quantitative and qualitative methods than the
different logics that undergird sampling approaches. Qualitative inquiry typically focuses in
depth on relatively small samples, even single cases (n = 1), selected purposefully. Quantitative
methods typically depend on larger samples selected randomly. Not only are the techniques for
sampling different, but the very logic of each approach is unique because the purpose of each
strategy is different. While the purpose of probability-based random sampling is generalization
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from the sample to a population, what would be ‘bias’ in statistical sampling, and therefore a
weakness, becomes the intended focus in qualitative sampling, and therefore a strength. The logic
and power of purposeful sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases for study in
depth…Studying information-rich cases yields insights and in-depth understanding rather than
empirical generalizations (p. 272-273).
In line with Patton (2002), I initially identified participants by purposefully searching through the
documents collected in phase one, including information-rich participants who could speak to the
decision-making process as they were listed as being involved in the cycling infrastructure planning
process such as councillors and transportation staff. I also contacted those who were well known
advocates for cycling who have been involved in the planning process. I emailed all participants via
email. I contacted a total of 42 potential participants. All participants were given an information page
explaining the research and another consent page to fill out and sign. The study was reviewed, along
with the information and consent materials, by the UBC ethics board (Ethics ID #H19-02143). There
were no monetary incentives or compensation for participation. After interviewing the initial
participants, I used snowball sampling, as outlined by Noy (2008), as another qualitative technique to
gather more participants. Snowball sampling is a form of convivence sampling, whereby “the researcher
makes initial contact with a small group of people who are relevant to the research topic and then uses
them to establish contact with others” (Bryman et al., 2012, p. 220). Table 1 includes a profile for each
participant under the pseudonym I have given them, the category or organization of affiliation, and their
motivations for choosing their career path. Gathering in-depth and contextualized data through semistructured interviews as outlined by Denzin and Lincoln (2008) can help critique the complex process of
making decisions on cycling infrastructure and help to propose changes for the future. Appendix B
details the semi-structured interview guide I employed. However, the guide did change marginally
depending on who I was discussing with because participants played various roles in the process. I asked
different questions in light of the findings gathered from phase one. The interviews were anywhere
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between forty minutes to three hours, with an average length of one hour and thirty minutes. After each
interview, I recorded analytic memos to serve as a form of informal analysis and record any overarching
findings or future questions to inquire about. A total of 28 pages of analytic memos were recorded.
According to Kerwin-Boudreau and Butler-Kisber (2016), analytic memos increase the trustworthiness
of qualitative research because it leaves behind a trail of decision-making strategies and promotes selfreflection in the research process. I stopped collecting data when I had reached theoretical saturation.
Theoretical saturation is when you no longer learn anything new from the interview participants (Van
Den Hoonaard, 2012). I was aware that I reached theoretical saturation as the interviews progressed and
noted so in my post-interview memos. By the time I had reached theoretical saturation and ended the
interview process, I had interviewed 28 participants. There was a total of 515 pages of transcripts from
the interviews and a total of 318, 967 words. The following section outlines how I analyzed the data.
4.3 Analysis
4.3.1 Phase 1
In phase one, I conducted a content analysis, also known as document analysis, of the various
material such as council and advocacy meeting minutes and documents, websites and news articles on
cycling and the decision-making process. I conducted a word frequency query across all documents, as
seen below in figure 9. The NVivo word cloud that represents the most frequent words in the analysis,
giving me perspective on the key words used across all documents prior to the thematic coding. As
outlined by Bowen (2009), I analyzed the content thematically using NVivo, where I read through each
document line by line and coded the text most relevant to my research questions. NVivo is a valuable
data analysis tool for qualitative research when working with a large amount of textual data that enabled
me to find similarities across text content. This analysis resulted in the following codes in sequential
order: Decision-making, future of mobility, equity, engagement, political influence, cycling safety,
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cycling projects, investment, COVID, cycling network, and evaluation. Content most relevant to the
research questions were highlighted and used in the next phase. A complete list of documents included in
the content analysis, thematic codes, and information from each source is seen in table 2 in the appendix.

.
Figure 9: NVivo Word Frequency Query Content Analysis
This analysis prepared me for the semi-structured interviews in phase 2 of data collection and
phase 2 of the analysis. I had detailed information from each document and was prepared to ask more
targeted questions and follow-up questions during the interviews. In the following phase, I discuss the
second and final phase of the data analysis.
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4.3.2 Phase 2
In the second and final phase of the analysis, I analyzed the semi-structured qualitative interview
data by first transcribing the voice-recorded interviews. After transcription, I input the data into NVivo
to thematically code and triangulate the data (Welsh, 2002). I compared this set of data to the content
analysis within NVivo and the analytical memos taken throughout the research process. This process is
known as triangulation. Triangulation is a strategy for understanding phenomenon across methods, adds
rigor to the research, and is an alternative to validation as qualitative work cannot be "validated" in an
objective way. Denzin (2012) explains:
Triangulation is not a tool or a strategy of validation but an alternative to validation. The
combination of multiple methodological practices, empirical materials, perspectives, and
observers in a single study is best understood as a strategy that adds rigor, breadth complexity,
richness, and depth to any inquiry (p. 82).
In other words, the self-reported nature of the semi-structured interviews in the form of participants
perceptions about how the decision-making process works needed to be compared across the other data
sets to increase the qualitative validity of the research. As suggested by Creswell (2017), to strengthen
the qualitative validity of the findings insofar as they are “accurate from the standpoint of the researcher,
the participant, or the readers of the account”, validity strategies such as triangulation and member
checking can be used (p. 201). Along with triangulation, member checks were used whereby I contacted
all participants after an initial draft of the dissertation to comment on the accuracy of the data. All
participants responded yes, determining that the analysis and representation were accurate and true to the
comments they had made during the interviews. Overall, the analysis and themes identified from the
findings helped bring context to the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. The following
section discusses the representation of findings for this research.
4.4 Representation
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4.4.1 Traditional Representation
The qualitative findings are presented in a traditional manner through themes ascertained from
participant interviews (Van Den Hoonaard, 2012). When discussing the decision-making process with
participants, some interviews took a more narrative turn when explaining sites of contentious
infrastructure. Thus, the traditional qualitative representation, as shown in the findings section, does not
visually represent the context of Vancouver when each location of political infrastructure is discussed. I
explain the visual representation next.
4.4.2 Visual Storytelling Mapbox Representation
As I was collecting data, I noticed a recurring theme. Participants would discuss locations of
politically charged infrastructure and their success or failure over time. They also mentioned why each
location was a success or failure and the role of stakeholders in the process. I decided to visually
represent these data on a map in a narrative style, along with pre-existing data on the context of
Vancouver. I have outlined the research questions considered and the data incorporated into Mapbox in
Appendix D. Visual storytelling, or “story-mapping” is a popular method for engagingly representing
qualitative data, embodying the “messiness” of qualitative research (Dicksonson & Telford, 2020). To
create this visual story, I utilized Mapbox interactive storytelling. Mapbox interactive storytelling is a
low-code template to create a story through maps, text, and other open-source data (Mapbox, 2021). The
data included in the map I created are as follows: (1) narrative text from the political infrastructure over
time chapter of the findings, (2) the location of all cycling infrastructure in Vancouver, (3) ICBC’s
(Insurance Corporation of British Columbia) data on victims of cycling crashes and injuries 1, and (4)
Stats Canada’s 2016 data on median household income. The Mapbox visual representation is located on

1

The data from ICBC (Insurance Corporation of British Columbia) is the most comprehensive data on Vancouver victims of
cycling crashes and injuries. As Barajas (2018) notes, socioeconomic differences in reporting and vulnerably of populations in
high-risk neighbourhoods influence these statistics and should be considered when planners interpret this information.
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the following website and the content is included in the findings chapter:
https://rfallonmayers.github.io/src/
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Chapter 5: Findings
As a reminder, the overarching purpose of this study was to explore the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process. First, a total of sixty documents from the City of Vancouver, TransLink, HUB,
and news articles were analyzed through Nvivo. Second, a total of twenty-eight participants across the
City of Vancouver were interviewed using the semi-structured interview guide (see appendix B for more
detail). The data from the second phase is seen in the findings, as the content phase was used to inform
the interviews. In this chapter, I address my findings in seven sections. Each section represents general
agreement and subsequent themes selected based on the similarities across participants. Participants were
often in agreement regarding the cycling infrastructure decision-making process, mechanisms of
influence and power, issues of equity, and political infrastructure over time. Considering the participants
were mostly those in decision-making roles in similar organizations, it was understandable to have
likeness in the philosophies regarding planning and transportation. Despite the overwhelming similarities
between participant comments, there was some disagreement regarding the implication of the pandemic
on cycling infrastructure and the future of transportation. Accordingly, the five finding sections consist
of: (1) The cycling infrastructure decision-making process, (2) the mechanisms of influence and power,
(3) issues of equity, (4) political infrastructure over time, and (5) COVID-19 and future changes in
transportation.
5.1 Decision-Making Process
This section explains the findings related to the cycling infrastructure decision-making process as
described by the participants. I discussed the decision-making process from long-term planning to
evaluation. I have created a diagram to help visualise the decision-making process and the mechanisms
of influence in the process (see figure 10). This diagram was created based on the interviews with
decision-makers and includes their perspective on the process. Moreover, this diagram outlines the
mechanisms of influence and power within the cycling infrastructure decision-making process and will
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be discussed in the next section at length. As reflected in the decision-making process diagram, the
majority of participants explained a five-step process. The five steps include: (1) Defining goals,
purpose, policies, and directives, (2) looking at the alignments of corridors to serve populations, (3)
detailed engineering and construction drawings, (4) build, and (5) evaluate and monitor. The arrows
within the figure represent the sequence of the decision-making process. This framework deviates from
the “textbook” approach to cycling infrastructure, as the typical approach does not involve any
community engagement techniques throughout the process, nor does it recognize the intense political
nature of all decisions at every stage. The cycling infrastructure decision-making process is unique
insofar as the process can be influenced or undermined in the engagement process by a variety of actors,
whereas other road projects do not seem to receive the same amount of attention or scrutiny. The public
engagement throughout the process and integral to the success of a project, although it can be incredibly
hard to navigate. Figure 11, the mechanisms of influence in the cycling infrastructure decision-making
process, visually represents the groups who exercise power and at what stage in the process it is
exercised. In the following section, I will discuss the many influencing factors at hand throughout the
decision-making process.
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Figure 10: Procedural Framework Findings for the Cycling Infrastructure Decision-Making
Process (Mayers, 2021)
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Figure 11: Mechanisms of Influence in the Cycling Infrastructure Decision-Making Process
(Mayers, 2021)
5.1.1 Defining Goals, Purpose, Policies, and Directives
Participants explained the importance of defining the goals, purpose, principals, policies, and
directives at the start of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. These goals were often
characterized by a larger plan such as a transportation plan and help guide the vision and work done (i.e.
Transport 2040, Regional Cycling strategy, transportation design guidelines, Greenest City Action Plan,
and 5-year cycling network). These plans were usually high-level plans, yet they help guide staff in their
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decision-making and ground the basis of their work. For example, Ben, a communications expert at
TransLink, stated that the next large transportation plan Transportation 2050 “…is going to be our brand
new 30-year transportation strategy. And basically, it governs all modes. It's very high level and it's very
aspirational”. Other participants expressed the need to start from a foundational plan with clear
guidelines because it guides and supports decision-making, especially if the plans are questioned. For
example, Jay, an urban design consultant, outlined the importance:
Having an established set of principles or policies or directives to help implement that is I think
very important. That's kind of a foundational step…when people do criticize it, you can go and
point out like, well, this was already what was in the plan. This is how this was motivated. And it
gives a clearer understanding even if you disagree with it, it wasn't just some random idea.
Participants spoke about the need for a clear vision at the beginning of the process to determine
why you are creating the plan in the first place. Adam, a transportation advocate and planner, outlined
“having a clear vision of what you're trying to do with the infrastructure, especially if it's getting safer
and more comfortable infrastructure that more people are comfortable biking on.” Ethan, a transportation
consultant, explained how the plan must have a clear purpose and goals to move forward and are
incorporated into the plan. Having an overarching plan is a foundational component to the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. Camila, a transportation consultant, explained how the project
lifecycle cannot operate without supportive policy and operational elements. These elements are integral
to determine at the beginning of the planning process. She stated:
If you think about the project life cycle from defining a problem or setting policy all the way
through to planning and design and construction, and then operating and maintaining and
evaluating.
Although the overarching plan is integral since multiple agencies and governing bodies are involved in
the cycling infrastructure decision-making process, it can be challenging to coordinate. Ben, a
communications expert at TransLink, commented:
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Which government agencies are responsible for [bike lanes] or not responsible for it. They want
to work together. But silos and inertia in government is a real thing.
Blake further elaborates on the role that TransLink plays in the process:
While we develop cycling and transportation policy documents, and fund the transit network, roads
and tolls, as well provide funding to the municipalities for walking and cycling, importantly,
TransLink doesn’t have jurisdiction over land use. We give capital funding for cycling projects to the
municipalities through our cost-share program BICCS…We develop the Major Bike Network and
work with the municipalities and Metro Vancouver to help create a vision and objectives for cycling
in the region, so I would say TransLink sets the standards for infrastructure quality and then plays a
coordinating role…but the municipalities have the power and jurisdiction to decide if and where
infrastructure goes.

The jurisdictional and bureaucratic nature of government can make coordinating projects very hard from
the onset. Nick, a previous transportation engineer at the City of Vancouver, explained how plans need
to be coordinated well in advance. Changes need to be determined earlier on in the process, but how in
reality, this works differently. Sometimes, the overarching plan may not be enough to assess today’s
problems or changes, which can be frustrating. He explained:
We try to be coordinated. I think that's another big thing at the city...just for reference, sewers are
supposed to last 100 years. That's a ridiculous amount of time to sort of be like “ok, build the
road you want for 100 years because we're not ripping this up again”. That's not how it works for
us, we rebuild streets all the time. But whenever we get those things approaching, there's
suddenly huge emphasis, like “ok, what do you want now?!” and we're like “well no one was
looking at that and, we didn't know that you were doing a sewer or water upgrade or a repaving.”
Although participants described how the foundational plans were integral and set the stage for further
plans and cycling infrastructure, others explained the informal nature that plans would often take. Some
projects don’t follow a typical planning model and are born out of different circumstances. For example,
Camila, a transportation consultant, outlined the ramifications of not following a typical model:
Sometimes projects are born of problems and don't follow the rational planning model, which is
kind of the, define the problem and take it through the life cycle. Sometimes…too many people
have gotten killed on busy roads on bikes, and there's a need to solve that problem. And
sometimes before the problem is examined thoroughly, somebody just says, we need a bike lane,
they've got the solution in mind. And sometimes projects are born that way. In Vancouver, there's
a bit more rigor generally in the city of Vancouver…the city of Vancouver as an organization is
pretty process-oriented around following that rational planning model. So their policy documents
like Transport 2040 and others identify vision goals, objectives that are mode-specific, that are
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general, and that are mode-specific…So specific projects are identified and then developed and
funded out of that first policy step.
Camila also proceeded to discuss the planning decisions that are made in light of mayoral and council
politics. She emphasized how often it is hard to reconcile a full planning process when mayoral or
council want to make the decisions quickly or at the beginning of their term in office. Camila elaborated:
When you go through the full planning process…it takes time and takes money and politics
again, come into play because if you've got a three-year term or a four-year term, maybe you
don't want to wait around for the five years of planning study required.
One of the ways in which the council influences the decision-making is at the policy stage, whereby
council and staff go back and forth on decisions and can be constrained by the direction they want to go.
Sasha, a transportation planner at the City of Vancouver, explained how the council direction works:
We have policy direction from council. So I guess you could even say it's a bit of like council
asks us to create a policy. We create a policy. We consult on it. We bring it to council again, they
say yes or no, or ask for some changes. From that policy, maybe create maps or maybe those are
part of the policy and sort of decide where we're going to go. And it doesn't necessarily mean it's
going to be on the street. It might be like, it's going to be in this neighborhood or we need to look
or starting to get into that sort of, we have we have direction to do X thing.
Ultimately, the foundational plan helps define the purpose, goals, policies and directives to help
formulate cycling infrastructure plans. Cycling infrastructure can be planned with the foundational
strategy in mind, supporting their decisions for the remainder of the planning process.
5.1.2 5 Year Plan-Capital Budget
Once the foundational plans have been approved and staff are working towards creating other plans
based on them, the council will approve a 5-year capital budget to fund the plans. As explained by
participants, the council plays an integral role in accepting plans, and it often comes in the form of the 5year capital budget. Participants who worked for the city and consultants who worked closely with the
city expressed that the capital budget is one of the best exemplifying ways to show their support for
plans or goals outlined in other objectives. One of the council members, Emma, commented on how this
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works by saying “We have budget items that have come to us where it says, for example, we've allocated
X number of capital dollars for bike infrastructure. So by approving the capital budget, you're endorsing
whatever staff suggested or proposed or recommended”. Staff explained the capital budget as one of the
most important and foundational steps, meanwhile, councillors such as Emma explained that their
approval is an endorsement of plans proposals that were created already. Simon, a transportation
consultant, explained the connection between the capital budget and the process of cycling infrastructure.
He explained:
Sometimes you would go to council to get council approval and get the project in your capital
budget. In some cases, it's already funded in advance, so you don't need to do that, but it's really,
at that point, you've got a plan that's kind of supported or a design that's supported. And then
that's where I kind of hand it over to the engineers, and they do the detailed design getting into all
the technical aspects of it in a lot more detail like drainage, considerations, utility poles, whatever
that may be, and then get it out for construction.
To explain the capital budget a bit more and how cycling infrastructure is funded, in particular, the
difference between high-growth and low-growth areas, Nick stated:
Community plans…there's like 20 communities in Vancouver, something like that, and they kind
of all go through cycles. The idea being that they're updated every 5 years. That doesn't happen,
by the way. Some are like 20 years old, I think like Dunbar for example. Low-growth areas don't
generally get an update. But from specifically a transportation perspective, the transportation plan
that was in 2012, it's called transportation 2040 because that was our horizon planning year. It
kind of identified all those key projects and gave rough guidelines in terms of how, when they
should be taken. So like 1-2 years, 2-5, 5-10, or beyond. But none of that has costing really built
into it. The really important one from an engineering standpoint is that every 4 years aligned with
the municipal election cycle, we do a capital plan…That's where the decisions are made. So the
priorities are set as we go through a capital plan and a capital budget process.
Nick further explained how development is highly connected to cycling infrastructure, which helps to
understand why some areas of the city see ample infrastructure and others continue to stagnate.
Moreover, he explained how hard it is to build infrastructure in a piecemeal manner and underscores
how reliant the city is on development. He elaborated:
A lot of these projects we're doing are actually funded through what we call development cost
levies and they're supposed to be growth-related projects…it's probably not as formal as people
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think. We kind of go through, we think we have a pretty good design, and if there's a big change,
then we do a cost-benefit analysis and say if it's necessary, we do it and we find the money within
the capital plan.
Nick elaborated on the capital planning process in more detail, explaining how more opportunistic and
informal types of projects are done:

As far as capital planning, so just like 5 years or less, we've essentially just build a strategic team
at the city to coordinate. So, I mean, essentially our project management office, and they reach
out to those groups, and we use simple stuff like GIS software tool, this tool called PLANIT. You
have a project coming up, it may just be a pipe dream, but it could happen. You put it on that
map, so at least people know, hey, I'm looking at doing this particular construction project. I have
to talk to these people because they've identified a potential improvement, and you kind of go
through those steps. So, it's not perfect. It never is, but it just takes a lot of good communication
between and the project managers. They need to be up to speed and follow up on what's
important…I would say the significant majority is the well-planned methodical approach to
delivering infrastructure improvements. The opportunistic type of work, it's just so, so much
variability within those…If you went into the office space of transportation at the city of
Vancouver, you'd see just stacks and stacks of folders of papers of concepts that just never really
got much further than that. And it sort of like, you know what, here's what we might do, but we
don't have time for that or we don't have the budget, and we have these other projects to work on.
5.1.3 Alignments of Corridors
After defining the goals, purpose, policies, and directives of the plan and incorporating the plan
into the capital budget, participants explained the next step as looking for the alignments of corridors to
serve populations. Looking for alignments meant creating and expanding the cycling network to make
sense for the city. The selection was often the areas with the greatest number of cyclists and connected
with existing cycling infrastructure. Participants explained how these alignments are determined and the
kind of details they consider at this stage. Simon, a transportation consultant, explained how a review of
the existing conditions is essential to assess when determining where the infrastructure is located, while
at the same time informed by public engagement. He explained:
So when we do kind of our existing conditions review, we always look at, you know, are there
sidewalks or what are the pedestrian crossings? What's the on-street parking? Is it a transit route
and describing that and really putting that lens of all modes and all users on it as well as,
specifically for cycling what could we implement? What's the right of way width available? How
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many traffic lanes are there, is there on-street parking? What are those physical parameters we
need to work with it. So that's just that kind of background piece. We usually then would go and
do some public engagement…How do you use the corridor? How do you travel along the
corridor today? What are some, you know, barriers to cycling? Are there safety issues along the
corridor or otherwise? So that feedback helps inform that existing conditions, like tell us about
how things are today as a user and what you would like to see improved.
Adam, a transportation advocate, explained how there needs to be support to implement the vision and
plan. The level of support for specific projects needs to be well thought out in advance and flow from
one stage to the next. He stated:
How to implement that vision…tends to get just into more of logistics, like how are you, if you
have this great idea to build a cycling network throughout your downtown, like you need to
develop like a five-year plan in terms of here's what we're gonna build first and second and third.
And here's what makes more sense in terms of feasibility. Cause I mean, you still need to do your
proper due diligence in feasibility. You need to kind of do those internal studies to see where it
makes sense to work.
However, Adam also stated that more politically supported infrastructure may not be the best and most
functional infrastructure, although the projects tend to be more robust with multiple groups involved. He
elaborated:
It's often just based on what has the lowest amount of impact on driving…what is the least impact
on traffic flow, and what takes up the least amount of parking? And so that often ends up being
kind of poor infrastructure. When you get to see it's not with a holistic vision, we want to create
more space for people to move around and have it to be comfortable and safe. It's more like, ah, I
guess we should do something. So that's just kind of jam something in over here. But if
sometimes other levels of government are involved, like if they're getting the active
transportation grant from MOTI [Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure] or fixed funding
from TransLink, then they have to conform a bit more to the visions of those organizations.
TransLink, for example, they have a bigger vision of like anything they fund needs to be a bit
better quality. They're not just going to fund anything.
From a cycling advocate perspective, the transportation department is seen as focusing too much on the
impact of driving and doing what is politically feasible, rather than what makes the most sense for
cycling throughout the city. Another perspective, Simon, a transportation consultant, discussed how their
team focuses on improving the quality infrastructure, ensuring it isn’t an afterthought, trying to
understand how the user will be experiencing the cycling infrastructure.
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The way I usually develop plans is it's kind of those two main pieces. You map out where all
those major destinations plot those out on a map, and then ultimately working with the
community. What are the main like desire lines? How do you get from A to B? It's really to say
connect the dots exercise. But we usually kind of focus on, I usually call it like a spine
network…where are really high-quality connections? You should have AAA facilities that
connect all of your major destinations in a city. And that's kind of how I approach master plans.
And so connecting the dots with what these spine corridors that have to be all ages and abilities.
And then, you know, that doesn't give you connections everywhere. So there's kind of a second
tier of facilities...Maybe they don't need to be the full like AAA or as beautiful, but you know,
you still need to make sure there's options that cover all areas of a city. That's kind of how I
typically approach it because otherwise if you go to the community and just say, where do you
want a bike route? They’re just going to draw a line from like their house to where they work.
Another way to determine where cycling infrastructure is located was through data collection done by
the City of Vancouver and other organizations such as ICBC Insurance Corporation of British Columbia)
and VPD (Vancouver Police Department). Sasha, a transportation planner at the city, explained that
while these data are used to make decisions, Sasha and other participants had problems with some major
flaws such as inconsistent data being given, and needing to be a member of ICBC to make a claim. Thus,
a lot of injuries are not reported. The data are skewed to those who have the privilege to report. Sasha
elaborated:
So this is a really interesting thing. We can get collision data from ICBC. We can get fatality data
from VPD, and they're good about sending that to us as soon as they can…Some of them don't.
So we actually, we are missing data on injury…then the other point is if you get it, if you fall off
your bike, you might go to the hospital or you might never tell anyone. And, you know,
somebody like, I know there's one place where I used to fall and then see people fall cause there
was a bit of ice on the bit of a dark patch. And I never, I didn’t work here [at that point], thought
about like telling the city that like everyone fell there and it was very slippery and tricky, and it
probably would have been good to know that, but they will never record it. So there's that kind of
injury data, which is very hard to overcome.
Insofar as determining the cycling infrastructure corridor, the participants explain the need for
engagement, support in funding, and data to determine need. Once the location has been determined,
decision-makers move to the detailed engineering and construction phase.
5.1.4 Detailed engineering and construction drawings
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In the next phase, participants spoke about the detailed engineering and construction drawings needed
before implementation. Often these plans are drawn up by engineers both in the City transportation
department and consultants who have been hired to work on projects. Although engineers do this stage
of the decision-making process, the public engagement process continues to be as crucial along the way.
A significant number of participants spoke about how they could create the best plan in their mind, but if
there is not consistent and prolonged community engagement, it may not be supported, and they would
go back to the drawing board. Ethan, a consultant, explained the process and the influence of
engagement:
Once you have the route alignment selected or alignment selected, you have to look at what the
design of those facilities or those corridors would look like, figure out which one works best and
then refine the design concept plan…and then work through preliminary detailed engineering and
construction drawings and then build it. But all the while, engagement at every step of those.
Another consultant, Simon, elaborated on the role of public engagement during the design of the
infrastructure. He explained that the decision-making process is far more complex than currently
understood, and it’s about weighing the data and public opinion when determining design.
We would do a technical analysis and usually a multiple account evaluation and come up with a
preferred option. And we do like to say public input is super important, but it's one of many
things we need to consider. There are technical considerations that need to go into it as well. So
that's always, maybe a little bit tricky, you know, it's not just because we hear from the public
that, Hey, maybe they really love this option. There's other things we need to consider. It's a
complex decision-making process to really, blend technical input with public input and then use
our kind of professional expertise…I think that's our role to take all the information we're
provided and make the best decision that we can and not bias it too heavily towards, you know,
just what we hear from the public, but also not only rely on just whatever data we have, it's, it's a
combination of factors. And then, we would come up with a preferred option. Usually, then we
would go to another, like a more detailed level of design as to what that could look like. And
then, ideally, we would go back for like a third round of engagement to say here's our preferred
concept.

Nick also explained how there could be last-minute adjustments made to the design, but the changes
don’t come without a cost when working as a consultant. He stated:
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You can appreciate how bureaucratic things are within municipal government. Then, there's
politics…but it does really affect the planning and design process because there aren't change
orders at the city of Vancouver. You can sort of like last-minute make an adjustment to a design,
and it has no cost, whereas, on the consulting side, there's a cost for everything. It takes resources
to go through.
These participants expressed the ad hoc way in which some changes are made to plans, without much
public appreciation of the last-minute changes to the infrastructure. It is clear however, that mostly all
designs are iterative, even after the proposal is approved and funded. The community engagement may
derail this process at any time and staff will have to amend the facilities.
5.1.5 Build
The next step of the process is to build the cycling infrastructure that was planned. According to the
participants, this step in the process was relatively simple. The main issue with this step is more of a
coordination exercise. Sasha, one of the transportation planners at the city, explained how sometimes it is
difficult to line up the construction teams. Sasha stated:
Then we start sort of deciding the timelines, like what makes sense. We're trying to do more
lining up of things with other projects…when we were tearing up the street to fix the water main,
great time to go in and make some changes to the curb. Cause we're also going to be ripping the
curb up in places…So there's a bit of that timing thing too. Once we decide where things are
going and, and I think this is where the time it gets quite tight…We have to start lining crews up
to build things years in advance to make sure we have enough crews to get it done in a reasonable
amount of time. Or we have to start getting contractors lined up, you know, three, four, maybe
even five years in advance… And if we miss those dates, then we might lose the crews, and it
might lengthen it. Or we might have to hire more expensive crews...Once we've sort of decided
that timeline and that construction if a project is going to go ahead, it's almost easier to drop a
project because we always need crews. There's always a slowdown.
Other participants expressed the need to organize the timing with other projects. However, once the
projects were in the building stage, it was rare for changes to be made at that stage.
5.1.6 Evaluate and Monitor
The last step in the cycling infrastructure decision-making process is the evaluation and monitoring of
the infrastructure. Participants spoke about how this is technically incorporated into plans yet can often
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be an afterthought, poorly funded, and not considered enough in the planning process. Camila explained
the importance of evaluating the infrastructure:
It informs decision-making for the next bike lane. You might design, you realize it's two inches
too narrow, or you put the lights in the wrong spot, or you didn't tell anyone about it, or it can
really inform decision-making for future projects. And I think it shows a standard of care for the
folks using it…it can compel the use of that infrastructure if somebody sees that it's being
monitored and with a promise of optimization.
On monitoring and optimization, Simon, a consultant, explained how simple tools such as bike counters
during the decision-making process are effective and efficient in evaluating use. However, he explains
how some people forget to add counters to their plans or decide not to, and it becomes much more
expensive to do it after the fact. He stated:
One thing we try and recommend to our clients is when they're building new infrastructure is to
actually install permanent bike counters in the bike lane…and those units aren't expensive. If you
were to do it after the fact, it's a few thousand dollars, but as part of a capital project, I mean,
usually, these are hundreds of thousands of dollars and include that counter as part of your design
budget…It doesn't get you the before data, so you still need to do that before data, but if you're
building this and ripping up the road, that's a very small line item to put that monitoring in your
actual project.
Although most plans do have an evaluation component, Ethan, a consultant, discusses the need for
planning the monitoring and evaluation of the project while at the same time being realistic of how that
data will be used. He expanded:
Almost every plan I've seen has an evaluation component to it or a chapter. Very few have
thorough monitoring [or] reporting back doesn't happen. Some communities have tried to do
yearbooks to document the progress to date. Sometimes it might be incorporated somewhat in
like performance management programs for a community. A lot of times, it's rolled up to a single
measure for like, or measures for mobility. So sometimes it comes back to, like, what's
tracked…if all they're tracking is the predominant statistic, you're tracking his commute to work,
that and collisions might be your only two metrics for the transportation department or the
transportation function of your city. So it's really hard. What does that mean for cycling at the
same time evaluation programs? I've seen some of them honestly think they're not followed
because there's like 90 measures, and nobody has the time or budget or ability to monitor and
report on 90 different measures. I use the number 90 is just a random number, but I think like
sometimes we can complicate things by trying to measure too many things. And I question
sometimes how valuable that is.
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The monitoring and evaluation of the cycling infrastructure are needed to optimize the existing
infrastructure and plan for future projects. Moreover, participants expressed the need for these items to
be incorporated into all their plans and the resources to address these needs.
5.1.7 Engagement
As mentioned briefly above, public engagement is an integral part of the decision-making process
for cycling infrastructure. As seen in Figure 10 and 11, the engagement process must be incorporated
from the outset of the planning process and continuously considered. Often, the level of engagement in
the planning process can make or break the success of the infrastructure in question and, ultimately, the
acceptance and usage by the community. Adam, a transportation advocate, outlined:
Good infrastructure plans engage stakeholders in the community as part of the visioning process.
So, you wouldn't do all the vision yourself and then just say, hey, here's our great vision. Isn't that
great? People would be involved in making the vision. But once you've sort of developed that
vision, hopefully, it's more holistically developed.
At TransLink, Ben explained how their role in the public engagement process works as cities apply for
funding aligned with the plans they set out using this engagement. Ben elaborated using the next
transportation plan (Transport 2050) as an example of their most extensive public engagement strategy.
He elaborated:
Our first phase, we went out to the public, and we said, you know what, listen, we want your
ideas, and we want to understand your values and your priorities. And so it was our largest ever
public engagement. And as far as I understand, it's one of the largest public engagements on
transportation in the world at the municipal level. 2
The values and priorities of the community were evident to the decision-makers as a vital aspect of the
planning process. Simon, a consultant, explained how it is essential to ask initial questions and clarify
those who give their input and how it will be implemented. He stated:
[It is] important to get buy-in early on in the process and get people aware that this project is
happening, making them feel that a part of the design process and making it clear that the input
2

Phase 1 of Transport 2050 was TransLinks’ largest ever public engagement, speaking to over 158,000 people at 315 events
in 27 municipalities in Metro Vancouver (TransLink, 2020).
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that they provide will help shape the design. So that's always really important in our public
engagement that we're not just asking you for your input, but we also want to make sure we're
showing the public how their feedback helped influence the design process.
Nick, an engineer, explained how consulting with the public was one of the most vital steps in the
decision-making process for cycling and transportation more broadly. He outlined how projects will not
be successful unless engagement is done well. Yet, he explained how a few people can co-opt the
process and how to navigate it. He described:
I think the city does a really good job at engagement generally. We put a lot of effort into it. But
inevitably, you can't make everyone happy, and you know, I've been proven wrong. There are
things that we find out at the eleventh hour that are just good decisions, and we've made those
adjustments. Ya, maybe someone was out of town for the open house event, and they were able
to show up to council, and that's why we do engagement, and there is value…It's difficult to build
up the plan and then bring it to the community and then get total buy-in so that we can proceed
with constructing it. And often, just a few disappointed people can really hijack the process,
surprisingly. And so a pretty robust plan almost goes back in time to say we've been thinking
about this for a long time, these are the reasons we chose this route and then you know, in 10-20
years, this is how we anticipate it looking. And you need to be really nimble just to sort of say
here's where the development pockets are popping up or alternatively if it's not development
related, here's why this corridor is so important…In general, consultation and engagement with
the public and businesses is really important. You can't skip it. There's just no way it will be
successful unless you do that well.
To do public engagement well, Camila, a transportation consultant, explained the IAP2 spectrum of
engagement (See figure 15) as the industry standard and often what she refers to in the engagement
process for public infrastructure projects. Camila explained how her consulting team works to involve as
many stakeholders affected by the project as possible. She remarked:
It's about doing that for anyone who is going to be impacted by it, and engagement should be the
same…If we're going to implement a new bike lane, we're not only going to go and invite hub to
the meeting, right. We're going to talk to the residents, whose parking will be affected. We're
going to talk to businesses, delivery, drivers, emergency services, people, all of them, right.
Stakeholder identification is such a huge part of engagement. And then figuring out who you're
going to talk to, how they want to be talked to or engaged if you should be asking questions or
just sharing information if they have any decision-making power.
However, Camila also has issues with some aspects of the public engagement process insofar as she sees
the role of the expert being diminished as projects move to include more public opinion. She elaborated:
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I think that regardless of the mode of transportation we're talking about, it is inappropriate to ask
people to make decisions or informed decisions that they're not equipped to make. And while I
don't think that these decisions should be made in the dictatorship bubble, you know, it's public
infrastructure. People should be involved in the creation of these tools and policies, and pieces of
infrastructure. I just think the pendulum has swung a little too far to the empower side…but I
really think it's about targeting in on the appropriate level of detail and empowerment.
Sasha, who works for the city, explained how complicated that balancing act is and how much
engagement should be done and in what way, especially with an impending timeline. Sasha explained:
We have processes where you just go, and we're like, we want to make an upgrade on this
timeline. Tell us what you want. We'll give you a couple options because, like free and open,
sometimes can just cause confusion. I think we had up to six options. So people were just kind of
confused, and then we still have people's suggesting, but why can't you just build a bridge
somewhere else, or why can't it go here? I think we had like 20 different options in our materials
because we wanted to show like we worked through all of these options, and that's why we're
bringing 6 to you.
Sometimes the engagement process can open up dialogue, where the comments are quite negative. Dan,
a planner at the city, explained how important data was to dispute claims of the louder, more car-oriented
stakeholders in the area. The survey completed by residents and the data collected by the City of
Vancouver on various other measures were some of the best ways to garner support for the plans. He
recalled one of the areas where data-driven decision-making and engagement was fundamental:
[People think] everyone comes through bike routes or everyone comes through by car. Doesn't
matter how many studies are out there that show something different. People often start there.
And so you can kind of respond by we'll do surveys and studies and intercept surveys. How did
you get here? How much money did you spend? And so we can actually respond with data and
surveys. So actually, 72% of people who shop on the street don't come here by car, and we can
do that sort of thing. But then we can also contextualize the parking loss. So you might say, sure,
you're losing a lot of parking spaces on these three blocks, but did you know there's 172 spaces
within a two-block radius? So there's a parkade here that's half-empty even during peak periods.
And so we put that in context so that people are like, Oh, Oh, okay. And it depends on the
business or the audience, that'd be like, Oh, that's, that's actually true. Like, it's rare that you
actually get to park right in front of your business when you're shopping there…some people will
accept that argument, and some won't…we need to understand how do loading and deliveries
work for each business… engagement is actually really important. We need to kind of unpack
what's a real issue. What is reasonable and what's not reasonable. And we need to respond in a
thoughtful and diplomatic way.
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Nick, an engineer, explained how the city does collect more granular data to help develop and support
their projects. He stated:
The city does have what’s called the transportation panel survey. It's annual. It's just the city of
Vancouver, so it's not region and scale, and this was just an outcome primarily of our
Transportation 2040 plan, which was we don't have the tools to properly analyse projects and
outcomes from those projects, so we built and worked with a consultant to develop similar to the
TransLink trip diary, but it's a bit more granular or city-specific at all. So it allows us to ask
questions more specifically on things like carshare programs, bike-share programs, things like
that. That's a really important one to dig into.
Although some considered the data to be integral to the decision-making process and community
engagement efforts, other participants such as Logan, who worked for the city, commented, “Anyone
who has worked in community planning would tell you the data doesn't go very far in engagement.”
Others also echoed this sentiment, where some thought that people participating in the engagement
process didn’t care so much about the data but about how it impacted their lives, including their travel
patterns, travel times, or economic prosperity. In a sense, the engagement process focused more on the
feelings of the community rather than the data at hand. Dan, a planner at the city, commented on the
level of engagement at the city and how much the opposition to cycling infrastructure projects stems
from the car vs. bike mentality and the adverse effects of othering modes of transportation. This sense of
othering is also why some disagree with events such as “car Free Vancouver” or other “Critical Mass”
events because they pit transportation modes against each other rather than considering them all valid
forms of travel. Considering all modes as valid forms of transportation has historically been very fraught,
yet this distinction is clearly a change in the public perception of cycling.
I would say generally, at the city, there's a lot of engagement. We'll get criticized that we don't,
but I think we do a lot of engagement, even sometimes for quite small projects…If it's a highprofile project, there has to be more engagement. There's more money attached, it's more
engagement, but even like, if it's going to be impactful for people living or working in the area or
potential users, we'll do more engagement based on based on that…Sometimes it's just response
to responding to particularly noisy wheels. We deal with a general level of this whole notion of
cycling versus driving. Making safe cycling infrastructure is not necessarily anti-car…We have
talked about safety for everyone and making travel time reliability for everyone and safety for
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everyone. And even though avoiding terms like cyclists and drivers and try to talk about people
cycling and people driving because you're a person, you're not a thing based on how you get
around…There's a sense of othering…and I would say some folks at the city are better at this
than others. For me, it's really important, even though it's a subtle thing.
Dan further commented on the external and internal advocacy groups who are consulted on the projects
at the city and try to incorporate their criticisms and comments into the plans.
There are external stakeholder groups that are really working hard to do things like for cycling in
particular HUB…which is an urban cycling advocacy group…they're pretty good at kind of
coming to charettes and open houses and workshops and advocating where they need to and
participating in a thoughtful way…We have different citizen advisory bodies, and for
transportation projects, the big ones are the transportation advisory committee seniors advisory
committee, the persons with disabilities advisory committee. And those are big ones. And then
also we'll reach out to families with children and some other groups as well, but they can be
depending on where they're at, they can be allies, or they can be thorns in your side…When
there's constructive criticism, that's great.
As explained, community engagement is not a perfect exercise, especially when competing interests,
knowledge holders, and perspectives on what should be done. As Dan explained, “they can be allies, or
they can be thorns in your side.” Some participants perceived certain community engagement techniques
as tokenistic and ultimately doing more harm than good. This relationship between decision-makers at
the city, the citizens who play a role in the process, and their perceptions needs to be unpacked. The
following section explains some of the engagement techniques that decision-makers found most
ineffective and effective at garnering constructive criticism.
5.1.8 Top-Down Engagement vs Collaborative Engagement
When discussing community engagement with participants, they often expressed the shift from more
top-down engagement strategies such as town halls to a more collaborative model of engagement, with
more citizen control. Logan, who worked for the city, explained how we have shifted from a more data
and expert-driven form of engagement to a more collaborative engagement process to identify
opportunities. He stated, “now it's probably a little different where engagement might identify those
opportunities. But back then, I think it was the data that identified the opportunities”. Adam, who works
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for TransLink, stated that this collaborative planning is optimal, but engagement often falls into topdown planning tropes. He commented, “Ideally it would be collaborative, and community-based, but
often it's more top-down.” Moreover, Adam, a transportation advocate, explained how these engagement
processes could work to trivialize public opinion because there is often a lack of meaningful
engagement. He explained:
Vancouver does a better job of consultation than some other municipalities. But often it seems it's
more just like a tick box of we went and engaged, and that can often just in the way, it's done,
you often just get the angry voices of people who drive and are just focused on driving. And
some projects will get derailed…it's sort of a narrow engagement and just sort of get the loud,
usual voices in the room complaining about losing parking or a reduction of road space for motor
vehicles. You can end up with a worse project at the end than what you started with.
Logan, who worked at the city, argued, “we don't engage communities, meaningfully. We're not,
bringing joy. In my small-time, I see councillors going, why am I investing in this? This is not bringing
in joy”. Ethan, a transportation consultant, commented on the town hall format of community
engagement and its failure to actively engage the community in the decision-making. He stated:
Town halls are terrible. They never work for anything, and they just provide a pulpit for people
with a lot of privilege and power to fight things or to make their opinions well-known, but it
doesn't actually allow for opportunities for people to actually actively engage and to be part of a
decision-making process.
Sasha spoke about the difference between how the engagement process worked ten years ago and how it
has shifted to more meaningful engagement. However, Sasha explained that many people continue to be
left out of the process or choose not to engage at all.
Fifteen years ago, we’d just show up with engineering plans…comprehensible engineering drafts
and try and explain those to people. We'd have a board with like one piece of information on the
board, and we just bring engineers, and it would go badly and difficult for the public to
understand. Now we really try hard to make boards understandable to the public. We have much
better drawings. We will interpret them for people. We'll talk to people on the phone. We try and
have multiple sessions where we try and do them over longer periods of the day to make sure
people who are taking HandyDART can come out if that's of interest to them…We're missing
communities that don't operate in English and aren't comfortable moving into an English
environment…they think it is all about cycling, so they feel like their opinion won't count, or
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they don't really understand how their input will be used, or somebody who's just really
disengaged from the civic spaces and it's really hard to get to those people.
On the other hand, Ethan, a consultant, spoke about how there can be too much engagement. For
example, they had created a six-step engagement process, and there were a variety of iterations and
involvements in the decision-making. He pointed out, “you run the risk of the people that are
championing something in their community to get burnt out because it's just taking too long, and to stay
engaged for that long is also difficult.” Sasha explained how despite wanting more engagement at the
city level, sometimes there is just anger in the room, and people just yell at staff for enacting the more
comprehensive city policies and aligning their plans with those policies. For example:
Just the red-hot anger…people don’t realize how unhelpful it is in terms of even if we're saying
we shouldn't go ahead with this project, it can't be because people don't want it…because there
will always be people who don't want it…We need to have safety and reduce carbon emissions.
We have these overarching policies that we need to align with.
Even when people do come to engagement events, having ample communication, and having the
communication early on, stops the confusion from increasing and curtails the resentment early on in the
process. Sasha elaborated:
I find if people aren't sure of the concept, they'll assume we're doing weird things…Even when
we have published documents with diagrams, people can't read the diagrams. I had to talk to
[someone] on the phone once who said, I’ve looked at the diagram, and you're removing the
sidewalk. And I was like, no, we're not, we're not removing the sidewalk. And we had to like talk
through it…But people get really like, it's their neighborhood, or it's their commute.
Understandably so, Sasha had concerns over the amount of engagement throughout the decision-making
process, wanting to hear from people, but questions if specific projects necessitate the engagement or if it
decreases interest over time.
We could engage in all these steps, but it's like, does everything need a three-step engagement
process? Or are people going to keep coming out to three phases for a ten-block change? Maybe
they care. Or maybe people just kind of get less interested. And as we start to get to that final
phase when it's like pretty minor, then we kind of end up as a thing where we have like ten
people on the engagement, and they are saying things…I'll take your feedback, but I recognize
you're one of 4,000 people that gave input on the process. Should we do more engagement, and
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are we even hitting the right people? Is it better to do less engagement? Just do one, but then
make sure we are trying to hit some of these people…We have done as thorough an engagement
as is appropriate for the level of change. I don't think we should do like a three-point process to
put in a cross our walk. We should probably just put a crosswalk if it meets our criteria.
Evidently, some participants emphasize the need for meaningful engagement over a long period of time,
and others think that this strategy just makes people burn out from the process. The engagement process
for cycling infrastructure can be very hard, tedious, and emotionally charged. Simon, a consultant, duly
noted the shift in culture and engagement when it comes to transportation. It is essential to engage the
community and focus on accessibility and walkability improvements for everyone. Cycling infrastructure
has become reframed as just another transportation mode in the holistic lens of transport in Vancouver.
He explained:
The community engagement piece is super important. Not only to genuinely use input to feed
into the design but also to build support early on and awareness of a project. I think that's always
really critical…you should be trying to focus on everybody…In the past, I think we kind of
thought as like cycling or active transportation as something separate, and I don't think it is. This
is just how we should be designing streets, full stop…The City of Vancouver reorganized their
department a few years ago. They used to have an active transportation branch with 20 people in
it or something like that. They've reorganized. They don't have an active transportation branch
anymore. They just have active transportation as part of what they do…Cycling shouldn't be
anything special. This is just what we should be doing as part of any design. But we also need to
be looking at walking and transit and how to improve safety and everything. So always having
that holistic lens, I think is important because otherwise, you end up pitting people against each
other if it's perceived as only for cyclists, and then you get into this like the perception that
cyclists are only 1% of the population, which isn't true.
Despite putting a lot of effort into communications from the city’s perspective, one of the previous
councillors for the city explained how the same people who complain that they weren’t contacted are the
same people who complain there are too many communications staff at the city. Sarah commented:
One of the things you hear most often as an elected official is, ‘I didn't know you were doing this.
You're doing it behind closed doors. It's been sprung on us. You should have talked to us first.
And usually, that's following months, if not years, of attempts to get the word out. People like to
complain about how many people work in communications at city hall. Well, that's because
you've got a social media person, you've got someone who's doing the Punjabi media, you've got
someone who's doing the Chinese media. You've got somebody reaching out to people of low
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incomes who don't have traditional media sources available to them. There's a lot of comms
people because everyone complains that they weren't contacted.
As Sarah explained, as an elected official, often the people who complain are the ones that are heard.
Certain people are more likely to contact the city frequently. Meanwhile, others don’t seem to know it’s
an option or get left behind for other reasons. In the next section, I discuss the representation in the
engagement process to unpack who the typical stakeholders are and the ones that are left out.
5.1.9 Representation in the Engagement Process
Some participants were open about discussing how insular the engagement process can be and how they
see the same actors time and time again, yet understandably so. Camila, a consultant, explained her
experience in the engagement process and how exclusive it can be:
We can't just [have a town hall] because that solicits or yields feedback from the same ten people
who don’t work those hours, have access to get to the meeting, have literacy, are comfortable in
those environments, have the right clothes, speak English like it's so exclusive. So ridiculous that
that's how decisions are informed…Cause a lot of times, those same ten people are powerful and
educated and wealthy and connected…They speak English, have English literacy, can get to a
meeting, don't work in the evenings, have childcare, feel comfortable going into a room of
technical professionals and aren't worried about what they're wearing. None of the social,
economic, cultural, any boundaries are there…So it definitely gets political quickly.
Considering the town hall format is not best for engagement, the city does have various advisory groups,
such as the transportation advisory group made up of multiple advocates to advise the city on their plans.
One of the members on the transportation committee, Mia, did comment on the group “compared to a lot
of the consultation or activism stuff, it's relatively diverse, ethnically, there's definitely LGBTQ
members, there's a wide range of ages. The main thing that isn't very diverse is that everybody's fairly
well educated, I would think, and most are comfortable financially”. Further, Mia commented on how
the advisory group is engaged in the planning process, yet projects can be stalled or cancelled depending
on other community stakeholders. She elaborated:
We'll recommend some things, and then the city somehow decides what they are going to do.
Then they come back to the advisory committees, and then we give feedback, and then it goes to
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the public, and they give feedback and then it goes to the city. I mean, sometimes it can get
stalled along the way if there's a lot of opposition from someone. [For example], there was a
proposal to do complete streets on Commercial Drive…It's the business improvement
association. Basically, that's the only reason that it's not happened. Just they dug in their heels,
and contrary to all the research and the evidence that shows that it would be great.
Despite some stakeholders' opinions being worth a substantial weight in public decisions, others go
unnoticed. In particular, Sasha, working for the city, commented on the contradictions with
representation in the engagement process by explaining how even if engagement is paid for
underrepresented groups, is it even worth their time?
If we could like pay them, is this something that is worth their time? Are we actually going to
incorporate their feedback?...Emotional labour is done through a lot of these processes by
people…even with people who have all this privilege and power and ability to show up, it's
sometimes hard to get through to them that we are listening. I had a 20-minute conversation with
someone where they were like, you're going to go this thing. And I'm like, we're really not. We're
really not. I promise you, we're not going to do that. We're discussing it today to understand why
we're not doing this thing. That's what's here. That's why we have pictures of it…I don't really
think they ever believe me…So sometimes I like struggle with like, what have we done in the
past that have made you stoke suspicion [to encourage bad feelings]?...has it really impacted your
life so negatively?
Sasha spoke about certain things that they’ve been doing for engagement based on language accessibility
at the city and commented on stipends or bursaries.
If we can give you a stipend or bursary, and I think we should start doing that more. And I think
that'll help. But if you are working 50 hours a week, it doesn't matter how much I'm paying you
to come to a different session. Your long-term hours are more valuable for you not to miss
work… Childcare is another one, but like elder care is something we're going to have is a lot
more difficult…It becomes like we need a societal shift about how we value work and, you
know, better labour laws…I need more, more segments for people, more accessible locations,
more language translation, and maybe like checking our data, like really say like, who came up to
this? What was their income level? Who are we missing? And I think we're, we're now trying to
be really open about who's attending if this has been switched or not switched, but like I feel like
we really have the go-ahead now to say who is coming out and who's not. And then when the
next project we say, okay, like, look, we actually were able to see more people of colour or were
able to say, well, this group’s first language isn't English.
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Simon, a consultant, mentioned how different engagement processes around the location in question are
helpful to engage all various stakeholders. By changing the method of engagement, they can approach
people who do not typically come to planning meetings. He explained:
We're trying to plan for people who could be cyclists. Some of the things we've done is just like
going out onto like a trail or something and just handing out postcards with a survey URL or a
QR code or something. That way, you catch people are doing, going into a cafe or coffee shop or
whatever, and just, Hey, did you know about this project? No, I didn’t. You can have just a quick
interaction, give them some information. And that's where we find it's most successful because
we're not relying on people to have like been aware of this project and come to us. We try and go
to them. I think that's kind of a broader engagement, best practice in all types of planning
projects.
Understandably, staff have a hard time reaching all portions of the population. On the other hand, it is
unclear as to what kinds of engagement would foster more inclusion in the process.
5.1.10 Pop-up Bike Lanes
One of the most popular means of meaningful engagement explained by participants was the idea of popup bike lanes. Pop-up bike lanes are a type of “pilot project” where the city tests out a certain project,
program, or piece of infrastructure in a low-cost, low-barrier manner to show residents how it might look
and operate. After a determined amount of time after the pilot project, or in this case, pop-up bike lane,
whether they decide to install it permanently. Adam, an advocate, commented on how he thought the
pop-up bike lanes were best to meet people where they are and to get feedback. He outlined their
importance:
…trying to accommodate for more than just the usual suspects. Like if you only have a meeting
at seven o'clock on a Thursday night with no food and no childcare and it's somewhere you can
only get to if you drive…You're sort of going to end up with a certain set of people. Whereas if
you try to make it more accessible, maybe go out into the community rather than making the
community come to you. Like Vancouver did sort of these pop-up city halls and some other
engagement where they would just like show up in the community with a tent and gather
feedback that way. So you don't have to like reschedule your day and find childcare and all that
kind of stuff…trying to lower the barriers for more participation.
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Simon, a consultant, explained how effective select iterations of cycling infrastructure through a pilot
could be. They can show different types of infrastructure and collect feedback in the location where the
permanent changes are proposed. He stated:
One of our projects, we actually had three options that we brought to the public, and we set up
what the bike lane would look like, the protected bike lane, but there were three different
configurations. So we gave them that experience, all three configurations. We like physically laid
it out with just some like temporary, like pylons and stuff. It's not the most beautiful, but it shows
people what difference it can make by having that protected infrastructure. So giving people that
experience and doing like a demonstration pilot of the project works really well.
Camila, a consultant, commented on how pilot projects are becoming increasingly popular due to their
ability to show the community a version of their project and receive feedback, making projects more
politically viable if they receive support from the public. Camila stated:
We've been supporting clients on road reallocation projects that everyone's seeing everywhere to
make more room for bikes and people. So there's been more of that kind of work than ever
before. We're learning a lot about temporary projects and pilots, and there's more of an appetite
for piloting things now than ever before. I hope it will inspire a change and demonstrate what's
possible. Right? Like nobody dies, and cars can still move.
Ethan commented on the efficacy of pop-up bike lanes, saying, “the pop-ups helped us communicate a
story and show well this is what a bike Boulevard looks like. What do you think about that? When you're
thinking about riding with your kids, would you feel safe with them on that street?”. Ultimately, the
projects that go through pilot projects and are successful are typically approved by council, where the
support is high. Logan explained:
Usually, by the time it's gone out for engagement, it has a high chance of success. And by the
time it gets to a council agenda, it has an extremely high chance of success. That always sounds
more diabolical than it really is. I think that's actually good in many ways, good decision-making,
right? It's like, well, why should we invest a lot of energy where the business case is weak? The
data case is weak? The support is weak, right? No, you pick areas where you think you can have
the most success.
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In discussing the areas with the most success with infrastructure approval and the areas where decisionmakers struggle to have projects approved, the participants spoke about the mechanisms of influence and
power that each stakeholder in Vancouver has. I will discuss this at length in the next section.
5.2 Mechanisms of Influence and Power
Participants spoke about the many mechanisms of influence and power in the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. Stakeholders often exercise their power and influence in the
engagement process, and the figure 10 diagram is a visual representation of their role in the decisionmaking process. The majority of participants thought that council and staff played an integral role. Yet,
many also spoke about the influence of business improvement associations and their ability to weigh
decisions depending on if they strongly support or oppose infrastructure. Other than the influence of
council, staff, and BIAs, participants recognized the power of consultants, development, advocacy
groups, resident groups, media, and academics in the process. This section will explain how each group
is perceived to influence the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. In section 5.6 of this
chapter, I spatially represent the politically charged cycling infrastructure locations. The participants
mentioned examples of how specific stakeholders have influenced the decision-making process at each
site.
5.2.1 Political Power
5.2.1.1 Political Influence of Staff
The participants all spoke about political elements of the cycling infrastructure decision-making
process. Some acknowledged the political leadership and the government’s role in decision-making, such
as Vision Vancouver 3. Others focused more on the influence of council in the decision-making. Nick,
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Vision Vancouver is a green liberal municipal political part in Vancouver. The party was formed in 2005. They are seen as
anywhere between centre to centre-left. Vision was founded by former Coalition of Progressive Electors (COPE) members.
Vision Vancouver leadership in city council has dropped significantly from previous years, with only 1 seat on the Vancouver
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who was a transportation engineer at the city, stated blatantly, “when you work at the city, you work in a
political regime.” Ethan, a consultant, mentioned how depending on the leadership at multiple levels,
different decisions are made because they may or may not support sustainable transportation. In his
experience:
Leadership's interesting cause it's like there's multiple leaders in a way, right? Like there's the
political leadership which comes and goes a little bit more sometimes then like administrative
leadership, which are there as technical specialists to support decision-making by the politicians.
In either of those levels, you can see resistance that would either make things happen or not
happen…both of those leadership levels, I think, are important.
Robin, a researcher, made it clear that the politics both at the leadership and staff level influence the
decisions made for cycling, specifically on the Vancouver Park Board. The Park Board is not actively
involved in the transportation department’s plans, yet Vancouver Parks are popular places to cycle and
need cycling infrastructure. Robin expressed:
I think at the political level, there have been some people who actively hate bicycling, and at the
staff level, I think it's more just been lack of expertise and not maybe change. And also, at the
parks board political level the NPA4 is no longer in the majority.
On the other hand, supportive political representatives can be very beneficial for cycling infrastructure
development. Ellis, an advocate, explained the benefits of supportive political leadership, while at the
same time, the cycling projects their approval continue to be time-sensitive. Other participants echoed
her sentiment that political leaders pass their most politically challenging plan at the beginning of their
term. She stated:
I just think that the [Vision Vancouver] government made it very clear and particularly through
Gregor that this was the plan, you know, we're going to get the city better biking infrastructure.
We're going to really try to make this happen. We're going to do this. And because they were the
majority, they really had the power to make the changes and were able to get moving right
School Board and no seats on Vancouver City Council or Vancouver Park Board as of 2021. More info here
https://www.votevision.ca/
4
The NPA municipal party (Non-Partisan Association) is a Vancouver municipal political party, generally perceived as
centre-right within the Vancouver political spectrum. They are seen as fiscal conservatives and in support of the business
community. As of 2021, they hold 1/11 seats on city council, 2/7 seats on the Park Board and 0/9 seats on the School Board.
More info here https://npavancouver.ca/
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away…I remember quite early on being called to sort of a private meeting of people who the
Vision party felt could really kind of help move this whole thing forward. And we were around
the table at city hall with Gregor Robertson and a few other councillors.
Camila echoed the same point as Ellis when she stated, “[approval needs to be in the] first year of
office…you need a quick win…and then if you do anything big before you're going to be up for election,
there goes that”. Pamela, who worked with Vision Vancouver, shed light on when to plan for politically
charged infrastructure. She elaborated:
You do a lot of construction and do a lot of bike lanes as much as you can in year one, year two
of your term, year three, the election year, you don't even mention bike lanes in your
speech…you want to push politicians, always. I understand those who [are cycling advocates]
want to show that they're dissatisfied and actually showing that they're dissatisfied kind of, I
think does quiet down a person who's an anti-bike lane. They see, Oh, this group is not satisfied
after all. Maybe it's a compromise. Maybe it's not so bad. They're not getting everything they
want.
Camila pointed out how sometimes the speed at which the city is pressured to build another bike lane
(i.e. when certain political parties are in office) stops the city from adequately evaluating the previous
one or learning how to build it better in the future. She explained:
The city said I don't know if we have money to pay for all these education and enforcement
pieces. Once we built the bike lanes, we're going to be out of money. And if you don't teach
people how to use bike lanes and interact with them as drivers, as delivery people as whatever,
the success of that infrastructure is going to be limited. So it's not just about building it…And
again, that's tied to the politics of it, and people are onto the next, there's no budget, there's no
interest, nobody's around to evaluate it. Go and build another bike lane.
Simon, a consultant, duly noted their challenges with cycling not being a “mainstream form of
transportation” and therefore, it can be challenging for political leaders to make decisions without the
support of the broader community.
The most challenging really is this is political at the end of the day, and it shouldn't be. But in a
lot of these cities where cycling isn't yet a normalized, mainstream form of transportation and
there's a lot of loud voices, not necessarily the majority. I don't think it's the majority of most
cases, but you know, the vocal minority, especially if it's businesses have a lot of influence on
council in a lot of cities. And it depends if they [council] stick with their guns or not.
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5.2.1.2 Political Will and Council
In speaking with participants about the council’s role, the political will of council is highly influential in
approving plans for cycling infrastructure. Political will and the influence of political leadership go hand
in hand in approving plans. A previous city councillor, Sarah, explained, “I think the most important
thing is political will for the kinds of decisions we're talking about, which is local infrastructure and
policies. It is political will”. Alice, who works for the city, explained the relationship between political
will and council, incorporating how Vancouver's climate emergency action plan 5 and transition to more
sustainable modes keep up the momentum. Alice remarked:
It takes political will…council will decide in the fall what to move forward with the climate
emergency. And we'll see what that, and I think that's, but in other cities like it's, it's taken
political will to do that. It took political will to build the first bike lanes as well, you know and
then over time, it becomes easier, and there's still always the odd voice, but I think it's
important…Our surveys show more than half of people in Vancouver want to use active
transportation more often, they want to do it, but often they feel still a bit hesitant for a lot of
reasons. And so most people are supportive. And so it's important to remember that even though
they might not always be the loudest voices…but the political piece is key.
When explaining who she thought to be the most influential body in the decision-making process, Alice
outlined the levelled amount of power the mayor in Vancouver has at any given time because they only
have one seat on council. She stated:
It wouldn't be the whole council. I mean, the thing that's in our system, I mean, it's not a strong
mayor system, so the mayor is one vote on council. And it takes the majority of councillors to,
you know, push these things forward. And so and if that's the direction they want to go and their
priorities, and then that's what it will take in Vancouver as well…you need…the community, the
stakeholders, all these people behind you.
Nick explained the engineer’s relationship with council and how the staff work under the council's
guidance, yet how external stakeholders can highly influence the process. Moreover, that council has to
balance all stakeholder opinions. He expressed:

5

The Climate Emergency Action Plan for the City of Vancouver is focused on changing how we move, build and renovate,
and how we capture carbon pollution. The city also outlines that this plan is an equitable plan, striving to rollout an equitable
implementation of these policies. More info here https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/vancouvers-climate-emergency.aspx
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We ultimately report to council, and we compile really detailed reports and cost estimates, and
when we go to council with what we consider to be a substantially complete project for example
like a downtown cycling project, inevitably there will be people who show up to council, and
they say "this will kill my business!" and "they're gonna affect my driveway!" and "how will
people park!?" and there's inevitably, and so there are sometimes responses, and some people get
listened to more than others, and if those people kind of have that political angle, then you make
adjustments.
Dan details his experience that making plans for cycling infrastructure is highly dependent on the politics
and timing and how social and political capital is spent. He explained:
Some people really get it, but understand that the politics and the timing, and you have to spend
your social and political capital, you got to decide where and when to spend it and where's it
going to work and where to hold back. And so people have people land in different places on the
spectrum here. And then there's people who just don't understand, and some of those people who
don't, people who don't understand are the senior decision-makers.
He further explains balancing these aspects of planning and how council can influence the decisionmaking if they are willing to. He stated:
It's iterative design through meaningful conversations, but sometimes people are just like
throwing that out there, and it's not a real issue, or it's a thing they could deal with. And so it's a
little bit of balancing, like what's real and what's just, they're angry and will they get over it? And
how sensitive is the politics at this hour?...if they're going to go to council and complain about
something. Then we need to understand like council needs to be prepared and willing to like,
okay, we're going to take a little lump for that. But overall, there's a lot of support for this too.
And it really depends…on the politics and how much heat you want to take.
Simon also expresses the need for staff across all departments to be on board to strengthen numbers. He
stated:
You need your municipal staff, and you need staff across departments. So it can't just be
engineering. You need to have your public works like your operations and maintenance staff
involved in the process, especially in winter cities, engaging them in the dialogue early on,
having your planning, staff and others. So city staff obviously, but that interdisciplinary
approach, making sure it's not just coming from one department to set it up for success there, you
need your advocacy community. I think to be championing this often. I think that voice can be
really powerful. Sometimes you need supporters that aren't city hall to help make the case for
projects be coming from outsiders. And I'd say not just the cycling community. If you can find a
supportive BIA or a supportive community association, having those broader voices is really
important to success.
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Despite the positive influence that political leaders, staff, and others can have on the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process, Camila talks about other transportation projects that she worked
on at length in Surrey6, only to be cancelled for political reasons. She elaborated:
I worked on that project for six or seven years, and it was cancelled overnight…millions of
dollars, thousands of person hours for political reasons…There is no light rail transit in the
region, and the technology is misunderstood. A lot of it runs at grade, and that was seen as a
threat to the movement, the efficient movement of vehicles. People wanted an elevated guideway,
and the mayor of Surrey ran his campaign on that, was elected and cancelled the project.
Here we see a direct relationship between who is elected, the campaign they run on, and the
transportation decisions made. Despite all of the types of actors above being important in the decisionmaking, from Camila’s perspective, a political campaign is what cancelled a long and costly project
overnight. Many participants brought up other political parties such as the Vision Vancouver party and
their influence on cycling infrastructure. The following section discusses Vision Vancouver’s role at
length.
5.2.1.3 Vision Vancouver
One of the most influential political parties for cycling infrastructure was Vision Vancouver. Vision
Vancouver was the dominant green liberal party in Vancouver, BC, from 2008-2018. Mayor Gregor
Robertson was the mayor from 2008-2018. The majority of participants expressed a shift in
transportation culture at the city once they were elected. Adam, an advocate, outlined:
When Vision took over, they already had this network. And so Vision did a lot to fill in the gaps
and put in good infrastructure and to put the infrastructure on the Burrard Bridge and so on and
so forth.

Surrey is a municipality of the Metro Vancouver region. Surrey is British Columbia’s second largest city and is mainly
suburban. Surrey Transportation Plan is currently being created. Their main goals for the project include growth, prioritising
human life, tackle climate crisis, new mobility, and equity. More information here https://engage.surrey.ca/surreytransportation-plan-big-vision-bold-moves
6
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Jen, a consultant, explained how influential Vision Vancouver was at the time they were elected. Also,
Jen compared Vision to other leaders in cycling infrastructure in North America and how the priority has
now shifted to housing due to the changes in council. She expressed:
The will really comes from the politicians to say this is what really needs to happen. I think that's
a lot of how success was achieved in Vancouver…It's really hard to convince municipal
departments to change the status quo because they, as much as they have a job to do outside of
the political realm, there is still that hierarchy of what's a priority that comes from the leaders of
the cities to make those things actually happen. I think we can see a little of that happening in
Vancouver… I know after the election in 2018 when there was a shift in power and a shift in
focus towards housing and less about cycling...So ya, because that political leadership changed
and the ideals behind it changed, so did the priorities in terms of the projects. So that's the
unfortunate reality of a lot of cities.
Ellis, an advocate, recalled how risky it was for Vision to have run on a pro-cycling platform and the
problems associated with being highly involved in cycling and having to distance themselves from
cycling before another election. She explained:
Often still the bike thing was still a scary thing for the party throughout their whole tenure. I'd get
calls from different councillors or people, or we'd have a meeting, and it'd be like, this is coming
up, and we're concerned, and this is happening, blah, blah, blah. I was extremely involved in the
seaside Greenway, which was one of the most contentious and ugly project consultations that has,
as far as I know, ever taken place or at least in recent history. And so, for the Vision party to be
re-elected again oftentimes, that meant not talking about cycling stuff for a while prior to the next
election, simply because it remained and still remains a contentious issue.
Jesse, one of the park board members, elaborated on why he thought cycling was still a contentious issue
for them:
My hats still off to Vision, you know, in the sense that they did put in quite a bit of infrastructure,
you know, it's sort of a start in my mind because I envisioned this city where if you had like
really good bike routes, every five to six blocks kind of in a grid across the city, all kinds of
people would ride...The one thing that I think was a key difference between Vancouver [and
where I used to live], there was here a crew of people who just literally said, “you have to take
space away from the cars.”
Having been part of Vision Vancouver, Pamela reflects on the time she was in the room with decisionmakers and commented on how informal the process can sometimes be. She stated:
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[In a meeting] “This is politically going to work, that one's not going to, we're not doing that
one.” And in that meeting, Gregor, somebody (other councillor) said, “why isn't 10th Avenue on
here? We got to add that one”. And he goes, yeah. And Gregor goes, “what about 14th?” And
boom, they just got added to that list. And 14th was one that someone in the Transportation
Advisory Group had been saying for years and years and years.
Sarah, one of the councillors at the time, told a story of attending a debate where the other panelists and
audience members said they (Vision Vancouver) destroyed the city. She had to defend their work. She
recalled:
During one of the elections…[it got] super nasty, super nasty. A couple of the debates were being
set up by people who just despised us, and they were organizing the debate. So community center
presidents who were NPA'ers (Non-Partisan Association) and hated us because we took away
their naturally occurring leadership and role in, you know, the bosses of the city. And we took it
away from them. They would open up a community center to a debate...we had Bob Mackin7 as
the guy doing the debate for us. He's an opinion writer. He's a sports guy who hates everything
Vision ever did...And he was the moderator for our debate. Like one of his questions was “name
the three ways that that Vision Vancouver has destroyed the city the most.” That was a question
in the debate. There were 26 of us on stage…it's two minutes each, an hour of everyone else
saying the worst things and how Vision has destroyed the city…I had two minutes to rebut...But
every time I would have a stack of reports in front of me, I knew which ones to bring. Fairly
predictable. One of them was Transport 2040. And I would hold it up, and I would say, “We've
heard a lot about cycling today. This report was based on over two years of consultation and over
13,000 pieces of input from city people in every neighborhood, including this one. Some of you
in this room may have participated in something which is by far the most consultation we've ever
had on a transportation plan and everything we've talked about here tonight, every single bike
lane that has been brought up and mentioned here in this report, which is now three years old and
is online. And I would be so happy to share the link with anybody who's interested in reading it.
It is available publicly. It was written by 15,000 people”...I wouldn't directly address what they
were saying. I would simply go back to the facts, and I'd hold up a report. And I would say, “I
can give you the link, and it's in public.” I would just simply state the truth.
Ultimately, Vision Vancouver was voted out of office. Pamela reflects on the time and how astonishing
it was to have this groundswell of people wanting change and deciding to vote in a green party.
They were in power for ten years, and people, well, sometimes people want change, and that's
why they were voted out. I think they were voted out because people didn't want any more
change actually in this case. They were done with all the change...when Vision Vancouver ran on
green platform, those running for school board and you know, park board and city council, I
In 2015, Bob Machin became known as the “FOI (Freedom of Information) Warrior” in Vancouver for filing FOI requests
criticizing the handling of public records by the BC government. Between January 2009-August 2014 he filed 1, 913 requests.
He critiqued the “corporate communications model” of government, which he says makes it hard to find information as a
reporter (The Tyee, 2015).
7
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remember at the time other cities in Canada and the US, there was this buzz like, Oh my
goodness, they're running on such a green platform. There's no way they're gonna win. And then,
when they did, it became a buzz. It was like, “whoa, I can't believe somebody got elected running
on a green platform.” That was very strange in 2008. I don't know if you know how strange that
was, but then the response was, yeah, but they will never get re-elected. One term, maybe, but
there's no way that people are going to vote for them again. And in other cities, everyone was
very closely watching, and then they got re-elected, and people were like, Oh, wow, this might be
a thing happening.
Logan, who worked for the city, expressed how different it has been since Vision was in office because
they pushed the staff at the city to be as ambitious as the party itself. He further explained:
When you lost Vision, that did put a chill on our cycling moves because what we've had some
moves, but Granville got slowed down, and we haven't done any really big moves. So you've lost
political support, and without political support, you've lost the political mandate and engineering
to break things and make things happen. And they're naturally, I mean, I don't want to pick on
them. I think all of our built environment practitioners have a culture of risk avoidance, and that
has only increased in time.
Clearly, the political party, and in this case, Vision Vancouver, was highly influential in the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. Some were not as positive about Vision Vancouver, and others
complained that they didn’t do enough engagement or were too closely aligned with advocates.
However, Vision was not the only group influencing projects, despite the media attention making it seem
so. As mentioned above, so too were the city staff, those working at TransLink, and other consultants
working on transportation projects.
5.2.2 City Staff, TransLink, and Consultants
The technical work and expertise of city staff, those working at TransLink, and other consultants are
influential in the decision-making process. Many people work on cycling infrastructure projects or work
on policy direction from council to look for areas of improvement. For example, Blake at TransLink
commented on TransLink's facilitating role in the decision-making process, especially when it comes to
engagement. He stated:
TransLink's role is part policy, part funding and then sort of like an advisory role to the
municipalities. We can advise them on our policy objectives and standards, but we can't make the
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cities build bike lanes on their land if they don’t want to. There’s also this kind of conflict between
engaging the public enough and on the other hand just getting stuck, getting stuff done that’s ‘good
enough’ and not trying to like rock the boat too much, which can be disappointing when the city of
public has other visions or priorities. But I guess it also shows how strong the status quo can be in the
sense that driving and parking impacts can play such a big part in not building new routes, whether
they make sense from a land-use, mode share, equity or cost-efficiency point of view, or not.

Jay, a consultant, explained how critical supportive bureaucracy could be, specifically focused on the
engineering department. He stated:
Another critical piece, which is a supportive bureaucracy. Transportation engineers can be a
conservative bunch who are really hesitant about trying new things, like bike lanes. And yet, we
look at the city of Vancouver, and we see an engineering department that is very open to trying it.
Tom, who worked for TransLink, spoke about the influence of managers at the city level and how their
values can help or obstruct a cycling agenda. He explained:
In some cases, they've come around. In some cases, they've retired. You think of people like Ian
Adam at the City of Vancouver who was actively obstructive to this kind of endeavour and who
was no friend to us in our efforts to try and make positive change. And then when you contrast
him against those that are now responsible, people like Lon LaClaire and Dale Bracewell and
others that really understand the role of cycling and who are keen to help move that agenda
forward from inside.
Other participants spoke about the network of essential staff in maintaining cycling infrastructure after
being implemented; otherwise, it wouldn’t be successful. Successful cycling infrastructure maintenance
is a clear indicator of a City that cares about the cycling infrastructure implemented. For example, Ethan,
a consultant, explained:
Maintenance folks, like if they just don't value sweeping bike lanes, then it doesn't matter. Or if
the police service or public works parks their vehicles in the bike lane all the time, that's sending
a pretty clear message to the community that the department doesn't care. If that department
doesn't care about it, why should the community care about it?
A few participants stated how they had limited influence in the decision-making process because they
were only brought in to work on specific aspects of a project as consultants. Jay elaborated, “I'm a
consultant, and we have limited space to influence how the broader structure has gone if we're being
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brought in unless we're managing the whole project.” Simon elaborated on the role of consultants in the
cycling infrastructure planning process. He explained:
Depending on the city, you need people to actually do the technical work. So that's where
consultants often come in. Vancouver does mostly all their work in-house, so that's not an
equation there, but in most other cities, they rely on the professional expertise outside and then
council, obviously you need them to be supportive. And so that's important to make sure you're
involving council early on in the process as well.
Jen, a consultant, also expressed how this relationship between the city and consultants is a combined
effort dependent on funding. Therefore, you only have a certain degree of freedom in pursuing the
project or solution. She stated:
There has to be a combined effort, which is I think where a lot of school travel plans or even
most infrastructure plans fall short is you could say we want this neighbourhood to be walking
and cycling-friendly. You bring in a consultant, they evaluate the whole neighbourhood, give you
recommendations, but if the budget is not there to actually fulfil it, it's just a nice idea.
Based on what the participants discussed, the City staff are the ones with the most influence in their
projects, guidance and support from TransLink, and technical support from consultants. When doing this
work, council and staff need to be well aware of the business improvement associations (BIA’s), as
participants expressed this group as one of the most influential. The following section discusses the role
of BIAs in their cycling infrastructure decision-making process at length.
5.2.3 BIAs
The majority of participants were clear on the influence and power of business improvement associations
(BIAs) in the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. Logan, who worked for the city, expressed,
“BIAs...they're a weird mix there. Someone should do their dissertation on the role of the BIA”. Ben, at
TransLink, explained how varied but significant BIAs are to the process of cycling infrastructure. He
stated:
You kind of have to pick your battles. And so things like business associations...they're not a
monolith, there's a huge diversity of attitudes. There's some very progressive ones and some less
progressive ones, but the business community absolutely has influenced the bike lane question.
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Alice elaborated on the importance of BIAs in moving plans forward:
There's the transportation stakeholders, there's the business stakeholders, you know, whether it
was the DVBIA (Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association), the board of trade
or other folks...you want to make sure, I mean, it's really, it's really important to get their
feedback, and it's really important to engage with them and keep those relationships strong. And
especially if you want to move forward with some really bold things that the city is planning.
Nick explained how this influence could play out when it comes to council meetings and the history of
the political power of BIAs. He explained:
It's hard to put a number on, but when the head of a BIA comes to council, everyone knows it's
probably 100 or more people behind that voice...There's a few anti, like opposition members, but
the big one is businesses...In Vancouver, we have business improvement areas or associations
(BIAs), and it's been really fun to just see the total shift. Like downtown, Charles Gauthier is, I
don't know, he's a great guy to follow on Twitter, and he's just like a great person to work with.
He represents, of course, the most important BIA in downtown. Such a stark contrast to like 2011
when we started rolling out Hornby, which was a really controversial bike project and just you
know, years after, data starts to roll in, and we're looking at revenues for businesses to see if
they've got up or down, turnover of lease spaces, things like that. It almost doesn't even matter
anymore cause Charles and his team are just like, "this is the future," this is better cycling
infrastructure downtown, with better public spaces... They have a tremendous amount of political
influence, and they represent often, and there's kind of like the business owner, like the
storefront…But they're a hard influence.
Will, a cycling advocate, explained how sometimes the intra-BIA conflict between members could make
or break a cycling infrastructure project due to those few loud voices within the BIA. He explained:
BIAs that agree with us don't have the ability to agree with us in public because they're controlled
by their members. And you'd get a couple of very loud businesses who tend to run the BIAs, and
the executive director will go for a coffee with me and talk about the problems they have in
managing their membership, a polarized membership where five very loud people want to make
sure there's no bike lane on the street and damn commie bikers sort of thing. They bring up
critical mass as if that's still a thing. I never even went to one in my life...And so you end up
having to navigate that minefield a little bit…the Strathcona BIA hired a sustainability
coordinator because it's Strathcona. And so that person came on and decided they wanted to
create a mobility advocacy plan...they explained to me that their membership was all over the
place. They had to pull them together and get a consensus.
From one of the Vancouver BIAs, Sam commented on their relationship with the city and cycling
infrastructure approval. He explained:
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I think we definitely help get more cycling infrastructure approved because we're just one more
box that's ticked saying the business community is supportive of this. So we don't stand in the
way of any new bike lanes. We're also not the ones suggesting why don't you put a bike lane
here, but when the city does their work and says, the street kind of makes sense for a new bike
lane, we say, go for it. We are in support.
The relationship between the city and supportive BIAs is vital, mainly because the approval from BIAs
helps the city move forward with their plans and policies, and it’s essential to show that BIAs like the
plan. Alice, at the city, explained how this works:
Downtown Vancouver BIA is a good example of a BIA that has really kind of, in the last decade,
shifted their tune, in terms of, you know, being hesitant about change, which a lot of BIAs are in
the beginning, and then really embracing. They did a really great engagement process a few years
ago, and I think it showed them that people want bike lanes. They also want better people spaces
and plazas and places to walk and all these things. And so, they are always really supportive of
them. So the DVBIA is just great to be able to call them up and be like, Hey, you know, we need
your support on this, and they were always really supportive of those initiatives.
Sarah, a previous city councillor, remembered when the DVBIA was not in support and how Charles
Gautier paid attention to the shift and saw that the data collected after the Hornby bike lane project
provided a business case for the infrastructure. She explained:
Charles Paid attention. We did a massive survey of his businesses along Hornby being nearby.
There was no uptick in the number of closed businesses. In fact, there was a downtick along
Hornby. And then, all of a sudden, we started getting the first coffee shops that moved in that
were for cyclists...and all that stuff. And all of a sudden, it became, you know, it was a
generational shift, really.
Sam, one of the representatives of a Vancouver BIA, explained why they support cycling broadly from a
business case. He stated:
So if people like cycling or they don't want to have a car, we want to make sure that they have
that cycling is a good option for them. Meaning they have dedicated bike lanes and they have
somewhere safe to put their bike once they get here. Because ultimately that means our office
buildings are going to be filled with people that are enjoying their commute and have chosen that
job because it's a reasonable commute. And then our street-level businesses will enjoy all those
people being here, spending money at their businesses. So it's all about getting people safely to
our district. And if you can't, if traffic is a frustrating commute or the cycling infrastructure is not
there, so they don't feel safe on bikes, people are just going to choose jobs elsewhere or not come
here for a festival or shopping if they can't be bothered with the traffic or how whatever means
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they have to get here. So everything kind of relates back to just get as many people here as
possible.
Participants who spoke about BIAs all spoke about the role of lost parking when discussing the approval
of cycling infrastructure plans. Alice outlined the importance of showing how many of the business
owners' clients arrived by vehicle, trying to shift the narrative from car culture to the reality of
transportation in Vancouver. She stated:
I think it's important to help shape the narrative and change the narrative around this idea that,
you know, parking is only car parking. Car parking is the only way someone's going to get to my
business because that's not actually what the reality is. So some business owners still think that,
even if that's not what the data shows.
Speaking of how people travel to businesses, Blake, at TransLink, commented on the lack of knowledge
that particular BIAs have and consider when making decisions. He commented:
When it comes to cycling infrastructure, the business community can have a lot of influence on
decisions and there is often a lack of understanding of the impacts and potential benefits. My belief is,
and studies show, that if businesses have more outdoor space, better access to transit, more walkable
and cyclable communities, then that often means more revenue for their business. They can also
attract more employees who may not have access to a vehicle. So I think perspectives need to change
and hopefully that will happen with more awareness over time…But I don't think BIAs should be
having so much influence on land use decisions that impact entire surrounding communities, not just
the businesses they represent…what about the rest of the public who are going to be using the space?
One of the first things I noticed in Vancouver is if you look at many of the key ‘destination streets’
where people visit and spend the most time – like Commercial Drive, Cambie St, Main St, Broadway
- there's no comfortable, separated cycling infrastructure on any of those streets, which is a real
shame. So it just kind of reinforces this idea that it's really hard politically to get these decisions
pushed through.

Under-scoring the Commercial Drive area and the car-centric narrative, Nick stated that disapproval is
paired with the very thought of any loss of parking. He further explained:
Budgeting is a really tricky thing to do at the city. I don't have the numbers handy, but it's a pretty
massive amount of infrastructure money dedicated to transportation, like tens of millions of
dollars. Ya, probably every year, I think we're at like 15-20 million we're going to try and spend
on sustainable transportation projects. The informal manner we've taken is we identify a bunch of
projects, some big ones we want to do, and we run with them. Commercial Drive's a great
example. It's been a neighbourhood that's been desperate to get better cycling infrastructure on
the street, and every time we go back to the well, it just blows up. Business community loses
their mind, and we kind of back off. So, naturally, there's this bit of a horse race where they all
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kind of start at the gate, and a few fall off for other reasons, and then we start to kind of reallocate
the funding available. It's a bit counterintuitive.
Ethan, a consultant, put the opposition to cycling infrastructure out of fear of parking loss into sharp
relief. He stated that it’s not only BIAs, but the same power is also present from property owners:
Property owners usually or adjacent businesses believing that the curb space is theirs. I think
there's also misinformation. I think a lot of times about how people travel. There's just a lack of
understanding. So we get caught up in our biases and our own personal experiences. A lot of
folks that don't appreciate cycling infrastructure usually don't participate in that. So they don't
value it at all, or if they do it, which if you look at surveys talking about people that cycle or not,
it's like a vast majority of the population will cycle in a year, but a lot of them do it recreationally
only. So even if you don't value cycling as a form of transportation, you're still going to be
opposed to things.
Ellis, an advocate, explained some of the problems of having only a few people in the BIAs steering the
conversation. Politicians become scared of bringing up or approving any of the plans they know from the
research would be better for the community. She outlined:
Over on the drive with the few voices in the BIA...those are things that frustrate me endlessly,
particularly when I feel like those voices should, just as a matter of course, be given a voice, but a
smallish voice along with all the many other voices that need to be heard. And how they managed
to get that dominant voice is often, I think just, they were loud at a particular point, and they
managed to change the narrative a bit. And then, all of a sudden, politicians and others become
afraid to touch that particular project for a long time, based on that historical thing, which is a
nightmare when that happens.
There does seem to be a contrast in the role that BIAs have in the City of Vancouver. There is the
narrative of either immense support for active transportation related projects now that some BIAs see a
business case, and others are blatantly opposed to similar projects. The decisions could be perceived as
prioritizing profit and power over the general public or those who need access to transportation in the
area. Other groups steer conversations and are integral to the success of cycling projects in Vancouver.
This group is the large group of cycling advocates in Vancouver that I will discuss at length in the next
section.
5.2.4 Advocates
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Cycling advocacy in Vancouver wasn’t always omnipresent in city government and the landscape of
Vancouver politics. Alex, one of the cycling advocates, explained the history of advocacy in Vancouver.
He expressed:
Vancouver’s 1986 election saw Gordon Campbell elected mayor and Gordon Price join Council,
and they both saw the opportunity that bikes presented. They wanted to continue to hear from the
advocates. According to Price, the bicycle advocates were still largely comprised of the ‘eyerolling’, table pounding, passionate and typically male cyclists dressed in socks and sandals,
yellow raincoats. But one of the key things that happened a few years prior to that election was
that the bicycle advisory committee was made an official committee of Council, meaning city
hall would allocate staff time and resources for there to be a council and staff representatives in
these meetings, to have minutes taken, and to ensure that there was a bit of a bureaucracy
associated with trying to deal with the cycling advocates and what they wanted…As Councillor,
Gordon Price got to know some of them and suggested to them that they should professionalize
to procure membership dues, sponsorships, and even public grants to promote transportation
cycling.

Alex had explained the history of advocacy in Vancouver from its roots, how people came together to
become BEST, and how, after Gordon Price's influence, the VACC was created, known as HUB today.
Ellis, an advocate, also commented on the history of HUB and the political culture at the time. She
reflected:
For us in the VACC, I think it started in 98,’ and then you know, through the two thousands.
Basically, the early two thousands was struggling with a government that didn't get it, that didn't
want to get it. And had staff that typically were set in a mindset of the past. And it was extremely,
extremely difficult. And you see that now, for example, when you talk to the HUB folks out in
Maple Ridge8, for example...I say to them, you know, that's the way we used to feel. And then
you get a government in place that really gets it. You see some changes in staff, both intentional
and people retiring and so on. And all of a sudden, you've got a group that can move these things
forward. Now it certainly helps that we've set the scene that we're there to support, but man, what
a difference does that make.
The question remains, why did certain advocacy groups split or get renamed? The answer seems to be
the difference in political strategy by those who led the groups at the time and to this day. Jen, a
consultant, commented on the shift in the culture of advocacy and how there was a separation of those at

8

Maple Ridge is a city in British Columbia and part of Greater Vancovuer. More information here
https://www.mapleridge.ca/
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HUB and those who are part of the BC Cycling Coalition. She noticed that HUB was more in tune with
the advocacy surrounding infrastructure and opening up the city for safe cycling. The BC cycling
coalition did not shift from the men in lycra and started to get involved in more “radical” advocacy. She
commented:
HUB, when they started looking at it more from a collective…they started to be much more
effective in terms of looking at bringing everybody into the fold instead of just talking about your
people in lycra getting out and cycling more. It was much more about getting kids to cycle and
how do we get more people involved. When bike to work week became much more prevalent,
that had a really positive impact because that idea was not just for the people that were already
cycling, but it was for getting the interested but concerned out.
Being more inclusive seemed to be an integral part of HUB’s success and being seen as not just “people
in lycra”. This helped advocates be seen as not simply the “other”, rather, people who did all sorts of
things such as bike to work or school. Jen further went on to say:

I think on the flip side…The BC cycling coalition didn't really come along with them, so I think
HUB became a lot more effective from a regional perspective for Metro Vancouver than the BC
cycling coalition could ever be because they were so much more focused on this idea of being
very…stubborn…So because of that stubbornness and that unwillingness to understand that the
world around them was changing and the needs for cycling were changing…advocacy groups
that are super effective are the ones that understand that they are not only trying to make it better
and more comfortable for them, but that the end goal is to bring more people in so that you don't
have to necessarily fight as hard and you don't have to be having the same arguments all the time.
Will, an advocate, explained the shift that HUB underwent to become more professionalized in 2010. He
stated:
HUB decided to get more professional in 2010...they were in the process of this moving what I
call the kitchen table advocacy. Everyone's sitting around complaining...They were very
much...I'll call it left-wing, environmental, social conscious. Everyone was there, but they didn't
find much to agree on. They all liked bikes, but they were all there for a different reason, but they
were very kitchen table organized. And HUB said we need to get more professional, hired staff,
and the way they were funded was by programs...It's basically a fee for services. So bike to work
week, we run all those. We run 85 celebration stations, and the city pays us to do it out of their
promotions budget to promote cycling. We have one or two staff on contract running, a
celebration station and ten volunteers. And that allows us to get enough money to keep the
organization going. HUB's budget last year hit $1.4 Million, and we were up to 18 staff. Now we
have 40,000 on our contact list and 2000 members.
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Tom, who worked for TransLink and was a member of VACC/HUB at the time of inception, reflected
on what he saw as the shift in the culture of engineering and planning teams away from promoting
vehicular cycling to creating adequately safe cycling infrastructure for all cyclists. He explained:

When I got into advocacy, they were very much pushing to have themselves recognized and to
have the engineering and planning fraternity take cyclists' interests seriously and to design
facilities that would encourage increased use and protect their safety. And that was a big
challenge in those days, you know for a variety of reasons, one of which is that there wasn't a lot
of data out there. Like the common view amongst engineers when I began was that cyclist, when
they get out, they ride more and become more confident that they are going to want to ride within
traffic because that gives them more freedom to go where they want to go…And that was really
just an excuse, in my opinion, to avoid building facilities that would meet our needs...The role of
the advocates is helping to increase that awareness within the industry and amongst the
planners and the engineers...it used to be historically that advocates were fighting against the
those that were in the bureaucracy...But my sense now is that we're transitioning more into a role
of helping to facilitate and helping to educate and move forward together.
Nick, one of the engineers at the city, explained that in terms of influence in the bureaucracy, “there's the
obvious advocates. They show up to council, they're organised. Big memberships”. However, Nick
commented on the behaviour of advocacy groups, explaining how sometimes their strategies can be a
little frustrating. He explained:
No offence to HUB or any other cycling advocacy group, but it's kind of expected. Like they
show up, they speak in strong favour, often say they're not going far enough, which is sometimes
a challenge, surprisingly. We've been as staff, on a few occasions, criticized for being too timid,
which is a weird political play, but it's really tough because we spend months and months, maybe
years working on a project with them and we kind of get thrown under the bus at council for not
being ambitious enough. So, I mean, if that scores political points, then so be it, but it's kind of
tough to hear.
The criticism of HUB saying they aren’t going far enough during a council meeting was a strategic tactic
for the advocacy group, as this shows the opponent of the infrastructure that the advocates don’t always
get their way, providing the city cover as it shows they are compromising on both sides. The political
posturing, however, is frustrating for those at the city. Will, an advocate, elaborated on the role of
advocacy groups at council and the weight behind their support for projects. He mentioned, “If I go to
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council and say, “I really want you to improve the Granville Bridge,” the Senate will go “him again?”
My power is crowdsourcing.” Dan, at the city, explained HUB’s role in the engagement process and the
details of how HUB is thought of within the transportation department. He stated:
Hub...They also manage a lot of our school education programs and some of our promotions. We
work with them on that. And so I think they're doing a really wonderful job and just trying to
promote cycling as an inclusive thing for everybody. Kind of getting away from that middle-aged
men in Lycra to anyone can ride a bike, and if you have to walk for half a block, that's okay, and
you can dress in normal clothes, and then you can hold your dog, and you can get your groceries
and go with a kid. So they help a lot with that. And so there's different stakeholder groups that
can help a lot. Also, they're pretty good at kind of coming to charrettes and open houses and
workshops and advocating where they need to and participating in a thoughtful way. And so we
do a lot of engagement, and we engage a lot of different groups. And so they're an advocate for
generally the right thing.
These memberships are undoubtedly significant, and advocacy groups seem to have a considerable
influence on the success of a cycling infrastructure plan. Adam, one of the advocate members, explained
how he sees their role and relationship with the city. He explained:
We would work with the decision-makers and trying to get them to develop the plan or to sort of
encourage them to actually do what their plan already said or connect the plan that they've agreed
to with this piece of infrastructure that they're putting in and illustrate that, yeah, this is actually
great. This is exactly what the plan that we agreed on says, or…not in line with the plan. So we'll
do that through like connecting directly with them or writing letters sometimes getting involved
with other like if you're working in a municipality, maybe it'd be helpful to have another voice
perhaps like TransLink, to help sort of shape or steer the conversation…and then a lot, a lot of
those programs are, might be contracted out through hub.

As a member of an advocacy group, Adam explained how sometimes the relationship with the city or
other consulting companies doesn’t necessarily go the way they would like, and cycling feels as though
it’s an afterthought rather than being prioritized. He explained how this was reflected in policy:
We've been working with an organization, and they developed better policies around planning for
cycling networks and cycling infrastructure. And so they had this policy, that's like “we're going
to incorporate cycling into the projects at the beginning because often they sort of get jammed
on.” You design it for vehicles, and then well, into the process, you're like, “Oh yeah, maybe we
should throw some bikes in here.” And they sort of started trying to jam it on...Well, it doesn't
make a lot of sense, like an afterthought...So they had this policy that they were going to do that,
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and then we were working with them on a project where they were supposed to be doing this, and
it was pretty clear that they'd just jammed it in.
Other than being involved in services and events for training and promoting cycling, advocacy groups
are also involved in determining the location of cycling infrastructure in the process. One of the projects
where we can see the influence of advocacy is through a program called “Un-gap the Map.” Adam, an
advocate, spoke more about un-gap the map and how it helps determine where their advocacy is best
focused. He explained:
Un-gap the map is a prioritization tool that we've developed. So you're trying to make it more
objective in deciding what we should put most of our focus in. So it's not just one voice is really
interested in this one, one thing, but looking at it across a number of different categories,
including the safety improvements, the feasibility of it, is it technically feasible? Is it politically
feasible? And then the utility of it, does it connect to destinations where people will want to go
to? Does it connect to regional destinations? So the idea is to help us figure out where each gap is
and how much priority we should put into it...Our ten local volunteer committees would input all
of their gaps into this un-gap the map tool, and then it would help them decide, like let's focus our
advocacy efforts this year on these, these three gaps...And so then going to the decision-makers
and the municipality, TransLink, MOTI, and whoever else needed to be involved and not just
being like, there's a whole bunch of gaps, you should fix them all. But you have to say, let's talk
about this gap because this is a big gap and it's a big issue and here's why you should fix it
because it's regionally important and it connects this and this, and right now, no one uses it
because it's terrible. But if you look at the usage on these two segments that are nearby, it's quite
high. So if you included it, then you get an increase ridership.
Will, an advocate, further delved into how they perceive their influence in the decision-making process.
For example, he works with the advocacy group and the city to try and influence the 5-year capital
budget explained in one of the previous sections and how they view the influence of elected officials in
light of the budget. He divulged:
So every four years, when they're coming up to a municipal election, we put a lot of effort into
helping shape the next budget. Then the election happens, and everyone thinks that that means
you're going to go talk to all those new councillors and get all that political support…I don't have
to worry about those new electorates. It's irrelevant. I’ve got to make sure they're not throwing
torpedoes at us, but I don't have to convince them to do this. They've been handed a budget
saying, here's what you're doing for the next four years. And I have three years to persuade them
that it has been worthwhile. So they'll do the next one for the next council… What I do with
Vancouver is focused on the budget process and things like the strategic plans that say greenest
city, all the different things that we can tag it onto. So if we write a proposal, we say this is
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aligned with your goals and transportation 2040. This is supported by TransLink, and it's eligible
for co-funding. This contributes to our big moves for the climate emergency that was recently
adopted. We help them to see how it fits in. My job is to make their life easier so they can nod
and say, well, that sort of makes sense. I said all of those things without using the word bike lane.
So we get to the end of that. What are we talking about? Well, the thing we all just agreed to that
fit all these things turns out to actually be a bike lane.
In using whatever tool fits, Will has made it abundantly clear that cycling advocacy can be influential in
city government, especially when it comes to showing their members how each views cycling and trying
to manage them politically. He elaborated:

We profile the ten new councillors that come in and say, okay, this one, she comes from a green
background. And what she really wants to see is the climate saved. Good. I know what we're
talking about. This one over here comes from the COPE committee of progressive electors. It's
all about social equity in the Downtown Eastside. Okay. Not everyone can afford a car…We used
to do a formal power mapping on big change projects. I do in my head when I go to meet people
and say, okay, this one thinks, I think he's got the ear of a few people. I need to move him a little
bit. This one is really noisy, but nobody is listening to them anyway, so let's save the energy.
We're never going to turn him…When someone says to me, why don't we get a complete street
this year? That should be our top priority. I said because it would take 90% of our effort, and the
juice isn't worth the squeeze, whereas we can get all these other ones built. That's why
practicality matters...I want to have a few big, hairy, audacious goals. I want to have a few that
are evolutionary. And I want to have a few that are easy, low-hanging fruit and easy to get
because you need a mix of all of them. And we call that our project portfolio.
As advocacy groups are highly involved in the decision-making process, they do specific projects of
their own to help support cycling plans. Will expanded on one of their large cycling projects, the impetus
for that project and why it’s important to help collect data on the safety and comfort level of cycling in
Vancouver. He commented:
We don't just want to know where there's a bike route. We want to know if it's safe and
comfortable by group. Is it a red card, a yellow card or an orange card sort of thing…That really
helps us work because there's a lack of data. We had a map that said where there was a bike lane,
but it said, is it painted or is it separated? And that’s as far as it went. You didn't say if it was
good, bad or indifferent. Now that we have routes that are more or less comfortable, according to,
actually quantified, we can say, what is the mode share compared to what the infrastructure is
there?...It's like we have the right strategy. It's all about evidence-based decisions…TransLink,
they funded our [large cycling project]…So we've now got funding for all these municipalities,
supported by MOTI, to put in counters. So they have a database, a base of data to be able to make
future investment decisions.
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Although advocates can play a vital role in the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure, a few
participants alluded to the few uninformed design suggestions on behalf of advocates. Sometimes
advocates can be rather suggestive or rude when it comes to cycling infrastructure projects. These
suggestions can sometimes be a bone of contention. Will, an advocate, is well aware of this and recalled
a conversation he once had with a fellow advocate about designing a cycling path. He explained:
I get that the issue is the path isn't wide enough here, but don't try and tell him what the answer is.
That's his job. Your job is to identify the problem, and advocates all want to go out and be a
designer because they think they know how to. And I have worked as a designer, but I didn't
work a long time as a designer, but I managed a lot of designers. I didn't tell them how to design.
I helped them understand the requirements and the constraints and let them do their job.
Despite the relationship at times being tenuous, there is a line that advocates try to push, and decisionmakers try to manage. In Vancouver during this time, it seems as though this relationship is a positive
working relationship and both advocates and decision-makers are aware of the role they play. In the next
section, I’ll discuss the role of development at the intersection between economic prosperity, advocacy
for cycling infrastructure, and how decision-makers navigate these projects and people.
5.2.5 Development
One of the groups that highly influences the cycling infrastructure decision-making process is developers
and their developments. At the outset of this research, it seemed that the developer influence was
attracting wealthier individuals to their developments by being “livable” and having active transportation
amenities. However, participants shed light on how development is highly influential in the decisionmaking process for transportation at large and the funding allocated to projects in certain city areas.
Some participants explained how high-growth neighbourhoods see more cycling infrastructure because
there is more funding to do local projects instead of low-growth areas with less development and less
funding.
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Nick, an engineer, explained how the DCLs (Development Cost Levies) 9 typically comprise most
funding for infrastructure and are generally informal. He explained:
Vancouver right now has a substantial amount of money, and it's all linked. A lot of it's linked to
development. Because a lot of these projects we're doing are actually funded through what we
call development cost levies, and they're supposed to be growth-related projects…it's probably
not as formal as people think…they built an eight-story residential building, but the next four
houses are still just what they were from the 40s or 50s, how do we fill that gap?
Sometimes the gaps in the cycling network are filled, and other times, there continues to be a gap in
areas of the city to make cycling safer. On the transportation advisory committee, Mia explained how
funding infrastructure through CACs (Community Amenity Contributions)10 can create a more
disconnected cycling network. She elaborated:
You'll see these like one block long, lovely, protected bike lanes. There's a bunch of them in
places where I travel. Kinda like Mount Pleasant, you know, around false Creek. And it's
frustrating because you have this lovely infrastructure, and that's what there should be
everywhere, but it's only this one block. And then it just ends. Like half a block even. I don't even
know, like it's going to take decades for those little tiny, you know, dotted lines to actually turn
into solid lines of a network. I don't, I don't know what the point is for those. Like maybe the city
will connect the dots. I'm not really sure, but not fast enough… if you're not building a high rise
then you don't get those. Buildings aren't going in everywhere…the lower kind of development
areas are not getting that.
Nick elaborated on the connection between development and community amenity contributions in their
process and how it is tough to keep up pace with the development in the city, especially before the
Vancouver Olympics. He explained:

9

Development Cost Levies (DCLs) are levies paid by property developers based on square footage. The revenue is used for
facilities such as parks, childcare facilities, social and non-profit housing, and engineering infrastructure. More information
here https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/development-cost-levies.aspx
10
Community Amenity Contributions (CACs) are in-kind, or cash contributions provided by property developers when the
City Council rezones and approves development rights for developers. CACs help build and expand affordable housing,
parks, childcare facilities, community facilities, transportation and public realm projects, and arts and culture spaces. More
information found here https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/community-amenity-contributions.aspx
To alter the format of CACs and DCLs, it would require intervention from the BC provincial government. The BC Chamber
of Commerce has been advocating for this change, mainly sighting inconsistent costs, lack of transparency, and proposing that
the municipalities and stakeholders develop a best practice guide and legislation to ensure compliance (BC Chamber of
Commerce, 2020). There are clearly groups who are intent on changing these policies, yet it’s a matter of who will be at the
table when these decisions are made and whose interests are considered when the changes are made, if at all.
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In really simple terms...in Vancouver, because of how we do rezoning policy, we get significant
lift, land lift is what we call it, and this generates either just cash or the opportunity for what we
call "in-kind" improvements...Cambie corridor is a really important example. Built the Canada
line just before the Olympics 2009, and of course, that was gonna be where we threw a whole
bunch of new density, mostly residential. What we didn't really prepare ourselves for was the
onset of applications where everyone's rebuilding the new sidewalk, and everyone's rebuilding
the new front curb, and what are we putting back? Like what are we putting in cycling lanes this
time? Where are the bus stops? How much land do we need off the setback of the front of the
building? It was just quite overwhelming to be dealing with that on Cambie and downtown and
Kitsilano. There are just countless examples…And that was always a big challenge because we
don't have a problem coming up with plans, like these are good corridors for bike routes or here's
where we want to improve transit, it's the details. It was never keeping pace with development in
general.
A previous councillor, Sarah, commented on how grateful she was with having DCLs and CACs to pay
for amenities in the area:
I'm grateful for the DCLs and the CAC. And sometimes, the bike infrastructure comes to the
CAC as the amenity. I remember fighting for that for a building on Broadway some years ago
behind the old Holiday Inn...As a community amenity contribution, I am eternally grateful for
those things. I am a social democrat. If I ruled the world, I would raise taxes instead.
Will, an advocate, commented on the topic of funding, DCLs, CACs, and property taxes. He
commented:
...in BC, we have a lot of money that comes from property tax in Vancouver because of property
values. So we have high property taxes, and that's what funds the city…I would like to see more
come from the government and less come from the developers, the development fees, because the
development fees are very cyclical, boom and bust economies. And up until now, the
development fees have only paid for the infrastructure immediately adjacent to that property.
Someone wants to build a new tower, you will get a protected bike lane for both sides of that for
two blocks that's not connected to anything.
Nick commented on the outcome of funding infrastructure through DCLs and improving infrastructure
through development. He reflected:
I think sometimes in Vancouver, it can be seen that areas with already pretty good amenities are
getting even better infrastructure like downtown. And a lot of that has to do with, that's because
we need to improve the infrastructure there, but it also has a lot to do with that's where the
growth is happening, and therefore that's where the money should be spent. We have lots of areas
of Vancouver that, you know, that's just single-family dwellings, and that's going to stay like that
for decades. Like, we're intensifying a lot of neighbourhoods, particularly around the metro core
area, central Broadway, Downtown Eastside.
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When discussing housing and residential areas with the participants, they spoke about the fact that some
areas, specifically those with the single-family dwellings that Nick mentioned, comes with a lot of power
in the form of residential groups. I will discuss these groups and their influence in the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process in the next section.
5.2.6 Resident Groups: “Your typical hippie is actually very NIMBY”
When asked about the groups they thought were influential, many participants expressed how important
resident groups were in the process, especially during the community engagement process. Here, we see
an urban growth dynamic, where growth and the interests of the powerful are constantly being negotiated
in the decision-making process. Sasha explained how it’s important to include everyone’s needs as much
as possible:
There's definitely like more powerful groups, but there's also anyone who comes out to be
incorporated, and we can make big changes—even based on a couple people. I've seen things
where somebody has asked me to go through the emails and been like, does anybody say how
they do this? And I've found like one or two emails and said like, yes, someone mentioned that.
Okay. Well, we got to make sure we're planning for that. You know, we can't just exclude it if
people say they're doing it.
Community engagement is one of the ways in which resident groups are enabled to speak about their
support or opposition to a project or the ways they think it can be improved. However, the cycling
infrastructure in certain neighbourhoods may have more significance to the city broadly. Therefore, it
becomes a question of who to plan for or whose voices and opinions to consider. Logan explained:
There are some community movements that push back hard and in that space [West Point Grey
Road]...that is a great case of a policy intervention that threatens the locals and benefits nonlocals. So who benefits from Point Grey? A broader community? Not people who live on Point
Grey Road? You're opening up access through their little streets. So who shows up at community
meetings? Locals. Not non-locals.
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Another example of resident groups' influence in the decision-making process regarding a city-wide
amenity involved Burrard Bridge and Kits Point. This location is also spoken about at length in the
political infrastructure over time section. Dan explained:
When we're doing Burrard Bridge, we had different management and different politics at the
time, there was a push on like, Oh, this is really great. Let's strike while the iron is hot...and so we
work with Park board staff to come up with a plan pretty quick. Like here's where our route could
go. Let's understand where the active park uses are. And we don't want to ruin these spaces that
are really cherished, and we don't want to cut down any trees...but also at the same time, we want
to give people a nice experience through the park because that's part of the seawall delightful
experience. And so we kind of came up with something quick, and we started doing some public
engagement pretty quick, like onsite and got a lot of support...but then one of the residents and
one of the more influential residents went out took like chalk like that white chalk for sports
fields and like made up a path and then they put up all these signs 11. “The city's going to cut
down on all these trees in the park and pave over the park. How can you do this for the sake of
bikes that don't belong in the park, they belong on the streets”. And then, the media picked up on
that and then people got scared and thought that's what we were doing, which we weren't. And
then, and then one of the politicians responded like “we will not do that.” She didn't ask, Hey
staff, what are you actually planning? She just looked at what the media was saying and what this
public group was saying and said, well, I'll kill it. So...there has been no improvement since.
The main concern that participants brought up was mainly about residents' fear of damaging their
property values. When doing the Seaside Greenway Point Grey Road project, Nick commented on the
involvement of the residents and how the changes they ask for can be cumbersome if done too late in the
design and planning process. He stated:
Point Grey Road a few years ago, if you're familiar with the Seaside Greenway extension that we
did like that was a huge project. It's amazing now that it's complete, but it was probably 30 of the
most expensive homes in Vancouver, and we heard a lot of feedback about how this would
damage their property values and things like that and we did a lot of changes to try and address
those needs. Fundamentally, the project stayed the same, but I guess when you really get into the
meat of how a project, like you, go through your project cycle, you plan, you design, and
construct, and then you eventually operate and maintain it. If you're doing a lot of last-minute
design changes, those can be expensive. The key point is, where a certain signal goes or a pole, or
like lighting infrastructure, a fire hydrant, it's quite quickly that it can have knock-on effects. So,
when I was working engineering, we account for all those costs, but I don't think politically
there's a big appreciation for the design time, the planning time and so on.

“Opponents want to put the brakes on Kitsilano Beach Park bike path” article from 2018 depicting the resident group
opposition, including a video made by a resident can be found here https://www.straight.com/news/1043186/opponents-wantput-brakes-kitsilano-beach-park-bike-path
11
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Pamela, who was part of Vision, commented on property value and how restrictive zoning by-laws
inhibit certain areas from growing, creating a more toxic place for cycling decisions to be made. She
stated:
I guess it's how we zoned the city makes their detached house very valuable, and their property
value depends on that. And I don't get it because if we did rezone, they'd be able to sell for more.
They could redevelop themselves or sell it and let someone else redevelop. They could develop,
you know, six townhouses, live in one and rent out the other. They have so many options, but
there is this kind of your typical old hippy is actually very nimby (not in my backyard) and
doesn't want more housing and more transit, maybe more people. And has this idea that if we do
that, we will let more people in as opposed to like, guess what they're coming. So are we going to
plan for them. Cause we have the clean water and the clean air and the stable government, and
the stable economy.
Logan, who worked for the city, elaborated on the trouble that Vision Vancouver had when proposing
projects, as some of the staff at the city alluded to prior. He commented:
We had the big battle on Kits Point, and that's a neighborhood that is, it fits all of your criteria.
Are they wealthy, motivated, right? That one. And you have a parks board that has generally, in
my opinion, been deferential. But you want the parks board to do something, just call them. We'll
probably do it. They're horrible. They do some weird, stupid things just cause people complained.
And that's the case…One of the real legacies of Vision is they got trapped into that. Vision did a
lot of damage. I don't want to make them seem like they were super awesome, but they got
trapped into this. They do things. They push things through. They did a lot of engagement. They
totally upended how the city does engagement and with a lot of positive impact, but they got
perceived as anti-engagement. And that next election that ended their reign was very much
engagement and green party...so now we have a politics that again emphasizes local decision
making at the expense of big moves. And of course, now housing has also taken over everything.
In summary, participants explained the positive or detrimental effects of resident groups in the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. Resident groups can effectively communicate their dislike for
specific projects and deeply understand the influence and power they can have. In speaking with the
participants, however, they were often concerned with the influence of a small number of residents on
the neighbourhood and the city. Considering the effect that a few words or actions can have, the
following section focuses on the role of the media in the process and how a few articles can shift a
narrative.
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5.2.7 Media
Some participants discussed the influence of media outlets on the cycling infrastructure decision-making
process. Participants mainly spoke about the need to train staff on effective communication methods and
determine the best reporting data methods to the media. The role of the media in the cycling decisionmaking process mainly centres on influencing the attitudes towards cycling and cycling projects. If plans
are miscommunicated, or the data is misconstrued, then there seems to be a media frenzy resulting,
which can have a negative impact on the decisions. Alice, who works for the city, explained how vital
media training is. She stated:
Media training is important and engaging. I think that's one thing that hub has done really well,
like in terms of outreach with media and having good media partners as well, that really get it and
understand it...it's not just like, Oh my God, you know, the city's spending $3 million…but in the
whole scheme of things...the province will spend 500 million, you know, on an interchange or
something. And it's very rarely questioned...There are tons of people in the media, and in
Vancouver, they do a very good job at reporting about active transportation. And so oftentimes,
you know, reaching out directly to them from the nonprofit side of things I think was really
beneficial in getting those stories. And that doesn't mean that it's disappeared, you know, the
narrative around like wasting money on bike infrastructure, but I think it's gotten a little better.
And you, sometimes you revert back, like, you know, because it can get clicks. It's unfortunate,
you know, the world we're in, but there's clickbait when you want controversy, like a lot of times
controversy, and sometimes the media still tries to stir it up when it really isn't there. How do you
reach out to media and try and get them to understand all the different sides and understand why
this is important.
An example of a media frenzy and communication around cycling infrastructure was the Burrard Street
Bridge cycling infrastructure plans, which underwent many trials in Vancouver. Jay, a consultant,
mentioned the Burrard Street Bridge bike lanes labelled as temporary at the time. It was essential to
manage the media in the plan because media outlets were looking to cover “Carmageddon,” which never
happened. He stated:
Transportation engineers can be a conservative bunch who are really hesitant about trying new
things, like bike lanes. And yet, we look at the city of Vancouver, and we see an engineering
department that is very much in favour of this and very open to trying it. And so, like, for
instance, the Burrard Bridge bike lanes, such strong media against it. And in the end, it worked
out in their favour because none of the Carmageddon that was suggested actually took place.
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Planning for media stories and keeping a good relationship with media publications was stated as
important to the planning process for cycling. Pamela, who was at the city, outlined the importance of
taking the time to inform media publications with data and evidence while fighting the urge to tweet
about anecdotal evidence. She explained:
There's a lot of people who are very emotional, and you'll see...If someone on Twitter goes, Oh,
this is how many bicycles I just saw go over the bridge. I tend not to like those things. Or even if
it's a major supporter of mine or things I've done or whatever. Because that's anecdotal, that's
getting murky. You're not understanding the difference between the data and anecdotal. And
that’s one moment in a day...And I want to have credibility when I talk about data. So I'm careful
not to support so many anecdotal stories, even sometimes from engineers, like they just can't help
it. Oh, this is what I saw this morning. It's like, Hey, remember, that's anecdotal data, show us,
but there's also so much emotion involved.
At one of the BIAs, Sam commented on how he thinks that those who vehemently disagree with certain
cycling infrastructure projects online are mainly those living outside of the area and are simply engaging
in the post to be heard. He reflected:
I feel like those, a lot of the comments on the media articles, aren't people that are even at all
affected by this, and it's just, they feel a certain way they want to be heard. So they write a
comment. I don't think that's really representative of people that will be using this bike lane or
kind of business in front of the bike lane, or actually like engaged with this bike lane on a day to
day basis. They all seem fine with it. So those are the people that really matter.
Focusing on those using the infrastructure daily and the data to show travel times and modal share is also
integral to communicating the cycling narrative as a benefit rather than a media “Carmageddon” frenzy.
Sarah, a previous councillor, explained how she would hear negativity towards cycling during her time
in office at the city, usually charged through uninformed anecdotal evidence. She recalled her story with
the CKNW radio show:

When I'm talking about elected life...that is the story of CKNW. The drive at five people…he
would have me on about a bike lane issue. And I always had in front of me, cause it's radio, I
could have in front of me, my cheat sheet and my cheat sheet always had facts and figures. I had
numbers, I had peer review research. Thank you, gang, at UBC...And then our engineering
departments, as you know, engineers are engineers for a reason, they like numbers. They like
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straight things and 90-degree angles, and things that fit in columns. Yeah. Numbers. So, I would
have all that info. So every time an opinion came at me, I would counter it with a fact. I wouldn't
say that opinion's wrong. I'd say, well, here's the fact, here's the data...He would turn, and he
would lean over his shoulder and look out the window down at Hornby...And he would turn back
to me and say…“I'm looking out the window. There are always cars, no bikes”. And then I would
say, “actually, we did a road count here last Thursday at 4:30 PM during rush hour. And there
were 1,273 bikes that came along here, and I think many more would be there if they had a safe
and separated bike lane. You, what you're counting now, is the road warriors. You're counting the
MAMILs (Middle Aged Men In Lycra). You're counting the highly confident. You're counting
the outliers”...And [years later, after I did another interview], Bill said to me, “things have
changed. You've turned the corner on this one. No, one's complaining”.
Another component of media attention on cycling is the issue of representation. A few participants spoke
about using certain imagery in media communications and how the cycling narrative is skewed as a
result. Alice commented on photos within the articles she used to give comments for when she worked at
HUB. She remarked:
I've done a lot of media interviews, like from my time at HUB. And like, sometimes...the photo,
you know, would just be like the tour de France guys in the rain. And you're like talking about
bike to work week and like tips on like keeping your hair dry. And like this is not the right
photo...this is not what we're talking about here. So I think it's super important. Imagery is really
important. You want to make it look easy. You want to make it look normal. You don't need a
bunch of special gear.
Dalia, who works for a national cycling media company, explained how media companies need to
represent a more diverse cycling culture better to increase participation. She explained:
As an editorial team, we need to be specifically reaching out to groups that are not just white men
in their forties. Which honestly, like quite a bit, has been me, like trying to track down people and
actually interview them because there is much less visibility for a lot of these groups. It's not that
they don't exist. It's just that they're just a lot less visible or a lot less online, you know? So I'm
doing a lot of actual following after people, which is interesting to me as well because I'm
learning about all these groups that I didn't know existed before. But I think it's just beyond that.
It’s just including more diverse cyclists in general.
Sasha, at the city, elaborated on the topic of representation in the media about the idea of empowering
people, yet outlined how some people can use their power to raise an issue that is taken up in media
outlets. The cycling narrative becomes overwhelmed by powerful groups. Sasha explained:
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Somebody said on Twitter like we don't need to empower people. And I think truly, people have
a lot of power. It's frustrating when we see some groups who are really good at using the media
and using their networks to raise up an issue. And you know, and I don't think we have a problem
with that. It's that when you see another group that is not as great at raising up an issue or they
don't, they're scared to, or they're concerned, or they don't feel that it's valuable. So you kind of
get this one really loud group. And I know there's other groups who, you know, will just like
write you a nice email and tell you why they want this, but they're never going to go to the
media...Sometimes it's even people who just feel like they have a lot of trust in us and feel like
we will make the right decision...Some of the stuff has to go to council, and this stuff goes to the
court of public opinion...If you really value this, you have to tell other people...can you write us
and tell us?
Communication is essential for the decision-making process—effective communication from the
decision-makers to the media and from residents to the decision-makers. The media plays a clear role in
the cycling narrative, and other stakeholders are well aware of this. To increase representation in media,
however, the use of different photos, interviews, and voices of the city should be incorporated to get a
balanced opinion and help to ignite participation in cycling more broadly. Another group influencing and
assisting decision-makers in communicating data effectively on cycling is academics. I will discuss their
role according to the participants in the next section.
5.2.8 Academics
As many participants explained, decision-makers often work with academics, mainly collecting,
analyzing, and synthesizing large data sets to inform their decision-making. Many participants at the city
spoke about the integral role academics play, mainly because they have local data and research done on
the City of Vancouver and Metro Vancouver area to inform their decisions. Having local data is
beneficial in targeting the exact issues and proposing changes for the future concerning transportation.
For example, Dan, a planner, mainly incorporates cycling into his work because of the academic research
on the positive effect cycling can have on resident “attitudes, behaviour, and health.” Pamela, who was
with Vision, spoke about how the research on the comfort level of those who cycle or those who are
hesitant and how research on different types of infrastructure can make a difference in decisions and,
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ultimately, participation. She explained, “they're influenced by the academic circles and giving engineers
and planners those studies matters big time.” Sasha, at the city, commented on the unique position the
city is in by being in a major research area, with many academics able to support their efforts, questions
with relevant and citable research to use in their plans. Sasha elaborated:
We really lucked out here because we get a lot of research that is very specific and applicable to
the city. So it's, it's easy to say like, wow, this professor’s talking about this intersection, that's
actually in our jurisdiction to change. And we don't have to sort of wonder if this is applicable to
us, which I think other jurisdictions have to do...Not just from researchers, but like our own
research...We do try and look at evidence-based, like the somebody who says we want more
signs around schools, and it's like, well, we don't want to just do things because we're getting
requests. Although that would make the community really happy...What is research in our own
city? One is our rapid flashing beacons, which we trialed and found, yeah, they were improving
safety. So we're going to keep installing them in different places.
Researchers are not only helpful when it comes to city staff and their plans but advocacy groups and
other non-profits. Will, an advocate, explained how the guidance of researchers is essential. He
explained:
[A researcher at UBC] didn't want to do board work, but she is a guest speaker at our board more
than once. And she came in and said when we talk about infrastructure, she says, don't you find it
amazing that we don't know what we have? She could always measure the numerator, but she
didn't always have the denominator. She said we don't know what base we're working against.
You know, we measure a symptom or a cause, whatever, but where is there safe infrastructure?
How do people feel about it? How does it vary by postal code and census tract? It's a gap. She
said we actually need to quantify all of this. She said we need to inventory it. We need to rank it
according to a common standard.
Robin, an academic, reflected on disseminating her research, outlining the importance of repeating
oneself and findings to communicate your research well. She stated:
When I first completed our survey research…I presented it and people on the committee, both the
public members of the committee and the engineers and so on who came to see the talk, both
groups were really excited to see it. And then, so I thought, Oh great. Now people know where
people would like to ride. And then, in the meeting subsequent to that, or one of the monthly
meetings, I would notice that people were still responding to what was being brought forward to
the meeting with their own personal opinion...So I would go, well, our cycling study says that
this is what people want. It was about two years of monthly meetings of me repeating that before
I noticed other people on the committee [referencing the work]...It was a real revelation to me as
a researcher, how often research results need to be repeated before it actually settles in other
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people's consciousness…In the academic world, it's kind of frowned upon if you go to multiple
conferences repeating your same results again and again, but I realize now that to heck with that,
you need to do that. If you want your research, which is highly relevant to public policy, to be
taken up, you have to repeat it again and again and again, and you have to get it, so other people
repeat it…I think people know that separated bike lanes are so much safer, and in North America
and other English-speaking countries where vehicular cycling had been repeated, repeated,
repeated, even though it was based on nothing was actually incorporated into standards,
unbelievable. Based on nothing. Because John Forrester was, when I first published our survey
results…he wrote scathing letters to momentum magazine...And he said things like the public
doesn't know where they like to ride. It's just like poppycock.
Academics and other research on cycling have been beneficial yet can also be damaging in hindsight. As
stated by Robin, there should be effective and well-informed decisions made from data collected, and the
findings should be repeated to gain popularity. In effect, the dissemination of findings is almost as
important as the findings themselves. In the next section, I move to equity in the decision-making
process and discuss how participants spoke of how equity is valued, determined, implemented, and
evaluated.
5.3 Issues of Equity Valued, Determined, Implemented and Evaluated
When asked questions about how their work addresses equity, participants spoke about how the issue of
equity is omnipresent in Vancouver and how equity is valued, determined, implemented, and evaluated.
5.3.1 Valued
The data collection occurred during the beginning of the pandemic, and issues of equity were at the
forefront of participants' minds. The majority of participants mentioned how, in their plans, cycling has
always been positioned as a low-cost travel option and touted as an affordable and efficient way to
travel. However, many people I spoke to mentioned that the equity lens to cycling needs to focus more
on the diversity of mode share, access, and the infrastructure in certain areas to keep people safe. Alice at
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the city explained how an equity lens is a big priority and that they need to focus more on East
Vancouver12. She stated:
We apply an equity lens, so it's a really, it's a big priority of council. And obviously, it's still, you
know, we're still learning, and there's a lot going on in the world right now and really trying to
educate on best practices and how we can make things more equitable. I mean, there's a lot of
issues in Vancouver still with equity...There are, you know, in certain areas of Vancouver, there
are less transportation options. And generally, oftentimes, those are areas where there's more
equity-seeking groups as well. And so even things like Greenways, you know, or greenway
networks, like we need to expand into East Vancouver, more bike share, you know, it only goes
so far into certain neighborhoods. And so there's a lot of things we still need to do to make sure
that there's equal access to transportation options and cycling and active transportation...I've been
impressed since being at the city to see that like it's actually being taken seriously right now...So
also when it comes to promotions too, so thinking about you know, diversity groups, we're trying
to reach, you know, different languages, different locations around Vancouver as well for doing
advertising and things like that.
Logan reflected on his time working for the city and explained how the inclusion of diversity in the plans
was a significant step. Yet, it’s hard to progress on these plans when continuing in the same structures of
power. He stated:
Oh yeah, we support equity and diversity, we put all that language in our plans, we're all in.
Right…I think we've gone through enough of that time where it's like all that talk just has not
resulted in any meaningful shifts. We have more and more people who I love and celebrate and
thank them for calling it out and saying, no, you're stupid...It is a shitty policy, nothing where
you're not actually implementing, you're not actually sharing resources, yadda yadda, yadda. And
so now equity is taking a bigger role or whatever. There's more focus on it, but that focus as a
planner, like this is super interesting, easy for me to say…how can we more systematically
include the East Asian communities in East Van? The opposite. We were trying to do much more
where we had a multicultural project liaison who I've learned so much from, and we were trying.
It was honest. And it was, but it was just too, it was rooted in structures of power.
Cal, who works for a non-profit, explained how the city values are represented in funding and support
for equity-seeking areas and groups. Right now, he explained how inaccessible cycling is to many people
and how he experiences this first hand. He stated:
Bikes can be pretty pricey. Right. Just replacement parts. And that's relative to how much $20 is
worth to me. Like how much $20 is to that person or this person…There are a lot of bike theft in
Vancouver, as you might know. We're kind of notorious for that. Right. People living in the
East Vancouver is an area within the City of Vancouver’s downtown area. More information here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Vancouver
12
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Downtown Eastside in tent city, they like go through bikes a lot, often because they don't have
proper locks or like, you know, they've left it somewhere sketchy or like they have nowhere to
store their bikes, for sure...It's hard to access maintenance, too, right because prices are like super
expensive. If you go to any bike shop really. The place, the community bike shops, are even quite
expensive, I'd say kickstand's super accessible, but it's also DIY. So you have to be willing to put
in the time, which you may not have if you're like worrying about where your next meal is
coming from…Our community bikes is great, but to do the work for you, you kind of have to
charge for that to pay the bills because Vancouver, right?
A common thread throughout the interviews with participants was the value of cycling infrastructure in
the form of money. Participants expressed the importance of “putting your money where your mouth is”
when it came to equity and the distribution of infrastructure. Ethan, a consultant, explained, “what you
value is in your budgets” and how equity is just a nice idea unless there are resources to support the
plans. He explained:
What you value is in your budgets. And I think that's where the rubber is going to hit the road and
to see actual stuff move forward or not in terms of equity. We're seeing projects that are moving
forward in like high crash corridors that are known to have equity issues. And the funding's not
there to actually do the project right. To engage the community and develop a vision
collaboratively with them and create a transformation. It's not happening sometimes... And if
equity is a priority funding, freeway expansion probably is not going to align with that. Or, you
know, funding a freeway expansion or widening is not gonna align with a safety
perspective…Most of the time, the budget is not a problem. It's the allocation of budgets. That's a
problem. There's some places, though, that certainly have a funding problem. Like there's just a
shortage of money. And then it takes creativity, and that's what you're seeing with some of the
quick build stuff and the tactical urbanism stuff that's coming from possibly for some
communities, just not having the funds to do the permanent stuff, but they wanna make change
happen...And that's what we're trying to do with our clients to try to make bigger change, more
impactful change, then a three-year project to do one corridor, you know, that's important, but it
can't be the only thing you're focused on.
Alex, a transportation advocate, explained how funds could be used to truly redistribute access to
transportation, which he sees as one of the solutions to the equity issue within transportation. He
explained:
Double, triple, quadruple active transportation funding, but put all that doubling, tripling,
quadrupling into Indigenous communities, rural communities, and connect with transit better
because that's what people who don't have much money use. When you give economically
disadvantaged people no choice but to use a car, for their transportation needs it's an economic
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disaster on a micro level, and of course exacerbates the environmental, congestion, and
population health impacts at a macro level.
Cal, working for a non-profit, explained how he works to enable access to cycling for equity-seeking
groups. The non-profits require a reliable funding source rather than cumbersome and sporadic grants to
have enough resources to hire people and consistently help those trying to bike at a low cost. He iterated:
Firstly, if you apply for a certain grant to do a certain thing...say you want to apply for a grant to
get more funding to pay staff so they can work on people's bikes that, you know, that have
financial barriers. So they can't really pay the standard cost of a tune-up to keep their bikes
rolling. The grant is for getting people outside on their bikes...If you want to cover as many
people with financial barriers as possible kind of thing, there's only so many grants to go
around...I think we're not there yet as a government. For access to repairs, I think the city could
definitely can be putting some more funding into the community bike shops, such as in
Winnipeg. A few of the bike shops out in Winnipeg, they're actually funded by the city, and that's
like a huge help if you walk into their shops. There's this one called the wrench. It's humongous.
And they're, I believe they're like under a government building, which I'm not sure the rent
situation of the wrench, but yeah. The wrench is a good example of a place funded by the city.
Alex, a cycling advocate, commented on the reality of having the funding in the capital budget, which
determines what the transportation staff can do. He stated:
Unfortunately, when we're talking about local infrastructure and municipal budgets, you may
have councillors and staff and a mayor who may have certain ideas about strategically what they
think should be there from an equity basis...and it usually comes down to them looking at their
capital budget, their three to the five-year capital plan, and what their planning staff have the
capacity to do. This places transportation strategies and policies — what sometimes objectively
needs to be done — at the whims of some council members and their occasionally political-based
motivations. Often official community plans can be used as guides for what needs to be done, and
these are what Councils should be focused on ratifying. This is crucially what the City of
Vancouver did over the last few decades, and it’s worked quite well.
Emma, one of the city councillors, explained how reliant they are on the capital infrastructure,
development cost levies, and other forms of development to fund cycling infrastructure. She explained:
When it comes to cycling, roadways, anything and all of these, it's capital infrastructure for the
most part. I mean, it may be operating dollars cause you have staff involved in that work that we
pay through already...And that can be from the city, does contribute from our tax revenue, a
certain amount of money annually into our capital portfolio...We get transportation development
costs levies that helps cover the cost of infrastructure.
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Therefore, to understand how equity is valued, participants expressed the need to examine city
documents and the capital budgets and funding allocated to cycling projects and how those projects were
determined to go. In the next section, I’ll discuss how the decisions on where cycling infrastructure
locations are determined and incorporate equity in the analysis.
5.3.2 Determined
When asked about how the decisions are made to determine the location of cycling infrastructure,
participants overwhelmingly recognized a gap between East Vancouver, West Vancouver, and South
Vancouver, acknowledging that there is a lack of infrastructure in East and South Vancouver. However,
the reason is the political will and Vancouver’s strategic approach to growing cycling mode share.
Adam, an advocate who is part of a team to locate potential gaps in the network, explained how their
map tool helps fill in the cycling network gaps. He describes how they are working towards creating
AAA infrastructure in East Vancouver as much as they currently have in West Vancouver. He described:
All the AAA is pretty much all on the Westside. There's a couple little disconnected pieces and
the Powell overpass on the East. And other than that, it's all West. And if you look at the income
level of the Westside, it's more than the income level of the Eastside. So just as a really basic
example, you can look at that and be like, okay, so there's a clear disparity in income from East to
West and a clear disparity in quality of cycling infrastructure from East to West. And so the idea
hopefully is that we'd built that into the gap map tool, but even better, that tool will be able to be
used by other organizations that would adopt something like that and be able to plan better and
use something like that to determine the best place to put cycling infrastructure.
Simon, a consultant, helped explain why the disparity between East and West Vancouver exists. He
explained how the strategy at the city has been to prioritize areas of the city with the highest cycling
mode share and means to develop, rather than to make their decisions through an equity lens which may
not have garnered as high an increase in participation or support. He stated:
To build momentum and to build a culture for cycling, you know, I think it's focusing on those
areas where you have the highest current use and where you think you might have the greatest
potential to increase cycling. And you can see that that's Vancouver's approach...And you know,
some people criticize their approach because they haven't necessarily taken a city-wide approach
to cycling infrastructure. They've really focused on the Metro core, like downtown, Kitsilano,
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Mount Pleasant. That's where the cycling mode share is highest today. That's where you've got
the highest population, densities, trip distances are fairly short, like that's where more people are
going to cycle. And so they've focused, I'd say almost exclusively on that kind of inner-city core
for all of their investments over the past decade. Which, you know, if you're trying to increase
mode share, that's the right thing to do. But the flip side of that is people in Southeast Vancouver,
for example, like there's not much cycling infrastructure and the city has not really done anything
there. But it's a more strategic approach...I mean, it's a philosophical discussion. Is it better to
have more of an equitable approach? And that's where the ward politics come into play in a lot of
Canada13…So it's more of a geographic equity perspective versus, like, where are you going to
get your most bang for your buck?
The City of Vancouver has seemingly been very strategic with its cycling infrastructure decisions to
determine where to locate infrastructure and the funds to allocate. However, as explained above, this
strategy sometimes comes at the cost of inequitable distribution throughout the city. Oftentimes,
advocates for cycling infrastructure are included in the decision-making, as Adam explained in this
section. Despite being beneficial for advocates, it remains complicated to incorporate equity-seeking
groups in the decision-making process. In the next section, I will discuss representation in government
and advocacy regarding cycling infrastructure.
5.3.2.1 Representation in Government and Advocacy
Participants spoke about the importance of representation in the decision-making process and how a lack
of representation appears in the cycling network itself. Participants also spoke about ideas for
incorporating more voices into the decisions from an equity lens. Cal, who works for a non-profit,
explained, “That under-representation thing really, really needs some work. We need to get more
[equity-seeking groups] represented in government”. Alex, an advocate, reflected on the representation
of their board. He explained:

13

Vancouver is unlike other large cities because it is the largest city to elect councillors at-large rather than elect them to
municipal wards (Cutler & Matthews, 2005). This participant was outlining how Vancouver is different because elected
officials do not only focus on their elected area, rather, the city at-large. In a Globe and Mail news article in 2004, there is
discussion about Vancouver voting no to a ward system claimed the citywide “at-large system” election “encourages
councillors to take broader perspectives on issues”. Those who were in favour of a ward system claimed that the citywide
elections only favour those in the west side of the city and if it was a ward system then the east side of the city would be better
represented (Matas, 2004).
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I mean, and that gets to the equity issue, and it's difficult for me to weigh in on that because we
have an all-white board...we don't have enough young people. We don't have enough people of
colour. We don't have enough people in poor communities and don't have enough geographic
representation. So we still have a lot of improving to do. We're still a bit of a holdover from a
different time.
When it comes to representation, Jen, a consultant, explained the importance of representation in
planning for various communities and their needs. She elaborated:
I think a lot of it comes down to understanding the communities, and this comes into the idea of
representation. I mean, I think most people will admit that in a lot of Western cities, planners and
engineers are still largely white, largely males still, but for the most part still white…Because of
this lack of representation, there is a lack of understanding of the needs in general, which has two
potential problems. Obviously, the big one is that you're not hearing what the needs are from
those communities that are different from you. But then also you run the risk of putting
something in the communities that they don't want to begin with, that they don't understand. And
so having somebody on the team that can communicate with, has an understanding of the
lifestyle, the needs of these communities, and then how to communicate with them when the plan
comes forward is, I think, where a lot of cities are lacking. A lot of communities in general, it
doesn't matter the size. I think that representation is the biggest downfall.
On the transportation advisory committee, Mia explained how representation in advocacy and within the
transportation advisory board was reasonable compared to other advocacy work yet could still be more
inclusive, questioning how open to the public these groups are. She commented:
Compared to a lot of the sort of consultation or activism stuff, it's relatively diverse, like
ethnically, there's definitely LGBTQ members, there's a wide range of ages. The main thing
that isn't very diverse is that everybody's fairly well educated and most are, you know,
comfortable financially…I didn't really think about it as much until I got to know another
committee member. She ia a wheelchair user on the committee…For her to get there, she needed
to use a HandyDART [door-to-door shared ride service for those with physical or cognitive
disabilities offered by TransLink], booking one of them ahead of time. And then I think there's
still a fee that you have to pay...For someone who's, you know, on disability, bus fare is a
significant amount of money...but you know, that's a huge barrier for a lot of people…City hall,
despite the fact that we've had a mayor who was a wheelchair user, it's not that easy to get into
via a wheelchair. He had his own private elevator that went straight into the garage, and then he
drove home. So that's great, but if you're a poor and transit user or seeing what that really means
to someone who is from one of those like equity-seeking groups...A poor and disabled woman
trying to be part of this committee...I understand why there's not more people in that position.
Sasha, at the city, explained how representation in the engagement process is just as important,
especially when it comes to equity-seeking groups coming to meetings and needing to incorporate the
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perspective or needs of people who are missed at the meetings. Sasha explained how now they ask more
questions about representation. For example, “who came out to this? What was their income level? Who
are we missing?” Pamela, who was with Vision, reflected on the time it takes to volunteer, recognizing
the needs of those who don’t have extra time to spend at these meetings, rendering them inaccessible.
She stated:
Is it systemic? Yes. Because it takes volunteer time to do these things. And who has that time?
More privileged people. What else would I do? So making it mandatory. I got no problem with
quotas, or what do you call that? Affirmative action, I guess. That's only the beginning, though. I
think for transportation projects, on the one hand, I'm really pissed off that you never have public
consultation that is going to decide whether we have a new bridge or a new road, for vehicles
somewhere. We're only doing [public consultation] for active transportation, and we often pit
bicyclists against pedestrians for the space that's leftover and trees. Oh, we'll have to cut down
these trees. Well, I'm against that. Well, why are we pitting bicyclists against trees? Right?...it's
not just about inclusion and diversity. Those are buzzwords. We need to rebuild the entire
system. The system's not broken. It's built for those who designed it.
Pamela further explained how the city has to balance the needs of multiple groups at once, and it can be
hard to do so with equity in mind. She stated:
Whether you're planning a bike route or whatever, it's not who's living there right now. It’s who
wants to live there? Who's going to live there? It's interesting actually that you can have all the
noise coming from residents against them. It's interesting...For me, it's about making sure you're
inviting everybody to the table and not just those current residents…Andrea Reimer, a Vision
city councillor, insisted on the civic agencies and getting people to volunteer for the city...She did
put in a motion that got passed that each civic agency had to be at least 50% women, women and
girls, I guess because it also was the first children, youth and families advisory
committee...Another group of people who don't have their driver's license. Who doesn't have a
driver's license, seniors, some of them and kids, so who are we designing the city for?
Camila, a consultant, emphasized the need to “do better.” She commented:
Do better. Right? We can't just because that solicits or yields feedback from the same ten people
who work those hours, have access to get to the meeting, have literacy, are comfortable in those
environments, have the right clothes, you know, speak English like it's so exclusive. And so
ridiculous that that's how decisions are informed…I think some people don't get it, or some
people that's all they know because that's how they've always done it. And no one is challenging
them to change it.
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By contrast, Ethan, a consultant, commented on the role of engagement and representation in the
planning process and how the role of the professionals has caused communities to resent planning. He
outlined the need to rebuild trust and have deeper conversations about equity. He stated:
I feel like there's been a decreasing value in the expertise that professionals bring to the industry
that we have ourselves to blame for that, though, by past actions as well. And so we need to
repair that, and that's deep-seated, to be honest, like going back generations in some cases in
some communities where, you know, particularly in the United States where freeways were put
through like black communities and completely destroyed them. That loss and that hurt is still
very real for that community. So it's totally rational and understandable that they wouldn't trust
transportation engineers in the community…we’re holding to some warrant procedure about like
when they would put in a crosswalk, or they'd put in a traffic signal and the community is just
concerned about the safety of their children or a parent is, and by not putting that in, even though
it might be justified from when you look at the context and what the community actually needs, it
might be warranted. But in terms of a warrant, which has a checklist, and you need to have like
this many number of crashes or this many people trying to cross at that location is difficult. And
so that creates resentment. I think our industry is at a stage where we're having to rebuild trust by
having a better ability to engage and listen and be more empathetic…we need to be more
meaningful. This is an evolution.
Representation in the process of determining cycling infrastructure locations and what kind of
infrastructure is designed, if at all, is essential but a tricky process. As explained by Ethan, the inclusion
process will take time, and this is an evolution of the planner and resident relationship in an age of
equity. Next, participants briefly mention some of the challenges to implementing equity-based planning
decisions regarding cycling infrastructure.
5.3.3 Implemented
A small subset of participants spoke about the implementation of cycling infrastructure plans as they
pertained to equity. Some participants spoke about the challenges of implementing equity-based
planning decisions because of our deeply flawed planning practices. Logan stated:
It’s the implementation side that remains really, really difficult. And one hopes that the
conversations locally will be catalytic…it's a couple of different things that the standard-issue
planning is ineffective and unsatisfying. And the equity lens is one that you know brings some
clarity to why it's ineffective and unsatisfying…So the colonial mindset, which is still so deeply
embedded in our practices, has its foothold, and our practices are weak… I think that's where the
opening is. And locally here, we're fortunate to have some great voices, and they're just doing
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killer work. Yeah. And that's how it's going to happen. It's going to be like, well, why are we
hiring whatever X firm that does this standard-issue or continuing to hire these same people to be
directors when we see other opportunities.
One of the programs designed to rectify the inequity in access to cycling is the Mobi bike-share program,
where the city supplies a subsidy for those who need it. Alice explained:
Mobi has a community pass program for low-income that I believe is free or close to free. I can't
remember how much it is, but it's very, very, very affordable...And so, and with the fact, you
know, e-bikes are coming down in price as well. So it makes it much more affordable still than
owning a car and everything associated with it.
Based on the interviews, some spoke about different programs the city is implementing to help
individuals gain access to cycling, yet, it was unclear if the infrastructure programs were driven by
equity or the seemingly more important factors-development costs and influence of groups who have
power in the decision-making.
5.3.3.1 Geographic Implementation
To delve into the question of equity-based decision-making, I discussed the uptake of equity in decisions
around cycling infrastructure projects and questions of gentrification as one of the negative externalities
of the projects. Some participants discussed the impetus for specific transportation projects focused on
cycling and how the plans relate to gentrification. Nick gave his comments on equity in cycling and how
the meaning and use of the term have shifted over time. He elaborated:

I don't mean to make light of anything, but equity has become a buzzword. It's like the
sustainability term of the 2000s. You're not doing a project properly unless you speak really
specifically to equity. Which is great…as a group, I felt like we were caught flat-footed, which
was "how are you considering equity"...I feel like it was inherently built into everything that we
were doing. We were looking at how it created local air quality improvements through
sustainable means, it looked at the affordability of each mode and what are the barriers to each
mode in terms of access. Access being a big one for which communities have best access to
transit or cycling infrastructure. So, it felt like we were doing really well, but we didn't have an
overarching framework or policy that helped people understand...It was a pretty significant
challenge because, as you know, there's some really vulnerable neighbourhoods within
Vancouver, and it really forced us to go right back to first principles in terms of when we're out
in these neighbourhoods speaking with people, what is there, what are their situations...what
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assumptions have we built into all the work we did so far, and how do we have to go back and
maybe rethink some of those…When I think of the Downtown Eastside, like significant drug
abuse, substance abuse problems, high proportions of first nations communities and associated
discrimination in those respects. Um, we didn't necessarily understand that bigger picture.
For Nick, the typical method for planning cycling infrastructure could not apply to places such as the
East Side and other areas of Vancouver because it required more detailed community engagement and
atypical practices to determine the needs of the population in the area. For example, the connection with
issues of gentrification were not on Nicks’ radar initially, yet he acknowledges the shift in thinking that
the transportation department had to make. He clarified:

I'll just say it candidly, I struggled with like well what's the direct connection? I think I'm doing
the right things here… But how it might relate to things like gentrification and "oh, well you can
only do this project because you got funding from that development down the street which
displaced a whole bunch of social housing" or something like that...I learned a lot, but it's
challenging. It's not getting easier...I think the foundations of what we do around sustainable
transportation are really well aligned with equity and accessibility, and safety...The Downtown
Eastside is a hotspot. It's probably got like half of the top ten intersections for pedestrian
collisions and fatalities and things like that…I think if you'd ask people like two years ago
upfront, "how do you think this addresses equity?" I think they'd kind of have the standard
elevator pitch in terms of "these are more affordable types of transportation options, and they're
closer to where people can live and work" and those sorts of things but it required a more detailed
and thoughtful answer that gets into you know, gender and all sorts of factors.
Sarah, a former councillor, explained how their work in the Downtown Eastside is related to housing
projects and development and questions the adverse outcomes associated with gentrification. She
commented:
I did a lot of work in the Downtown Eastside, and there was a lot of consultation done on their
community plan that unfortunately will probably lead to almost no development, which means no
new housing because we put such strict restrictions on the type of housing that could be built
there that it would have to be almost entirely government-funded and the city can't afford to do
that. And even with relatively progressive federal and provincial governments, the provincial is
stepping up big time with temporary modular housing…I’ve certainly never seen a perfect
solution, and lots and lots of federal funding for housing, lots and lots of federal health. And then
the bigger piece for me is the continuum of care for mental health and addictions… It's just the
word gentrification. Like, to me, that's a very loaded word because is it gentrification when the
binners started opening a successful shop where they fixed things and sold them? And all of a
sudden, people from nicer neighborhoods were coming down because they really liked the idea
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of supporting binners doing this cool work. And then somebody opened a coffee shop next door,
because they had customers. Like is that something you should block?
This conflict between developing cycling infrastructure plans and making cycling more accessible while
understanding the effects of bikeable environments was communicated by participants. However, some
participants spoke of the nuance within the development, whereas not all development is a necessarily
bad development; instead, the exclusionary zoning that slows affordable housing supply is the culprit.
Rob, a researcher, explained how housing is so important in pursuing walkable and equitable
environments. In Vancouver, however, Rob explained how single-family homes and their owners
continue to dominate. He stated:
We fail to allow households, particularly those with low incomes, to be able to move into and
find appropriate housing in a walkable urban neighborhood. So low-income households are faced
with either paying more than they can afford to live in a walkable urban neighborhood or move
out to an automobile-dependent area. But we have no mechanism. If you want the economic
theory, you would say efficient and equitable development policy responds to changing
demands…So you would say Kerrisdale should, where if 20 years ago, let's say 90% of the
housing was single-family. Now we should allow 30 or 40 or 50% of the single-family houses to
be replaced with higher-density housing.
As discussed in other sections, the cycling infrastructure is not equitably dispersed throughout the city.
When participants were asked about equity in the decision-making process, many outlined the lack of
infrastructure in specific areas and why this may be the case. As explained below, this divide in access to
cycling infrastructure and which areas of the city are developed can cause other divides. Ellis, an
advocate, commented on how the city’s goal has been to capitalize on those who already cycle and in
areas that are more positive towards cycling. She explained:
Getting back to parts of the city and the equity lens, I'm sure you've heard that the East of the city
and the South of the city are pretty dramatically underserved. And we definitely talk about that,
and we definitely work on trying to encourage routing and so on. I know that the city's sort of
stated goals have often been to capitalize on where people are already cycling and that whole
downtown core connection so that, you know, they can really maximize the results by focusing
resources there…one of my own personal passions has been the concept of getting biking
infrastructure onto so-called high streets and Commercial Drive being the absolutely obvious one
when that was supposed to happen years and years ago. And I kind of by making a decision to
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work with the park board, I've kind of let that file sit, but honestly, that's my next thing. If it
doesn't, by some wonderful miracle happen, that's the one I'm really going to be pushing for
because I feel like that's the next horizon.
Emma, a councillor, commented on the need to make areas of Vancouver more accessible and that
development was a part of shifting the focus away from car use. For example, she used the corner store
as an example of how to encourage walking:
If you look at some neighborhoods, like essentially North, South, you'll see more concentration
services in the Northern part of the city, but if you get into South Vancouver and around Cambie
and that, there's not, we're just having this conversation at council last night about a motion about
reinvigorating the corner store, because again, it encourages people to walk or ride or to not have
to drive to a big box store. And that's something that was more commonplace and has maybe
disappeared over time with, you know, building developments on. Another part of it is that if you
have services closer to where people live, then you can reduce car use.
Jen, a consultant, explained the need for cycling infrastructure in east and south Vancouver, despite
being historically untenable or not politically viable. She explained how access to cycling needs to be in
all areas of the city to be better uptake and accessible for those who need it. She stated:
I love that I can get to on this one dedicated route, I can get to the seawall, but what about South
Vancouver? What about East Vancouver? You know, what's happening in those neighborhoods
from a Vancouver perspective are much more diverse. You've got a lot more people of colour
living in those various neighborhoods or immigrants living in those neighborhoods who don't
have a choice they have to drive. And so, if your ultimate goal is to get more people to cycle,
then it can't just be these. Great, but not really accessible. Long routes like the Adanac bikeway
are great, but what about people who want to go to Hastings to go shopping from the sunrise, like
Hasting, sunrise neighborhood? There's not a whole lot of options for them to do that safely and
comfortably…how do you now make sure that kids can get to school safely? Kids and seniors,
and everyone in between can get to the community centers and the libraries...For a lot of the
advocates, it is shifting towards how do we improve the network in these historically underserved
neighborhoods, where there are more people of non-Western background living?..And there are
some great groups that are out there teaching newcomers how to cycle or showing them different
routes, helping make them feel more welcome in terms of those options. But the infrastructure
still lets some down in some cities.
The equity-based planning for cycling infrastructure is multi-faceted, with many questions to unpack in
the discussion section. Some of the findings include the struggle as decision-makers in developing
walkable or bikeable neighbourhoods, while knowing full well that these decisions may result in
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gentrification. Further, exclusionary zoning or other funding models inhibit lower-cost housing
availability or density, prompting infrastructure development and reinforcing the divide between
Vancouver's different socioeconomic areas. In the next section, I discuss how participants incorporated
equity into the evaluation of cycling infrastructure decisions and projects after being implemented.
5.3.4 Evaluated
As the last stage of equity-based questions, participants mentioned how equity is poorly evaluated and
that the evaluation of cycling infrastructure more broadly is also lacking. Cal, who works for a nonprofit, reflected on where he thinks the city’s priorities are by saying, “I feel like a lot of government
programming is skewed towards people who pay a certain amount of tax a year.” However, participants
mentioned how the city, consultants, and advocates recognize the growing need for different measures
and try their best to incorporate them into their plans. Ben, at TransLink, commented on the lack of data
collection on the uptake of cycling and the disaggregation of data broadly. He commented:
We do a really bad job of collecting data in Canada on equity. And I think most people in our
field acknowledge that, and you know, it's hard to define and tackle a problem if you can't see
it...And we just don't have the racial data on equality. We do income. And we can make
judgements about like, Oh, well, if we use income as a proxy or whatever, but it's still really
imperfect. So you know, we're doing the best we can, but we just don't have the data…Climate,
affordability, congestion, equity, you know, these are big things that we want to solve. And so,
you know, all of the evaluation will be asking like, are we reaching our targets? What do we need
to course-correct?
Even when data are collected, Ethan, a consultant, explained how there are often errors in collecting data
or collecting data through an equity or gendered lens. He explained:
There's lots of errors in collecting that data or documenting your data. And then there's a whole
gender issue, too...from people who do different trips in their households. And some that's based
on more traditional, maybe like gender roles, but there's also comfort levels. We know that
certain folks don't like travelling at certain times of day with certain modes...I think the biggest
disconnect is between what could be and what is, and what could be is if we resolve these issues
that were the barriers that exist for people, be it the comfort, safety barriers, various inequities
and things that are in place. If we remove all of those, what would be the potential for active
travel? Also, those studies show really positive potential, and then communities that do it also
show significant shifts in the way people move around.
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As Ethan expressed, the potential changes that could be made based on the evaluation of transportation
systems are substantial. Jay, a consultant, explained how ascertaining some deeper information on the
public can oftentimes be too political and tricky. For example, as a component of one public life study he
did, they collected typical information. Yet, he said that other data would be beneficial to inform the
space, yet, it is too sensitive. He stated:
Our standard public life study includes an observation component where we're trying to measure,
or I guess quantify, like the number of people that are using the space, what they're doing in the
space, basic demographic information. So like, we'll say, you know, what gender is the person
presenting and always leaving kind of like the other column. We have rough age categories, just
like child, youth, adult, senior. Nothing on demographic or nothing on like ethnocultural
background. It's way too controversial and sensitive, which is its unfortunate cause that would be
a really helpful one. And we understand the value of that.
Meanwhile, at the city, Dan explained the city’s annual panel surveys, which show attitudes and
behaviours of people travelling such as the comfort level of cyclists and traffic assistants aim to collect
data on gender and age. However, the data on some variables is not robust, and Dan expressed the need
to collect more information. He remarked:
We do annual panel surveys, which are meant to be representative, that kind of show attitudes
towards things and also what people are actually doing...Like looking at geographical
representation and income and gender. So that's one source. We periodically do counts where
we'll have a TA, not a teaching assistant, but a traffic assistant, but someone out there with a
clicker and measuring, like looking at...okay, who's using this particular thing and it's
observational, like, they're perceiving, they're making assumptions about gender and things like
that, age, but those are spot counts…One question I like to ask for a lot of projects is not just
would you feel comfortable biking on this route or walking on this street, but I will also ask,
would you feel comfortable biking on this route with a small child or someone new to cycling?
And you can break down who's answering the question. You can look at their demographic
profile, but you start to get at all ages and abilities, comfort, and people kind of thinking outside
of themselves. So it's not just, you know, really confident, hardcore people responding...We may
do intercept surveys to try to get at like how did you get here? How easy was it for you to,
depending on the project, if parking was the issue like we'll ask questions about a parking lot,
how easy was it for you to find parking, those sorts of things.
Collecting data on the population using the street itself was emphasized by participants as a very
effective way to monitor the more intangible questions that go beyond counters or census data regarding
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cycling infrastructure. For example, Ethan, a consultant, suggested using population surveys to monitor
cycling infrastructure. He stated:
If you have to just go with one, I would just measure, use on the street. Like most places have
terrible counting for actual use like trip or a census number, and it doesn't mean anything. So I
think you need to invest in a monitoring program with equipment on the corridor. If it were me,
I'd spend most of my money on that. And then you could do a population survey to understand
the two things. I think that comes down to is like are you starting to create a culture of cycling or
not? And to create a culture of cycling, I think you need to understand that people are engaged
with that activity, care about it, and are also feeling comfortable using it. And so having some
sort of community-based survey that tracks certain questions related to comfort levels use and
their value, I think, would be the other one I would go with.
Simon, a consultant, suggested incorporating basic monitoring as part of any budget to ensure some data
on the usage. He explained that Vancouver is very good at doing this, but other cities he has worked for
have not done this, and therefore, do not have any data to show any behaviour change. He explained:
We always recommend doing monitoring of cycling counts, but also, you know, looking at doing
surveys, getting some qualitative input as well and doing kind of before and after studies. I have
not seen many cities actually do that, unfortunately, yet I'd say I think Vancouver is doing a good
job...It's important to be able to tell the story with data, with facts. And if you don't collect the
data before you build it, you lose that opportunity to show what the behaviour change is.
Tom, who worked at TransLink, reflected on his work in other cities and how the cycling network was
insufficient for equity-seeking groups, and how equity is important to consider. He recalled:
I was quite surprised when we worked with the city of Winnipeg when I was at [company], and
we were asked to look at their cycling network and what they had planned and compare it against
various equity parameters that were of importance to them. So, mapping against populations that
were of a lower income level, where indigenous folks were residing, where the elderly were. And
we realized that, wow, by and large, these communities aren't being well served by the cycling
networks, even though you could argue that they're the ones that need it the most. And so that
was an eye- opener for me, and I think we're beginning to see more of that type of approach
where equity is coming into focus as an important consideration.
In summary, evaluating cycling infrastructure and its influence on behaviour and culture is essential
when making decisions. Yet, participants also outlined the need to incorporate more data on equity
measures such as gender, race, ethnicity, and feelings of comfort. Until these disaggregated data are
collected and analyzed, cycling infrastructure decisions will continue to be informed by typical measures
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and other political mechanisms of influence. In the next section, I discuss locations of political
infrastructure in Vancouver over time, as explained by participants.
5.4 Political infrastructure over time and in context
This section outlines the sites of political cycling infrastructure in Vancouver as explained by
participants. The findings presented can also be viewed on Mapbox, where I have created a visual and
textual narrative of politically charged infrastructure in the Vancouver context over time. Each site
represents the stories of decision-makers and their memory of the cycling infrastructure decision-making
process. The map also overlays open-sourced data from various sources such as ICBC (Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia) cycling injury and fatality data, Vancouver’s bikeways map,
Vancouver’s bicycle parking location data, and median household income data from Stats Canada 2016.
The text below is a word version of the text on the Mapbox website. There is some repetition in the
quotes used in this section as to not lose the contextual references for the site of political infrastructure
on the website. The Mapbox tool does not include the previous sections of findings and therefore
relevant quotes are used again to give the reader more information. Refer to the website at this location
https://rfallonmayers.github.io/src/
5.4.1 Burrard Bridge
According to participants, the Burrard Bridge bike lane infrastructure was one of the pivotal
moments for cycling in the City of Vancouver. There had been a trial bike lane in 1996, which failed
miserably. The media called this trial an enormous failure, with news stories calling it “Carmageddon”
because there was a lot of car traffic, few cyclists, and angered residents.
In 2005, Vision Vancouver was elected, and Gregor Robertson became Mayor. Gregor Robertson
had a plan to implement cycling infrastructure on the Burrard Bridge, and this time, it was considered a
success and became permanent. Logan, who was at the city, explained, “one great thing about
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engineering in Vancouver is they respond extremely well to political leadership. So they were given that
space”. Adam, an advocate, explained the history of the Burrard Bridge and how important it was for
Vision Vancouver to have a linchpin win at the beginning of their term. He stated:
Vision started with Burrard Bridge, which had previously been tried twice before now. And they
ran into a lot of opposition doing it, but it's sort of a very key connector, and it was like the first
bridge. So prior to that, you either biked with the vehicles or on a narrow, terrible sidewalk with
people walking, or you went all the way around the peninsula and came in from the Eastside. So
sort of like beyond a key connector. But on the other side, what I was gonna say is that
sometimes perhaps you need to just start with sort of like small wins, especially if there's more
opposition. Don't necessarily do the biggest thing or the most difficult thing. Not that you
shouldn't do it, but maybe you can start with some easier and simpler wins that will get more
support before you jump into something a bit trickier. But sometimes, maybe you just need to do
the tricky thing. Cause that is kind of the key linchpin, and you can't really do anything without
it.
Pamela, who was with Vision, reflected on her time with the party and how much momentum the party
had to achieve a big infrastructure ticket such as Burrard Bridge. She recalled:
There was lots of talk at the time about adding bike lanes to Burrard Bridge. By then, there had
already been bicyclists and pedestrians sharing both sidewalks. And so if you were walking, it
was a very narrow sidewalk for pedestrians and cyclists...So someone had already [been injured
by a collision]…and so legally the city had to make changes to it. They could legally, now that
they were responsible and could not allow that to continue…It was a hot topic, and the question
was, will you take away vehicle lanes and add bicycle lanes to Burrard Bridge? And Robertson
said yes…so that became a thing and part of that momentum. So people who wanted bike lanes
voted them in three times. And so, they built bike lanes. Cause that's what they promised.
Ellis, an advocate, explained how pivotal the Burrard Bridge was for Vision Vancouver and how the
future success of cycling infrastructure was at stake at the beginning of their first term. She stated:
At that time, the issue was the Burrard Bridge...it was kind of a pivotal moment in moving things
forward. And I had been quite involved in trying to move the Burrard Bridge forward and media
events, things like that. And so I was there, and the one thing I said to them that I felt so strongly
was if you guys do this, it's going to be beautiful. It's absolutely going to work because that was
their main fear. That was a fiasco, like what had happened before. They were just so afraid
because it was so politically fraught, it was such a big deal. And I just wanted to reassure them
that from everything I could see, in everything I understood, this was going to be a huge
success…When we tried it in the early days, it was a disaster...It was all about this extremely
strong car lobby, which was essentially the general public. There wasn't a lot of the other story,
whether it would have been climate change, whether it would have been livable cities, whether it
would have been the benefits of getting around with active transportation. That wasn't part of the
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narrative at that time. So essentially, it was the bike lobby against everybody else almost. And so,
for the municipal government to do something as iconic as reworking the Burrard Bridge was just
a huge statement. And they knew that it could easily really fly in their face if it didn't work well
and potentially destroy future efforts for bike infrastructure.
Nick, one of the city’s engineers at the time, reflected, “I just think back to...it was a huge project when
we worked on the Burrard Bridge cycling infrastructure, and we rebuilt the entire intersection of
Cornwall and Burrard, kind of the entry point to Kits and Kits point”. Sarah, one of the city councillors
at the time, recalled the media frenzy prepared for the Burrard Street bike lane rollout to fail, as it did
before. She remembered:
We said we're going to do lean conversion and a reconfiguration of the bridge in stages. And
we're going to do the opposite lane first. We're going to do the western, most southbound lane,
the least busy one. And the compromise, which is a big compromise, was the pedestrians all had
to be on the other side. So you separated them by pedestrians and bikes on different sides of the
bridge. And that was baby steps. And the day we opened, I was the media victim on that one. I
was the fattened calf. So I was in front of a scrum of people...There was a public feed to it. So we
were watching during the rush hour CKNW had set up a booth on Pacific to interview people
who were caught in the gridlock...Carmageddon and their helicopter circling...there was blood in
the water, man. The sharks came around, and nothing happened, nothing happened. We were
watching…Six o'clock rush hour and nothing happened. So the media tried desperately to just
prove us wrong. The media was against us. The staff were stressed. Like we told the engineering
staff, they were like, no, that's the wrong way. It's like, this is the lane we're going to do because
we can sell this lane. We can sell this lane. We can't sell that lane. And the chief of engineering is
so proud of that bridge today.
In time, the Burrard Bridge project had been a great success. The city “sold the lane” and ultimately sold
the idea of cycling to many people and made it much easier to cycle through the area. Although the
Burrard Street Bridge project has been a success, the City is unsure exactly how much success it is based
on the data collected because there was no baseline data before the infrastructure change. Dan, at the
city, explained:
There are a lot of older projects where we don't have good baseline data, but we're getting better
and better at that. So I would say, for example, Burrard Bridge, we have a lot of data to tell you a
story about less sidewalk riding and huge increase in cycling and more diversity in types of
people cycling, but we don't have the really good baseline data from when there was nothing. Our
starting point is when we actually already started making improvements. So the really compelling
story would be like 1995 to today.
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Jay, a consultant, commented on the importance of collecting data at different points in the project to see
the change in behaviour over time and having a third party evaluate over time. He stated:
I would say the largest issue was that they did the monitoring themselves...A third-party piece to
be able to give that distance and give it a little bit more rigour and strength to that, which was
also, I think, one reason that we get contacted for some of our stuff. Also, it protects decisionmakers and the bureaucracy from some of the frustration you might hear.
In essence, the Burrard Bridge is considered one of the first substantial political cycling infrastructure
projects in the history of Vancouver. Four Vision Vancouver candidates had been elected in 2005 and in
2008, Gregor Robertson was elected mayor. Alongside these elections, other groups such as non-profits
were primed for the opportunities that came with Vision Vancouver. The momentum only kept building
from this project onwards.
5.4.2 Hornby
The Hornby Street uni-directional bike lane going from the Burrard Bridge through downtown
Vancouver was the next section of political cycling infrastructure. Logan, who was working for the city
at the time, stated, “If Burrard bridge is a big deal for me, the next big deal would be pre-Hornby and
post-Hornby...So post-Hornby is when we do transportation 2040”. Dan, at the city, explained the
impetus for planning the Hornby bike lane and thinks it could have been designed better upon reflection.
We put it on the one street over, and it’s really awkward to get to the Burrard Bridge. You have
to make this awkward turn, or at the other end, to get to the seawall, you have to make this
awkward turn. And so it's actually a really complicated turn, and we've improved it. It was a
safety hotspot, comfort hotspot that we've gone back and made it better, but we've introduced
these weird kinks, and people are uncomfortable and don't know how to make the turn and just
hop on the side block because it's like, what do I do here? So either they don't actually make it to
the bridge cause they didn't know, or they end up on the sidewalk because of the way we
designed it. And it goes all the way back to like, we picked the wrong one, but through design
detail, you can kind of improve it. And so working now, we're kind of going in and making
improvements, there's adjacent development, and we're leveraging the adjacent development to
actually rethink that whole intersection.
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The Hornby bike lane was a pivotal moment at the time, mainly because it denoted a shift in the
relationship between the Downtown Business Improvement Association, the City transportation planners
and engineers, and Vancouver cycling advocates. At the beginning of this infrastructure plan, the
DVBIA was opposed, and after it was installed, they had slowly changed their opinion of cycling
infrastructure in their area. Mia, a cycling advocate, remembers the opposition at the time and the role of
the BIA. The BIA changed their position and now have ongoing support for cycling. She recalled:
The Hornby bike lane. That one went in, and the downtown business improvement association
was completely against it. And they were, you know, it was going to decimate business, and a lot
of them were claiming that it was really terrible. And then it happened, and it was fine or great,
and they reversed their stance. Charles Gauthier is now generally in favour of any biking
infrastructure downtown. He actually sponsors HUB events, and, you know, he's done an aboutface because of the experience of just being proved wrong. And I mean, I really respect him for
that, you know, changing his opinion and being swayed by the facts.
Nick, one of the engineers at the time, commented on the shift in the working relationship with the
DVBIA and how their political support is integral to the planning process. He stated:
Charles and his team are just like, "this is the future," this is better cycling infrastructure
downtown, with better public spaces...it’s totally the way to go, and it's catching on. It's just been
one of the nice things cause they have a tremendous amount of political influence, and they
represent often.
Sarah, a previous councillor, explained how the Hornby project was a great success for the businesses in
the area, and she thought from the data, she was onto something. She explained:
Our Hornby bike lane report. I think it was one, or maybe two years after that, we spent a whole
year doing this whole business survey just cause we had to do really well. And because we
needed data and luckily we got the data we were looking for...There was a 98% increase in
women on Hornby, putting the dividers was incredible. And we went from one to two, but, you
know, but you started seeing newcomers also. That was to me a huge piece that I wanted to
address with recent immigrants...And I saw more women with various versions of cargo bikes
than men.
With the Burrard Bridge, Hornby bike lane, and the relationship with the DVBIA considered a success,
the following projects became much more straightforward. The general public began to see more people
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cycling, more diversity amongst those cycling, and perhaps even tried cycling now that it was becoming
safer in Vancouver.
5.4.3 Dunsmuir
By the time the Dunsmuir project happened in 2010, the culture of transportation had shifted in
Vancouver. From Logan’s perspective, who was working for the city at the time, the Dunsmuir project
was “Pure pragmatic…It made sense. None of the bike networks worked until you connected it
downtown”. Sarah, a previous councillor, discussed the radio show CKNW and the backlash she had
gotten in years past. Yet, after Dunsmuir, there was a significant reduction in backlash and complaints
about the infrastructure. She elaborated:
The last time I did an interview with Bill Good, it wasn't long before he retired...We had a chat,
and I was on for a half-hour open line. And that's when the haters call...So nobody called in. One
person called in on a totally different issue. And then somebody called in with a question for Bill
that had nothing to do with me.
That was when Sarah knew cycling in Vancouver was there to stay, and they had successfully shifted the
culture of transportation if only a little bit. Once more residents started cycling, and it became a more
popular mode of transportation and recreation, decision-makers wanted to make an ambitious plan for
the future of transportation in Vancouver. The Transportation 2040 plan was approved by council shortly
after in 2012, which paved the way for the following projects.
5.4.4 Seaside Greenway
The Seaside Greenway was approved by council in 2013. The Greenway, as explained by
participants, is a prime example of the City engineers and planners working with the Park Board to plan,
invest, engage the public, and implement a place to walk, bike, and roll. Some participants spoke about
the contentious relationship the transportation department has with the Park Board in Vancouver, and
these types of projects tend to get political quickly. This project was an example of the transportation
department and Park Board working well together. Yet, this relationship changed once the infrastructure
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at Kits Point was discussed. Ellis, an advocate who was working with both the Park Board and city
transportation department at the time, recalled:
The park board connection, actually for me personally, started with a commitment to seeing that
the whole Seaside Greenway improved from Olympic Village West. And so we were very
involved in making sure that that stretch between the Cambie Bridge and Burrard Bridge
happened. And I feel very proud of what happened there because I think we were catalysts, and
we were certainly involved the whole way along. And we keep using that as an example where it
was the city of Vancouver, residents, the various stakeholders, the Park Board, working together
quite well and managed to create something that's fabulous and is working really well. And then I
thought you could then transport that so that we're now going West of Burrard Bridge Kits beach
area, connecting with the new infrastructure...and then realizing, you know, that had become an
area that nobody wanted to touch because of that mess that happened early as it was so nasty and
so ugly. And then what I realized in working on that is that, in fact, it was much deeper. That
whole thing I was telling you about the entrenched culture and the park board anti-bike.
Despite the culture of transportation and the perception of cycling in Vancouver becoming more
positive, it was not the case everywhere or for everyone. The groups with the mechanisms of influence
and power who did not want cycling infrastructure continued to express their opinions, and those
opinions were taken seriously.
5.4.5 Kits Point
After the success of the Burrard Bridge, Dunsmuir, and the Seaside Greenway, staff at the city figured
that they would continue to extend the network from there and connect the infrastructure to the west end
along the seawall. Dan, at the city, explained how this experience was very different than he had initially
been. He recalled:
[The transportation department and park board] had different management and different politics
at the time, there was a push on like, Oh, this is really great. Let's strike while the iron is hot...and
so we work with Park board staff to come up with a plan pretty quick. Like here's where our
route could go. Let's understand where the active park uses are. And we don't want to ruin these
spaces that are really cherished, and we don't want to cut down any trees...but also at the same
time, we want to give people a nice experience through the park because that's part of the seawall
delightful experience. And so we kind of came up with something quick, and we started doing
some public engagement pretty quick, like onsite and got a lot of support...but then one of the
residents and one of the more influential residents went out took like chalk like that white chalk
for sports fields and like made up a path and then they put up all these signs. “The city's going to
cut down on all these trees in the park and pave over the park. How can you do this for the sake
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of bikes that don't belong in the park, they belong on the streets”. And then, the media picked up
on that and then people got scared and thought that's what we were doing, which we weren't. And
then, and then one of the politicians responded like “we will not do that.” She didn't ask, Hey
staff, what are you actually planning? She just looked at what the media was saying and what this
public group was saying and said, well, I'll kill it. So...there has been no improvement since.
Ellis, a cycling advocate, explained how politically charged this area was. She explained:
The Kits area, which has been the battleground zero for us on all of this. And it was like, we will
not be making any changes. We will be keeping bikes out of the park. And I just thought, wow,
this is so bad. And this was after we'd sort of been working for quite a while to try to alter that
narrative.
Pamela, who was with Vision at the time, explained how the Park Board was notorious for saying
“people can bike to parks, but not through parks” to keep others safe in the parks. Mia, another advocate,
explained how on the other hand, it is crucial to have cycling infrastructure in the Kits area for the safety
of families. Nonetheless, it was the NIMBYs who overtook the decision-making process. She
commented:
I don't even know what the motivation is with the Kitsilano bike lane. There's a small but very
vocal group of people who live in Kits who don't want anything to ever change. They don't ride
bikes, I guess. And they don't care about, you know, people having to ride through parking lots
and on busy streets with their children and so on as part of what should be a totally separated, like
the seaside bikeway, the rest is right off the street. So it's great to ride on with family or, you
know, someone using an adaptive cycle who's like lower to the ground or, you know? I mean
there, yeah, that's basically it...The classic NIMBYs.
5.4.6 Point Grey Road
As an extension of the Seaside Greenway and making cycling and walking safer further west, the
city did approve the cycling infrastructure along Point Grey Road, which is slightly further west than
Kits beach in 2017. Some participants thought that this connection to the Seaside Greenway would be
very welcomed as the other sections of the Seaside Greenway were already working well, and residents
were out enjoying the space. However, this project brought a lot of opposition, and the city staff had to
go through many community engagement sessions and field comments from the public. Logan, who was
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at the city, recalled the politics changing within the Vision party. They were being much more strategic
and calculated than before due to the amount of pushback they received. He stated:
Vision had also been in now for whatever three, four years they were getting yelled at all the
time. They were always a very pragmatic group. And so they really pulled back too. It's like,
well, you know, normally we expect you to do the engagement...any party that's in for two years
or three years is now looking at the next election, as opposed to when they first get in. And so
they became much more hesitant...And Jerry [Dobrovolny...previous chief engineer and general
manager of the engineering department at the City of Vancouver], who was always
wonderful...and the mayor gets so many calls on traffic...And you see, now that the cycling
infrastructure moves are strategic, there’s much more...They're careful. And that I think reflects
the politics.
With Vision at the time, Pamela reflected on some of the details regarding the Point Grey Road section
and residents' opinions based on the location of their properties. She elaborated:
The Westside was never voting for Vision anyway, so it was easy to put it there, but it was also
much easier to put it there because there's no truck delivery routes. There's no industry, there's
no, you know, there's no bus there, not very many bus routes. And then there were groups of
privileged people that wanted the infrastructure there. For example, Point Grey Road, people
living on Point Grey Road loved it. Quieter street. So the traffic calming at McDonald that didn't
allow cars to go through or different one-way streets alternating. Their property values probably
went up 25%. The people living around them, though on first Avenue, second Avenue, third
Avenue, who thought that cars would be choosing their streets instead. Very opposed.
Although the fear of traffic was present on the adjacent streets, advocates were celebrating the cycling
infrastructure. This presence is one of the ways that advocates show their support. After the
infrastructure implementation, Will, a cycling advocate, explained how they made a call out to all the
cyclists on their mailing list to come down to celebrate and argued that creating infrastructure for people
induced demand for cycling in the area. He commented:
We had a party when it was opened, and they hadn't put the final coat of paving down. Only half
of it was paved. We just decided it was time for the grand opening. So we called it for that
weekend because it was clear…3000 people rode it that first Saturday. And we just have a few
people on a mailing list, but a bunch of them just came out because they understood it was close
to finishing. There are no cars there now. And people ride it and say, I can't believe this. This is
amazing. And everyone had fought that project on the basis that no one rides along the Point
Grey Road, you have to be nuts while it was narrow and fast and a racetrack. So they were all
riding on third, which is the bike route, which is a quiet residential street where every block you
had to stop to make sure nobody's going to drive in front of you. And you're out of sight and out
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of mind there. So no one rode there because it wasn't safe. And the cars weren't on third to see
where all the bikes were. That's where they all came to. Induced demand isn't just about cars.
Induced demand works for bikes too.
In some areas of Vancouver, the residents are less supportive of cycling infrastructure, and other groups
such as businesses are more supportive as it draws attention and business. In other areas of the city,
residents make up a large percent of the modal share, yet the businesses can be staunchly against cycling
infrastructure. This conflict is also apparent in the next politically contentious cycling infrastructure
project, Commercial Drive in East Vancouver.
5.4.7 Commercial Drive
Commercial Drive is one of the locations in Vancouver that participants spoke of the most when
discussing the politics of the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. Nick, a previous
transportation engineer at the city, explained that the allocation of funding for sustainable transportation
did not seem to matter when they attempted to make improvements to Commercial Drive because the
business community was so opposed. He elaborated:
It's a pretty massive amount of infrastructure money dedicated to transportation, like tens of
millions of dollars. Ya, probably every year, I think we're at like 15-20 million we're going to try
and spend on sustainable transportation projects. The informal manner we've taken is we identify
a bunch of projects, some big ones we want to do, and we run with them. Commercial Drive's a
great example. It's been a neighbourhood that's been desperate to get better cycling infrastructure
on the street, and every time we go back to the well, it just blows up. The business community
loses their mind, starts to have an effect on parking and we kind of back off.
Logan, who was at the city, recognized this difference between the residents of the Commercial Drive
area and the businesses that inhibit the development of sustainable transportation. He explained why the
Commercial Drive area has been tough to redevelop. He stated:
Vancouver took the car-free drive idea and evolved it and became open streets, which was Mount
Pleasant, Commercial or Main and Commercial and Granville and Commercial. Just didn't work.
It was a shocker. We expected the opposite...if ever there was going to be a neighborhood that
embraced that, it was going to be the Commercial Drive area. And it just didn't work. Didn't take.
And I think the retail mix was different. It worked well on main, and it just didn't work on
commercial and commercial still has those old school businesses.
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Mia, an advocate, explained how she does not think that the businesses are well aware of how
individuals arrive at their businesses from her perspective. Even still, businesses hold a lot of power in
the decision-making process. She stated:
Generally, the people who get in the way of the cycling infrastructure are businesses who don't
understand how people get to their business like Commercial Drive. They did some surveys of
how people got to the businesses, and I don't remember the exact number...but it was like 80
something percent of people who did not drive to those businesses. They took transit, they
walked with their bikes, and the business owners thought it was almost the reverse. They thought
everyone was driving to their business…Commercial Drive...business associations...they seem to
have a veto power, and it just hasn't happened, even though there was support from a lot of other
areas.
Ellis, an advocate, explained how such opposition is a lack of good cycling infrastructure in East and
South Vancouver. Moreover, Vancouver has been reluctant to put cycling infrastructure on the high
streets and main thoroughfares. Trying to plan cycling infrastructure for East and South Vancouver,
especially on any high streets, creates many pushbacks versus the focus on residential streets that are
usually parallel to the high streets. Other participants reiterated the point that Ellis made about the lack of
cycling infrastructure on the high streets. Blake, at TransLink, elaborated:
Land use is a political decision ultimately and so what the city is acknowledging, or conceding rather,
is that driving and subsidized parking is more important than safe space for active modes. The ideal
scenario would be that you would have safe cycling infrastructure on the highest traffic corridors
where people actually go and not on these kind of like Mickey Mouse back streets...that’s the best
way to attract new riders and make them feel safe, is provide safe corridors separated from traffic that
connect to mixed-use districts…Commercial Drive is probably the best example because they have a
really, really progressive community and the highest cycling mode share in Vancouver, probably one
of the highest in Canada. But it has not had a progressive Business Improvement Association behind
it in the past. So part of it is education, businesses assume that everyone drives to their businesses and
that cyclable and walkable communities are bad for people who drive, bad for parking, and bad for
their bottom line. The opposite is true.

Blake reinforced how complicated the politics of these cycling infrastructure decisions can be. Despite
having one of the highest mode shares cycling across Canada, there continues to be no cycling
infrastructure on the main thoroughfares, and certainly none on Commercial Drive. These findings beg
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the question of how much power the BIAs hold in Vancouver while questioning which public the city is
planning for.
5.4.8 Granville Bridge
With the first phase approved by council in 2020, the Granville Bridge connector is a current example of
needing to provide safe cycling infrastructure to keep people safe. Yet, some do not want to invest in the
improvements because they could continue using the infrastructure as is. Dan, at the city, explained the
problems with not building infrastructure on the Granville Bridge and pointing to the Burrard Bridge as
an example of it working out very well. He remarked:
A lot of people are like, Oh, we shouldn't put bike infrastructure cause people just use a sidewalk
and I respond to them like, well, if people were biking on the sidewalks, it is because you've not
given them a good alternative. And so we find that like on Granville Street, on Granville Bridge
right now, there are relatively few people because it's scary. And 50% of the people that do go are
on the sidewalk because they're afraid of traffic. And then you look at Burrard Bridge, where
we've made all these improvements. 99.4% of people are using the path, and only 0.6% of people
are on the sidewalk. And if they are on the sidewalk, it's probably cause they stopped to enjoy the
view. So we have kind of real stats to point to.
Data on the uptake of infrastructure is paramount to the ongoing success of that infrastructure and the
decision-making for other infrastructure projects. Another crucial aspect of a project's success is the
amount and quality of public engagement. Logan, who was at the city, explained how the engagement
process was critical in the Granville Bridge connector because of the data to support infrastructure. Yet,
it wasn’t clear what the infrastructure design was, and it had to be changed due to public engagement
feedback. He reflected:
The data supports it. So what kind of information can you get through engagement process that
would overturn that data? Sometimes a case would be the Granville Bridge connector. They were
so like, it just seems so obvious to run that down the middle. And when council pushed them to
go back out to do more engagement, people are like, why? When nobody wants to walk down the
middle and why not go to the edge...
Tom, previously at TransLink, explained how the Granville Bridge redesign is changing in later stages
because of the equity lens that the city has currently adopted. He stated:
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Hopefully there's some forward-thinking planners out there as well and engineers who are also
seeing this need. For example, I know that on the Granville Bridge redesign that the city at the
latter stages of their design process decided to bring in Jay Pitter from Toronto, who's quite
knowledgeable in this area of equity and transportation planning. And I think that that's helped to
give them a better perspective on that, although it was rather late in the game. Like this is coming
at us, this is fresh, this is new, but it's quickly bubbling, and it's causing the institutions to react.
As the interviews took place during the pandemic, the equity lens was brought up in many discussions
about planning at the City of Vancouver. Another cycling infrastructure decision that came about due to
the pandemic was the temporary bike lanes in Stanley Park. I will discuss Stanley Park in the following
infrastructure location section.
5.4.9 Stanley Park
Once the COVID-19 pandemic restructured Vancouver and the way of life, there was a surge in
the popularity of cycling. Many cyclists advocated for more space to bike while being physically
distanced from others. The City and the Park Board made more space for bikes when very few people
were driving their cars (due to most individuals working from home). The Park Board did agree to close
down one lane of Stanley Park to cars, allocating the regular bike lane along the seawall to pedestrians
only and cyclists were given one lane where cars usually drove. However, the space reallocation did not
last very long, as the businesses within the park complained that it would hurt their business recovery
and inhibit patrons in the park. Others complained about the accessibility of the park, as it became very
slow for those who were visiting the park with a car. Ellis, an advocate, spoke about the politics of the
park board during the pandemic and how there continues to be a lack of support for cycling projects on
the park board and infrastructure projects are held back. She explained:
The road reallocation in Stanley Park, to me, is just a great example because that one was brought
about because of the pandemic. So, all of a sudden, things can happen quickly and easily that
could never, ever normally happen...Well, that was a miracle that was amazing. And then for
John Irwin to bring forward the concept of let's look at ways to make this permanent was
spectacular. And, of course, feeds right into the climate emergency action plan that was just voted
in. So today I actually had a conversation with councillor Christine Boyle, and we were talking
about that specific thing because what I'm going to be trying to do over the next few months
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before it comes to park commissioners for decision is build a coalition of, so it's not just, and
again, that gets back to the whole bike versus others. Hopefully, we'll be able to come to that
meeting with a coalition of people who all want to see, and I would say, better accessibility for all
in Stanley Park. So I think...honestly, just looking at the classic voices, which are the Trish
Barkers and the John Coupar's on park board, just in my opinion, such a nightmare, those two.
And I've been dealing with John Coupar for many years on the park board, but it's exactly that
old entrench pandering to uninformed and fear-mongering tendencies. And it really, it can take
over the conversation to the point where you lose opportunities, even though we've moved
forward as a society in our own way.
Emma, one of the current councillors, commented on the topic of Stanley Park and how it is an example
of some people being averse to change and raising concerns about these changes. She stated:
Change is hard for people. And I think we've been seeing that conversation emerge recently
around Stanley Park...it's an interesting one because I think it got a bit polarized, but I hear where
people were coming from. There was a desire to say, hey, we've had such a huge uptake in
cycling and walking, and they were trying to make space because so many people are going
there…I think is fantastic, is that the people who have legitimate concerns too, about people with
disabilities who want to access the park and seniors and others. And so again, back to shared use,
it doesn't have to be all or nothing...Even if it's set out in our strategy that we would like to
increase it, cycling infrastructure or we would like to increase the shared use of our roads, there's
always gotta be touchpoints back with the public to bring them along in that…I got an email from
a gentleman…he was explaining how he had taken up cycling during the pandemic. And he'd
never really been much of a cyclist, started riding in Stanley Park, loved it, and then started riding
down to St. Paul's hospital where he was working. And I think he's a physician. And he said, you
know, I think that the park should be open to all. So there should be some access by car. He said,
I think, finding some way to accommodate bikes as well. And he had found his joy for cycling
that really was sparked by the pandemic because there's fewer cars on the road. And people were
kind of trying out different things they wanted to get outside. I just thought that was interesting is
that, as being a catalyst for residents to sort of shift their mindset around it, right?
Jesse, one of the Park Board members, commented on the Stanley Park lane re-allocation and explained
how they were never restricting access to the park but reducing motor traffic in the park. Though, some
perceive one lane closure as a closure entirely. He stated:
I've been in contact with a member who was doing motions and wanted me to review them, I
said, hey, make sure that you add in that we're doing this trying to try to affect change in Stanley
Park regarding the cycling changes. And so I guess the good news is that that's happened and
when I say happened, what I mean is it started cause some people are trying to pitch it as a
decision that's made and set in stone. But you know, what we did was redirected staff to look at
reducing motor vehicle traffic in Stanley Park, including, but not restricted to, reducing roadways
to a single lane while maintaining access to the park. So some people aren't reading that as pretty
good prospect that they're still going to be able to drive in the park. So that's caused a little bit of
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a flare-up, which in some ways creates debate...So, and then, of course, as we would need, I
would cheer staff on…I think one of the great things that Vision Vancouver did is they
empowered staff to do sort of chunk by chunk improvements to the cycling network without
always having to go back out to the public.
Nick, an engineer who was at the city, mentioned how opportunistic the transportation department
should be during the pandemic, offering his opinion on the decision-making process surrounding the lane
closures and how these closures will be treated as pilot projects that the City can look back to when
making further plans. He commented:
I have chatted with colleagues who are working through it, and it's interesting, like how
opportunistic should they be? Like, is it unfair to be so cavalier and jump out there and take away
every curb lane for traffic, so you have sidewalks because some people are like, let's just keep
this? They've closed down Stanley Park, and it's become this cycling nirvana, and we are asking
the question of should this be permanent and how do we work towards something like this in the
long run. So it's been fun to just kind of push people's limits, but the pessimist in me is like, is it
dangerous to take advantage of the opportunity and suggest that it's rational and or justified
through some other special set of circumstances? But I hope it's used as a good incubator, even if
a small percentage of them stay permanent, it's probably still better than what we would have
done with the status quo.
Overall, the changes to Stanley Park, at this time, may or may not be permanent. The relationship
between the transportation department, park board, advocacy groups, and BIAs continues to be
contentious at times, especially when dealing with access—especially for those driving to or through the
park. The lane closure in Stanley Park also gives rise to the question of pilot projects as an effective tool
for engagement in the decision-making process. This pilot project may not have happened if there were
not requests for more space to walk, bike, and roll in the park. In the next section, I discuss how the
pandemic has shifted some of the decision-makers' opinions and methods for dealing with cycling
infrastructure projects and look forward to future changes they see in transportation.
5.5 COVID-19 and Future Changes in Transportation
5.5.1 Shift in Travel Patterns and Reallocation of Road Space
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All the participants commented on the COVID-19 pandemic and the effect on transportation in some
capacity. When discussing the pandemic, there was more speculation compared to previous discussions
about past work and experiences with infrastructure decisions. Understandably so, participants differed
on their perspective of the future of mobility and if the decisions made during the pandemic will have a
long-lasting impact because the pandemic had unprecedented consequences for transportation planning.
Some participants were very optimistic and others were more pessimistic or realistic and based their
perspective on the data or conversations they had up to the point of the interview. When asked about the
pandemic and cycling infrastructure, the main sentiment was that participants saw more people out
cycling and quick decisions made for cycling space. Adam, a transportation advocate, elaborated:
What COVID really revealed both here and around the world was just like the amount of interest
in cycling. Cause people cycled just to get out, to have exercise, to get around town. Cause there
was quite a huge uptake in cycling around the world, especially in the early days of the
pandemic, but it also illustrated like the amounts of immense amount of road space that's
allocated to people driving…Especially at the beginning of the pandemic, the roads were sort of
just very underused or unused by motor vehicles, and there was all these people out biking, which
is sort of one of the ideas behind or walking, you know, just out moving. So that was sort of like
the idea behind some of the road re-reallocations was to give more space, but it's kind of
illustrated how much space we have available for motor vehicles and how much potential
demand there is for cycling.
Dan, at the city, commented on the lack of transit ridership during the pandemic and how people find
cycling as a good alternative and a way to prompt a change in behaviour over time. He stated:
A lot more people that are biking and some people are discovering biking for the first time. Some
of them recreationally are doing exercise, loops, like hey, this is actually a good way to get
around. And so I kind of leverage this opportunity to encourage people who are discovering
cycling to keep cycling and to try to make the network a little more robust so that more people, if
they're not ready to come back to transit, or maybe they want to make a permanent switch, that
cycling becomes a more viable thing for more people.
Nick, an engineer, explained that although fewer people were driving at the beginning of the pandemic,
they had to essentially halt any of their other decision-making because they did not know what the postpandemic traffic would be considering the popularity of working-from-home for jobs. He stated:
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We depend a lot on traffic data, and we work a lot with developers and municipalities. And a big
component of what we do is to go out and collect the data. And we can't now. I mean, the initial
reductions were huge. 15-20% of traffic throughout the region and pretty consistent across other
cities, so it stalled a lot of analysis in that sense, and it's really interesting, like people are saying
we'll have a new normal. We won't have the old normal…Who gets to say like "ok, now you can
start collecting traffic data"? If it just gets up to the levels that it does before, will we be satisfied?
And then there's the whole telecommute aspect.
Simon, a consultant, commented on this shift from driving to active transportation. This shift made him
hopeful about the possibilities of promoting cycling further and making these changes permanent.
However, he was disappointed when traffic levels went back to their pre-covid state, and a lot of the pilot
projects or road closures were removed. He reflected:
COVID has changed everything, really. I mean, as we all know, just seeing the shift in driving
and transit use back in March where it plummeted and we saw active transportation increase…I
was hopeful that maybe people would see, or we would actually reimagine our cities and how we
travel because people were certainly using streets and cities differently in those early days, you
know, May and even through the summer and you know, so many people out being more
active…And I know the rebound is, the last time I looked, it was kind of pre-COVID levels. I
suspect traffic volumes are now higher than they were pre-COVID. I feel like we've missed an
important opportunity, and it was great over the summer. But I think a lot of cities now are falling
back to cycling as recreation and like, oh, this was a nice to have these temporary bike lanes in
the summer, but yeah, no, we're not going to keep them over the winter. And a lot of cities had
been removing them, and it speaks to like not taking cycling seriously. You know, especially as
numbers are rising, like that was the time we need this more than ever.
Tom, at TransLink, also thought that the opportunity for rapid development of cycling facilities could
increase participation and overall acceptance of cycling infrastructure moving forward. He explained:
It's just a huge opportunity, and it needs to be seen as that and treated as such where there's the
possibility and the potential to put in temporary facilities, if you will, interim facilities that could
be implemented rapidly, but which would help to create a more complete network of routes…A
complete network of routes that are conducive to people of all ages and abilities who are cycling.
And that will accelerate the development of more permanent networks to serve people.
Emma, one of the city councillors, commented on the political divide when council decided to reallocate
space away from cars during the pandemic. She stated:
In the context of the COVID pandemic…I had moved a motion around street reallocation…Then
the conversation started to move to also how we support businesses who need space and queuing
outdoors on roads to, again, just to maintain that physical distance that we're being asked to. And
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that became a tricky conversation too because while I heard lots of support from people saying,
yes, thank you, we should be looking at this. I also heard people saying, whoa, what are you
talking about? You're closing streets now? And what does that mean, and how am I going to get
around? And I actually said, no, especially we're opening up streets…We're talking about
Greenways, we're talking about near parks. We're talking about where it makes sense. If people
get really afraid that you're taking away all those roadways that they're used to…And again, it
goes back to that tension between cars and cars have been so dominant in our society. And
particularly North America, I think it's a mode of transportation, it's hard to let go of that. So I
think that continues to be the tricky conversation for people is trying to respect the people with
different perspectives too.
The pandemic was the opportune time for the “pilot project” because the rationale for road reallocation
was allocating more space, enabling people to stay physically distanced from others. Camila, a
consultant, spoke about road re-allocation projects she’s been involved in during the pandemic and how
this is the time to demonstrate the possibilities. She explained:
There's been more of that kind of work than ever before. So we're learning a lot about temporary
projects and pilots, and there's more of an appetite for piloting things now than ever before. I
hope it will inspire a change in and demonstrate what's possible. Right? Like nobody dies, and
cars can still move. And I don't think the impacts have been so significant, but I haven't looked at
the data. I think as long as there can be data collection that can support the argument for this to be
the new norm. I'm encouraged that some of these changes might stick.

The push and pull between certain stakeholders can dictate whether or not the pilot projects are made
permanent. Will, an advocate, elaborated on his experience with the Stanley Park road closure and how
the power of advocacy is not only one person supporting a plan but with the weight of the organization
and their ability to crowdsource. He elaborated:
My power is crowdsourcing. If I can get a hundred people to write letters and care, I want to be
behind them. I don't want to lead from the front…Stanley Park, for COVID, the park
commissioners did a temporary road space reallocation and moved the bikes off the seawall, gave
them the roads…Some of this could be permanent after COVID life. We should learn from this,
and three commissioners who have not been supportive put a motion forward to ask staff to
explore the chances of making this permanent. And they passed it by the alliance and between the
progressive party and the green party and against the conservative NPA party, the two of them.
So they passed that on June the eighth. And we had a lot of support for that and speakers and so
on. And then five days go by, and the two people who lost called an emergency meeting to
immediately remove all of this, cause the pandemics over. It's gotta be about business support.
Cars got to get back in the park…So that all came out, and we mobilized 48 hours ago, and we
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did a campaign…what I've been doing in the past 12 hours is I've just gone through letter number
1,230…Over 1,200 letters have gone to park board commissioners saying, I demand that you
listen to Dr. Bonnie Henry, that you consider pandemic. You consider social distancing. This
would be short-sighted. If I wrote a letter to park board, they’d just say, oh, you again. But if
1,200 citizens who don't normally do this, I sit back, and that's far more effective.
The voices of business owners and their BIAs have been very present in city politics, especially with the
accommodations made necessary by the pandemic. Dan, at the city, spoke about the support for
businesses during the pandemic and working with them to create more outdoor seating and opportunities
to quickly change their storefront, even if that meant impeding on public space. He stated:
A lot of things are happening more quickly because it's a crisis, and we need to make decisions
fast for a lot of the business recovery stuff. There's been a lot of groups that are working with the
local BIAs to get business support and community support for specific things. And so it kind of
depends a little bit on the appetite of the BIA's for transformation… We're doing a lot more, more
quickly. There's big changes, big changes on Robson Street right now because the Robson BIA is
supportive.
Dan also spoke about some of the projects they’re doing for COVID-19, but also how these projects
intersect with the projects they were doing regardless. He mentioned:
The big changes have been carving out space for people, well, wanting people to be safe and still
being able to support business recovery. So we have programs like room to move and room to
queue…Room to move was really kind of looking at biking as a way to get around and closing
critical gaps, and creating more space for people to exercise outside in a safe way. And so that's
why things like Stanley Park bikes were kicked off the seawall itself because there's not enough
room for people to walk and jog in both directions and have bikes…Then bikes ended up on the
main road that was made car-free for a while. And now the park board has kind of reintroduced
cars, and it's a hybrid. So I mean, there's a lot of discussions around there…We have a slow
streets program which is trying to further enhance a lot of our bike routes…I personally am a
little, I think we probably could do more like we're focusing in areas that are already pretty
traffic-calmed, and I would maybe focus on some other areas.
Mia commented on the speed of re-allocation for businesses was very fast with a lot of funding.
Meanwhile, the reallocation for cycling infrastructure that had been in the works for years was moving
very slowly and highly contentious. She commented:
It's been really slow. I was so disappointed that it took so long to even get that bit of Beach
Avenue and like one kilometre and then, and then nothing for so long. They started doing like
little teeny bits and pieces here and there with spaces to lineup, and then the patio thing
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happening fairly quickly now. I'm like, I'm happy that we're using that space for, you know,
keeping safe and still being able to keep businesses open and socialize a little bit more, but I'm
also frustrated that you know, within…a short period of time…Two, three months we went from,
okay, this is going to be a while to, we need to provide space for the businesses to have outdoor
seating to actually seeing the patios. Like that was quite quick for that type of project. Why
haven't the bike lanes been as fast? Like we've only really got that chunk of Beach at Stanley
Park, which is a constant fight for cycling. And, there's not anywhere else for cycling. It's
frustrating to see patios happened so quickly.
Some participants spoke about the road reallocation as a test case for future projects. For example,
Adam, an advocate, commented on how he thinks the data from Stanley Park and other places should be
used to inform future projects in the area. He stated:
I know they're measuring the number of people cycling through Stanley Park cause I saw some of
the councillors posted information about the amount of people cycling during COVID versus the
amount of people who were driving and comparing that to a previous time period. So I think if
we had access to that information, it would certainly be helpful in some of our work pushing for
better infrastructure. Some of it might just illustrate like you temporarily fill this gap, and people
use that, and you got good feedback…and then be able to work with them using that information
to push for it to be more permanent.
Alice, at the city, is hopeful for future plans because, despite the pandemic instigating many changes,
these changes were in line with their other long-term projects, such as the climate emergency plan. She
elaborated:
We're going to be…partnering with TransLink this fall in terms of creating like bus lanes, like
peak period bus lanes and things like that on other quick basis, encouraging transportation,
whether it's thinking about Mobi expansion and e-bike incentives and marketing campaigns, and
then encouraging remote work as well. We just launched a toolkit to kind of help some
businesses thinking about long-term allowing for more remote and flexible work as it can have
really strong benefits for transportation. Flexible in particular in that if people don't necessarily
have to go in right at nine and right at five, then you don't need to build your road system for that
peak capacity, and you have more space to do road space reallocation. And then the other
strategy that we're thinking of that we've kind of is advancing Greenways refresh. So really
rethinking our Greenways plan from the nineties, some of those Greenways, like Arbutus
greenway, but all of these things really will happen through climate emergency as well cause they
all overlap…I'm hopeful that a lot of these things will still be able to move forward. Obviously,
there's the challenge of budgets and as you've probably heard as well moving forward and
municipalities, they can't go into debt…but yeah, I think there's a lot of potential for Vancouver
to really kind of step it up, even more, I'm hopeful.
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Other participants spoke about the inequity in access to safe modes of transportation during the
pandemic, especially for those who could not work from home. Ben, at TransLink, spoke about how
those who relied on the bus were worse off than those who could work from home. He elaborated:
We're seeing a lot of that impact with transit and COVID. Actually, when COVID hit, pretty
much anyone who had, you know, like a white-collar job where they work from home is working
from home. Who's going to work still. It's, you know, low-income people working in grocery
stores and healthcare workers for the most part…It's the people in outlying the areas for
commuting and grocery stores, and they're using kind of what we would call a coverage route in
transit. So, you know, there's a ridership route where you want to maximize ridership, that's bums
in seats and revenues, and then there's coverage, which is sort of like, it's not profit-generating if
you want to call it that. But you know, it's meant to provide a basic degree of access and mobility
and more far-flung areas. And it's those routes that are being used still throughout the shutdowns
in the pandemic.
Jay, a consultant, outlined some of the overlooked equity factors during the pandemic and space reallocation. He explained that most of these areas with nice patios and green spaces were affluent
neighbourhoods, while others didn’t receive as much pandemic recovery. He explained:
Some neighbourhoods are going to have fairly high cycling rates and no infrastructure. And that
is a critical thing to be aware of and to address with open streets and all of that stuff that's going
on this summer. You've heard a lot about like, Oh, we want to make sure that people have space
for outdoor activity and to move. And yet, in a lot of cases, it's been more rushed and not kind of
based on strategic goals, you see a lot of this implementation happening in like more affluent
neighbourhoods who already have pretty good access to this stuff. So basing some of those
decisions around like who has limited access to green space, which areas have lower incomes or
say higher occupancy rates per unit, where like if your place is small, you need somewhere to
hang out. And if you don't have outdoor spaces like public and shared spaces to do so, like where
are you going to go? So there's like these compounding factors that come into play, but
recognizing how important it is to fulfill these goals in equitable ways is really important to
adjust to pandemic recovery.
The pandemic has undoubtedly influenced the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure. The
lack of driving at the beginning of the pandemic forced people to reconcile with the small amount of
space given to pedestrians and cyclists and simply how much space is provided to drivers. During the
time of less driving, individuals also tested out cycling, cycled more, or used other active modes of
transport more frequently. These active modes were often for recreational purposes, so the question
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remains if the individuals who cycled for recreation during the pandemic will shift to cycling for other
purposes once “normal” travel has resumed. We have also seen the speed at which road re-allocation can
happen when there is ample support for projects. However, during the pandemic, something that came to
light was the inequity of access to safe transportation, the infrastructure allocated in areas with typically
less access, despite having a high cycling mode share such as Commercial Drive. In the next section, I
piece together a future-oriented discussion by some participants and their perspective on cycling
infrastructure in a post-pandemic Vancouver.
5.5.2 Future-Oriented Planning
When discussing the pandemic with participants, some spoke about what they've learned and how it will
influence their future decision-making. This future-oriented perspective is essential when making plans.
Ben, at TransLink, commented on their plans for Transport 2050 (the next long-range transportation plan
for Metro Vancouver) and the communication campaign they rolled out. He stated:
We rolled out a coms, well advertising campaign across the region in movie theatres, we wrap
buses, do radio ads, TV ads, digital advertising, basically asking people, what do you want more
of "A or B" we called it our AB campaign. And so basically the question would be like you
know, would you rather have more parks or more parking? We put this on the turnstiles at
waterfront…So it's kind of like a really inclusive campaign asking people about what they want
in the future…We just try to do different framing to shape the future of how you move and live.
And the framing was, you know, this is a once in a generation opportunity to help make
Vancouver, Metro Vancouver, a more livable region. And we use a lot of imagery and a lot of
content around changes in technology…So this is really all about change, like drones and jet
packs and automated vehicles and mass mobilities of service. And people really seem to get into
that. Like they're really turbocharged by it. So it's just kind of an open future-oriented
conversation. It wasn't very threatening because, to be honest, we weren't going to people saying
like, Oh, we're going to take away your parking in the bus lane there or something like that. It's
more like, Oh, we want ideas from you, give us your ideas.
Emma, a councillor, expressed the need to be future-oriented when planning for tomorrow and be bold in
those decisions. She commented:
I think we need to be future-oriented, and that is the other part of it, right, is that we're in the here
and now, but we need to be planning for tomorrow and the tomorrow after tomorrow. And most
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of us can't quite get our heads wrapped around like a future that we can't imagine that's a hundred
years away, but I think we need to try to bend our minds a bit that way and be bold.
Emma outlined the need to urge planners and residents to not only think of the status quo, but to rethink
how they live, work, and play in the city. Ethan, a consultant, mentioned how the pandemic had made
those who make decisions in transportation think differently about space and has shaken up the
expectations for the future. He remarked:
It's definitely shook people out of…status quo thinking about what they need in a community. I
think time will tell if people's opinion and needs will be affected long-term or not, but it
definitely created the conditions to have and explore what we need our communities to do for
residents, and it's built form…Even a sidewalk where it's like people were talking, you know,
Canada went from the guidance was 1.5 meters sidewalks. Now it increased the minimum with
sidewalks to 1.8 meters, and that's to allow two wheelchairs to cross and pass each other. But you
know, if you're trying to distance two meters away from people, you need a sidewalk…It needs
to be like two and a half meters wide. So that like in my industry, in this industry, I'm seeing
people question like people that might've been opposed to like sidewalk widths, are now being
like, Oh, pandemics become like a more continuous thing or whatever. You know, should we be
designing our communities differently?
On the other hand, at the city, Dan is wary of some of the projects that happened during the pandemic
and hopes they don't move cycling projects in the opposite direction. For example, he commented on the
Stanley Park reallocation. Dan explained:
What did we learn from this experience? That this is going to result in a long-term change. I think
there's some interesting opportunities and I hope we do something good there. Similarly, with
Stanley Park, I'm excited about the car-free sections and for safe access, but I would be
concerned if the park board said, Hey, this works. Let's not ever have bikes back on the seawall
part of this. There's a small part of me that's like, Oh my God. Please, please don't go there. But I
wouldn't be shocked. I hope that doesn't come to be.
The pilot projects have shown those living in Vancouver, and the decision-makers, what is possible for
the city's future planning. Robin, an academic, explained how the lack of driving at the beginning of the
pandemic and the taste for the pilot project urged Vancouver to discuss the idea of congestion pricing in
earnest. She explained further:
A really interesting consequence of COVID, especially in the biggest cities with the most dense
downtowns, I think Toronto might be an example of this as well, is that people were just so
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amazed at what happened when people stopped driving, they were amazed by two main things.
One was the lower air pollution, but the other one that you rarely hear about, but it's a huge
problem with driving. And that is the noise pollution. People talked about how quiet the city was
and how they could hear birds…It reminded me a bit of congestion pricing in Stockholm. So
what I understand happened in Stockholm is they just decided, instead of doing it as a permanent
move, they decided to make it a trial. So a six-month trial of congestion pricing, and they
surveyed the public beforehand that, you know, was overwhelmingly against congestion pricing.
They put the six months trial in, and then they ended it…And what they found immediately was
traffic was way less. And then, on the day that they ended it, traffic became crazy. They did a
survey, people wanted it reinstated. So I think what is amazing is with those, it's rare in public
policy life to have instantaneous changes…So people could see with their own eyes how it
affected traffic. And it's kind of like, that happened for us with the beginning of the pandemic
lockdown…We can see with our own eyes how pleasant it was without traffic.
In moving towards the future, the pandemic has taught the participants a lot about quick and practical
changes that could be made without centring the car and aligning more with their city goals. Pilot
projects were prevalent, yet the question remains if they will be made permanent or if this method of
infrastructure planning is the best. Others were pessimistic about how much of an effect the pandemic
has had and the impact it will continue to have on the status quo. At the time of writing this dissertation,
car travel has essentially gone back to normal in Vancouver. Though perhaps, an individual's perception
of what their city could be has changed. This change in perception and what individuals want in their
city will largely dictate how and if future cycling infrastructure decisions are made.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
In this chapter, I discuss the results from the previous chapters under four themes: (1)
multifaceted decision-making process; (2) negotiating politics; (3) investment, growth, and equity; and
(4) pandemic response. This research examined the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. I
explored the process from long-term planning to evaluation, the mechanisms of influence and power, and
how issues of equity are valued, determined, implemented, and evaluated throughout. Interviews with
decision-makers and others who influence the decisions made in the City of Vancouver helped me
contextualize the cycling infrastructure process. The findings reflect the reality of decision-making in
local government and their ability or inability to make equitable changes and policy initiatives. Driven
by the growth machine dynamic and a blend of corporatist and pro-growth urban governance regimes in
the City of Vancouver, this discussion delves into the tensions produced by the intense capitalization of
space which is slowly evolving over time. The decision-making process, as explained by participants,
helps offer recommendations for future research and practice.
6.1 Multifaceted Decision-Making Process
The data collected indicated that the cycling infrastructure decision-making process is
multifaceted. With many variables to consider, the process can quickly become overwhelming. One of
the threads essential to holding the decision-making process together is the recognition and growthoriented politics associated with Vancouver’s world place location. Popularized by urban economist
Alonso-Muth, the “utility of place” notion, whereby the utility of a product varies based on location, we
see cycling in Vancouver as a product bringing value to the city. At a local level, cycling infrastructure
brings value to some commuters, but at a transnational level, brings value for investors in the Vancouver
property market (Hanson & Pratt, 1988). Therefore, Vancouver is a center of spatial tensions due to the
cycling infrastructure decision-making process.
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To help interpret and synthesize the findings, Pierre’s (1999) models of urban governance is
used. As explained in the theoretical framework section in chapter 3, figure 3, it is clear from the
findings that the City of Vancouver is a combination of the corporatist and pro-growth urban regimes yet
leans more heavily towards the corporatist regime. Governance refers to the process whereby municipal
government works with other public and private interests on collective plans and goals (Pierre, 1999).
Considering both public and private interests may vary, it is important to consider the values, norms, and
practices of these groups and how they are governed.
For example, many participants mentioned how integral Vision Vancouver was in the success of
cycling infrastructure. The Vision regime displayed certain characteristics under the corporatist model of
urban governance insofar as they included social groups and organized interests in their decisionmaking. Under a corporatist model, the goal is to create consensus between groups and local government
is seen as the instrument to do so (Pierre, 1999). In light of the findings, many explained how Vision was
trying to incorporate so many interests, but some said they did not do enough public engagement or
consider the interests of everyone. Legacy et al. (2017) caution the enthusiasm surrounding consensusbased decision-making, as the process continues to bolster those with the most political power. The
downfalls of the corporatist model are also reflected in the findings such as excluding social groups who
are not involved in the engagement process and making decisions catered to a small group of actors who
aren’t necessarily interested in the overall societal good and equity. This finding is in line with Wellman
(2016), whereby the lack of representation in the transportation decision-making process limits the
ability to make socially just decisions.
The other model of urban governance exhibited in the findings was pro-growth. For example,
participants would explain the large role of businesses, development, and other market powers in
determining the decisions made for cycling. When there is a shared interest between city hall and the
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businesses, this public-private partnership is considered a good thing, so long as the interests stay
aligned. One of the instruments of a pro-growth model are urban planners, who play a role in
infrastructure development and building a favourable image of the city that warrants investment and
growth.
As seen in the findings, the decision-making process does not only revolve around growth,
landowners, and businesses, yet planners play a fundamental role in planning for the future. One of the
issues that planners were struggling with was the risk management of planning for cycling infrastructure
without necessarily knowing if there was latent demand for it. Those on council had also expressed the
balance between making decisions for those who currently live in Vancouver with specific needs, but
when it came to long-range planning, it’s hard to reconcile the current needs with the future needs they
do not know exist yet. Spending the political capital to approve plans for cycling is not without risk and
decision-makers are aware of this. Planning for cycling becomes especially hard when the infrastructure
implemented is ad hoc in nature, mainly because planners are focused on building a more integrated
AAA network, yet the plans can often be derailed for multiple reasons.
The cycling infrastructure in Vancouver, as Gieryn (2002) would suggest, are “material things
and the resolution of sometimes competing social interests. The interests of powerful voices in the design
process are etched into the artifact itself” (p. 42). Under Gieryn’s (2002) theory of “heterogeneous
design”, planning is both a political process where the infrastructure designed represents those who
design it. Gieryn summarizes the influence that building design has on social space, offering reflection
on how decisions made for cycling infrastructure are both made now yet also forever changing. Gieryn
states “we mould buildings, they mould us, we mould them anew” (p. 53). Many participants explained
how they have done their best to accommodate for the City of Vancouver as they knew it but continue to
be forward thinking in their plans. In line with the sentiment of participants, Gieryn uses the term
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“interpretive flexibility” to capture the fleeting meaning of cycling infrastructure as an artifact in space
(2002, p. 62). In other words, decision-makers can have influence over the cycling infrastructure and the
plans made for the future, yet they cannot fully determine how cycling infrastructure is used or perceived
by others. In this section, I discuss the multifaceted decision-making process, interrogating the
engagement of multiple actors and their influence in the process and planning for the future.
6.1.1 Timing and Purpose
As mentioned in the findings, the timing of infrastructure decisions can be tricky to coordinate
and relies on both long and short-term outlooks, such as the Transportation 2040 plan and the five-year
capital budget. Chu and Polzin (2000) suggest the timing for significant transportation investments is
"seldom considered explicitly or made with an objective approach for considering the economic value of
implementation at different times" and is often influenced by the emotional appeal of the decision (p.
202). The authors mention how the emotional appeal to decision-makers can create a more populist
attitude towards the infrastructure decision. If done within the political timeframe, projects can provide a
sense of legacy and accomplishment. Hutton (2011) argues Vancouver shifted their strategic planning
model to adapt to the "sustainable development paradigm," aligned with Vancouver's 2010 Olympics
(See figure 12 for more details) (p. 253). Participants such as Nick, one of the transportation engineers at
the time, discussed this shift to a sustainable development paradigm at the city and how it was
overwhelming to keep up with the number of projects.
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Figure 12: Evolution of Strategic Planning Models for City-Regions, (Hutton, 2011, p. 253)
Moreover, participants discussed the role of funding through development and the influence of
private involvement, such as development, to help fund cycling infrastructure. Siemiatycki (2005)
explains that the encouragement of private investment in a neoliberal city such as Vancouver renders the
cash-strapped municipality reliant on development for transportation investment. Stehlin (2019) suggests
that bike infrastructure helps municipalities achieve growth without much investment or “on the cheap”,
and therefore, the complete streets or livability paradigm plays a key role in their decisions (p. 85). I will
delve into the literature on investment, growth, and how they relate to issues of equity in section three of
this chapter.
6.1.2 Formal and Informal Decision-Making
To make the process more complicated, participants spoke about how informal the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process can be and that stakeholders play a much more significant role
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than expressed through formal planning. The formal decision-making process by Sinha and Labi (2011),
as outlined in chapter five and seen visually in figure 13, considers key inputs, development and
refinement, the estimation of monetary and nonmonetary costs and benefits, evaluation, and decision
making and programming as the key steps in their procedural framework for transportation systems
evaluation (p. 14). However, the findings from this research propose the process seems to be more
political. In addition, politics can often outweigh any formal or objective decision-making for cycling
infrastructure. When participants spoke about the decision-making process, each participant mentioned
the importance of community engagement at nearly every stage in the process, rather than solely from
the outset or the end of the planning. Some participants were adamant that the project would
undoubtedly fail if there were no community engagement events throughout the entire process.
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Figure 13: Procedural Framework for transportation systems evaluation (Sinha, & Labi, 2011, p.
14)

To help visualize the participants' decision-making process, I have created an alternative
procedural framework based on the findings, as seen in figure 11. Although this framework is similar to
Sinha and Labi's (2011) procedural framework seen in figure 13, community engagement is incorporated
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into the entire process of the framework I created, and figure 11 represents the type of stakeholders who
have the most influence and power. Since engagement can happen and does happen at most stages of the
process, the plans can be influenced at each stage. Although the participants expressed that their plans
were guided by the long-term transportation plans and upheld their decisions with the plans, they also
said that immense backlash or support could sway decisions. Fox-Rogers and Murphy (2013) suggest a
"shadow planning system" whereby informal decisions are made by holders of power and economic
prosperity, ultimately affecting the formal decision-making. They argue that a radical transformation of
participation is required to redistribute power between stakeholders and include all interests of the
affected parties. As seen in the findings, participants were sometimes overwhelmed by the needs of
stakeholders and tried their best to incorporate multiple voices, yet these voices need to be expressed in
the first place. It is tough to plan for those who are not voicing their concerns, issues, or problems
directly to the municipal government.
6.1.3 Engagement as Necessity
The process of community or civic engagement is well known to the field of planning and highly
embedded in many long-term plans, to give space to the voices and demands of those who live in the
community and space for planners to incorporate public needs into their plans (Sandercock, 2005;
Healey, 2007, Abbott, 2001; Healey et al., 2008; Forester, 2008). Forester (1999) suggests the idea of
citizen participation is incredibly complex, yet deliberative planning practice can help facilitate a
practical and timely participatory planning process. Critics of deliberative, collaborative, or participatory
planning, including Fox-Rogers and Murphy (2014), argue that despite existing research critiquing the
role of power in formal planning structures, "relatively little attention has been attributed to the informal
strategies or tactics that can be utilized by powerful actors to further their own interests" (p. 244). The
power disparities between those with and without power are seen throughout the findings section. For
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example, those who are business owners, resident groups, or even advocacy groups all come together in
their own way and lobby the municipal government to influence plans. Stehlin (2019) explains this
phenomenon where advocates and other stakeholders work closely with decision-makers to advocate for
cycling as “progressive-neoliberal hybridization” (p. 88). In other words, stakeholders who are all intent
on the growth of cycling work with city planners, consultants, and councillors, regardless of what needs
to be done to achieve it. However, some participants explain how most disadvantaged groups are not
usually the groups collectively bargaining with municipal government, and therefore, do not receive the
attention. Fox-Rogers and Murphy (2014) summarized the key strategies and informal mechanisms
employed by those with power, as shown in figure 14. The strategy included gaining informal access to
decision-makers, generating support, and ensuring that the recommendations follow prior agreements.
Participants discussed some of the planning practices they have used in the past and some of the more
effective methods to garner more participation in the community engagement process.
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Figure 14: Strategies and Mechanisms for Effective Community Engagement (Fox-Rogers &
Murphy, 2014)
As mentioned by participants and reinforced through the literature on community engagement,
the "town hall" type of engagement fails to engage the community actively and tends to garner
information from a few loud voices and those who have the means to attend the meetings (Campbell &
Marshall 2010; Colvin, Witt, & Lacey 2016; Gordon, 2016; Isaacs, 2017; Mirza, Vodden, & Collins
2012). Colvin, Witt, and Lacey (2016) note that town hall-type meetings often turn into a "shouting
match." Mirza, Vodden, and Collins (2012) argue that town halls seem tokenistic, explaining how
exclusive the meetings can be. Mirza, Vodden, and Collins (2012) discuss some of the advantages and
possible limitations to several engagement techniques in detail, such as "meeting on their turf," a
"learning event," "drama and role-playing," "personal interviews," "panel public consultation," and
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"small group/kitchen table discussions" (p. 68-79). Due to the negative ramifications of the town hall
engagement format, participants also expressed their thoughts on alternative engagement formats. A few
participants spoke about the IAP2 spectrum of engagement that is common practice for all community
engagement efforts, as seen in figure 15. The spectrum includes anywhere from informing the public to
empowering them. Despite some participants not explicitly mentioning the IAP2 spectrum, they all noted
the need for meaningful and effective engagement techniques. For example, many spoke about pop-up
infrastructure as an effective method for showing residents the potential change and then collecting
feedback at the site.

Figure 15: IAP2 Spectrum of Engagement, (IAP2, 2021)
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The literature also refers to many of these pop-up solutions as tactical urbanism, do-it-yourself
(DIY) urbanism and urges both residents and planners to use these strategies in practice (Ashley, 2018,
Barbarossa, 2020; Brenner, 2015; Stevens & Dovey, 2019). As explained by Elrahman (2016), these
practices are usually low-cost activation initiatives in various forms such as play streets, open streets,
park(ing) day, guerrilla gardening, pavement to plazas, pavement to parks, pop-up town halls, informal
bike parking, and pop-up bike lanes. Barbarossa (2020) suggests using temporary or pop-up bike lanes as
an effective method for local government to test out projects in a relatively short period, with a lower
budget, to determine the feasibility of a project. Although pop-up cycling infrastructure was already
enacted, the pandemic spurred revitalization to reallocate space for cycling in the city. The pilot projects
during the pandemic were a test of feasibility and uptake. However, participants are unsure of the
longevity of such projects.
Despite tactical urbanism having often positive outcomes, some have critiqued the strategy
because they can be inequitable (Berglund, 2019). Berglund (2019) emphasizes the lack of discussion
surrounding historical urban inequality, the ongoing contribution to gentrification, and the apolitical
nature of these projects within the tactical urbanism space. Moreover, typically white, and wealthy
proponents of tactical urbanism are less likely to receive reprimands from authorities than others when
enacting informal and low-cost changes to their community (Berglund (2019). In the future, decisionmakers need to be aware of how to navigate the political landscape and the role of various stakeholders.
In the next section, I discuss the participants' experience with negotiating politics considering the
literature on the subject.
6.1.4 Varying Perceptions of Process
When talking with participants, it was clear that there were varying perceptions of the decisionmaking process. Moreover, there was a difference of opinion of the role that each actor had, depending
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on who was discussing them. For example, councillors suggested that staff had the most influence in
plans because they are creating the proposals. Yet staff suggested that councillors had the most amount
of influence as they were the ones approving the plan and the 5-year budget. From an advocacy
perspective, many said that BIAs had too much power, yet BIAs and city staff explained that advocacy
groups have a lot of power as well. Another example is the advocates communicating their thoughts on
staff creating ad hoc cycling infrastructure without much engagement and yet staff are communicating
that their plans can be derailed at any moment in time because of the engagement they are accused of
forgoing. Others communicated their resentment over long term and expensive plans being cancelled
overnight as the political party wanted to be re-elected and wanted to posture to their voters. As evident
from discussing issues of equity, all participants discussed the power of a few, exhibiting power overall.
Some perceptions of the process offer insight into how different cases are dealt with and the
lessons that can be drawn from them. One of the cases was the case of advocates and one of the BIAs’
going to council to comment on an upcoming planning project, whereby the advocates complained that
the plan did not go far enough to address their needs. The BIA did not want the project to be approved,
yet the city staff were stunned by the actions of the advocacy group. From the city perspective, they had
been including the advocates in a long-term engagement process and were largely addressing the needs
of those involved. However, the perception of the process from the advocacy point of view is to always
push local government. This push is seen in the literature as an effective strategy in local government
according to Callister (1999) who examined the creation of Vancouver’s advocacy groups. The Callister
outlines the highly bureaucratic nature of policy and that the most successful groups are the ones to have
“persistence, extensive knowledge of substantive issues and policy processes, and the financial resources
necessary to communicate with the public and with government” (p. 64, 1999).
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On the other hand, the BIA sees the advocacy group not receiving everything they asked for and
they back off from the city. The whole process is an exercise in posturing power and the needs of the
group they are representing. This is one of the jobs that from the perspective of the planner, is a
component of the job. Planners are trying to negotiate the expectations and needs of residents and their
groups, while trying to follow their long-term plans. The experience of planners in negotiating these
politics is discussed at length in the next section.
6.2 Negotiating Politics
Regardless of the position participants were in, they always had to consider the politics of their
plans or advocacy. The decision-makers at the city were mainly influenced by the public response and
the needs communicated by different stakeholders. Often, cycling infrastructure planning was about
negotiating the needs of various stakeholders and strategically formulating plans and rollouts to be
perceived as positive by the public. This finding is in line with research on planning and the decisionmaking process, whereby the role of planners is highly political, meanwhile actively working to enable
change (Albrechts, 2003; Grooms & Frimpong Boamah, 2018; Joelsson & Scholten, 2019). As explained
by Wild et al. (2018),
Cycle lanes are not apolitical or neutral technologies. New space carved out for cyclists
inevitably represents the disruption of a real or imagined order within the existing streetscape.
For some groups, this reallocation of space provides important new opportunities, while for
others, it is experienced as loss (p. 507).
This political reality, whereby some see road reallocation as an opportunity, and others experience it as a
loss, was omnipresent in this research. Some participants spoke about how radical certain advocacy
groups were and how they wanted to seem like any other group who was interested in providing safe and
adequate infrastructure to all modes of transport, not just “cyclists”, but for “people who cycle”. Groups
such as “Car Free Vancouver”, aligned with more “Critical Mass” where the focus is on space without
cars or “pro-bike, anti-car” can sometimes be detrimental to the advocacy and support of cycling all
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together (Furness, 2010). As explained by one of the councillors, people who typically were against
cycling all together changed their minds because they saw people out regularly cycling. Certain events
that close traffic to cars may in fact make the people who need to be open to cycling feel more resentful
of cycling all together. From the participants who worked for the city and other consultancy groups, they
said that pinning each mode against each other is not an effective strategy and this was one of the
reasons why there is one transportation department that is not separated from those who work in active
transportation. Active transportation is simply a part of all the plans they put together and one of the
modes they always consider planning for. Moreover, McCullough et al., (2019) suggest there is an
historical lack of BIPOC representation in these types of advocacy groups and have led to an inequity in
who benefits from cycling resources.
Participants mentioned that multiple stakeholders are considered and consulted when developing
cycling infrastructure or transportation plans more broadly. However, some groups do have more
influence than others. Participants had to consider which area they were working with and the political
favour for cycling. For example, cycling infrastructure in East Vancouver was highly politicized, with
the BIA opposed to any changes made for cycling if they took parking spaces away. Scott (2016) finds
that opposition to cycling infrastructure by the business community can be detrimental to its success,
mainly citing that projects would result in the loss of parking. The loss of parking could deplete their
patronage and space for delivery trucks, despite the city's proposed alternative routes and arrangements.
Scott (2016) and others such as Reevely (2013), Thevenot (2002), and Bruntlett and Bruntlett (2018)
argue that in the North American context, there is an unusual amount of power and market justification
that helps businesses control the decision-making process. Rankin and Delaney (2011) argue that BIAs
are a major market-led strategy by neoliberal governments, and therefore, a key site for exacerbating
inequalities within or between neighbourhoods. The goal of BIAs, to yield greater profits, influences the
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planning decisions and can result in market-led development and commercial gentrification (Ranking &
Delaney, 2011).
As Forester (1999) explains, the "mediator-planner" role that planners have in the decisionmaking process is to recognize the difference between stakeholders, outline the overlapping interests,
and reframe the plans as mutually beneficial for everyone, despite each stakeholder having to
compromise on their wishes (p. 77). In this research, planners discussed their role in the process and the
political support they had when Vision Vancouver was in office and encouraging cycling projects.
Aldred et al. (2020) also find the lack of political support, public opposition, and funding to be the top
three barriers to cycling investment. Wilson and Mitra (2020) suggest four strategies to secure political
support for cycling investment, including incorporating the cycling project into other public works
projects, using external grants and funding, pre-emptively re-routing infrastructure that is politically
untenable and finding support from a political champion.
The findings from this research further support the notions that political support, incorporating
cycling infrastructure into more extensive projects, and securing funding are integral aspects of projects'
success. However, through this research, participants seem to be conflicted with the idea of preemptively re-routing infrastructure because they know there is opposition to it. For example, the Burrard
Bridge had an immense amount of resistance from the car lobby. Yet, it was a central connector to
downtown and a flagship cycling infrastructure project once Vision Vancouver was in office. The city
also went ahead with the cycling infrastructure on Hornby, which the DVBIA opposed at the time, and
they have come around to the notion of cycling infrastructure and are largely in support of it. The
infrastructure was a signal to residents that Vision Vancouver was highly supportive of making cycling
safer, and their larger transportation projects reflected this.
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By contrast, the opposition to cycling infrastructure by the resident group at Kits Point and the
businesses on Commercial Drive were too overwhelming for the projects to proceed. Participants did not
suggest to pre-emptively select alternative routes that they knew would be in support of cycling. Instead,
they were strategic with the proposed infrastructure and stated how important it was to push the
boundaries on the status-quo decision-making process.
Whether it is the political leadership, city staff, TransLink, consultants, cycling advocates,
developers, resident groups, the media, or academics, the decision-making process does incorporate the
political viability of a project. All in all, the locations chosen for cycling infrastructure development
don't necessarily follow the logical design or selection process. Rather, the project's political viability is
incorporated into the decision-making and planning for the project itself. From an equity lens, these
decision-makers may or may not be enabled or encouraged to inquire or respond to the needs of equityseeking groups in Vancouver, as select groups can derail the process. McCullough, Lugo, and Stokkum
(2019) suggest that planners consider sociocultural forces, including gender, class, and race, to address
how cycling infrastructure is inadequately distributed. The authors recommend,
(1) Extend what it means to embrace difference; (2) Recognize that the streets are not equally
safe for all; (3) Engage in a meaningful way with marginalized communities and share decisionmaking power; and (4) Understand how local and national histories of injustice influence and
relate to current bicycling planning processes. Integrating these recommendations into advocacy,
policy, and planning can lead to greater equity in representation, distribution of resources, and
decision-making in promoting bicycling. System-wide implementation of these recommendations
will create the greatest impact on improving issues of equity, diversity, and inclusion in
bicycling. This requires broad-scale interventions, including but not limited to, training, changes
to funding and decision-making structures, valuing long-term community engagement and
community knowledge, broadening measures to street safety, and considering historic inequality
(p.2).
Doran, El-Geneidy, and Manaugh (2021) mention that the political-economic forces impacting the
cycling infrastructure decision-making process are essential to understand when determining project
plans and policies to create equitable cycling cities. The authors argue that to achieve equity; there must
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be structural or systematic organization within the institution to help advance these goals, including
changes to the processes and policies underlying the inequity in the first place. I explore some of the
participants’ perspectives on equity-based decisions and some of the policies and processes they
mentioned that create inequities from the outset.
6.3 Investment, Growth, and Equity
When asked about issues of equity, participants spoke mainly about how the language used in the
planning documents did not necessarily translate to an equitable distribution of infrastructure or
increased participation by all groups. Some participants spoke about the "put your money where your
mouth is" mentality, whereby the city had plans or claimed to be making decisions through an equity
lens, yet often claimed the funding was not there to support the plans. However, some planners and
consultants contended that the city does indeed have enough money and capacity to do the projects listed
as a priority, and it is up to them to make it a priority. The prioritization of equity in cycling could be
done through long-range planning, or more effectively, through the 5-year capital budget planning.
Wilson and Mitra (2020) argue that although the cycling infrastructure projects are incorporated into the
planning process, the projects are usually not funded unless the change is part of a larger project for the
entire street. The authors also argue that this method of cycling infrastructure funding does not
necessarily mean that the top-priority lanes are being built. Instead, the top priority infrastructure for cars
is the impetus for cycling infrastructure selection. Taylor et al., (2009) have also found the inextricable
link between a priori transportation decisions made at a political level, regardless of how robust and
compelling other criteria were for the decisions at hand.
To promote cycling participation in the decision-making process, some participants arguing that
the city does not fund enough programs to promote, educate, or provide bikes and maintenance at a low
cost. As the city does receive a lot of funding through property taxes and fuel taxes, some participants
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such as Cal thought that the non-profit cycling mechanic shop he worked in didn't receive much funding
because it's targeted towards people who don't happen to pay that much, if anything, in taxes. Cal
claimed that they would be able to provide bikes and cycling as a viable option for many more people in
the community if they received funding from the city. Still, the program's funding is precarious at best,
which is hard to manage. The precarity of funding for non-profit cycling organizations is not a new
phenomenon. According to Pucher and Buehler (2005), many non-profit organizations in Canada are
responsible for promoting and training for cycling and receive funding from mainly membership fees,
events, and other sponsors. These promotion and training events include education programs for children
and newcomers, bike procurement and maintenance at a subsidized rate, group rides, and advocacy
work. Bopp et al. (2017) find that, like many community organizations such as cycling coalitions,
struggled to provide adequate programming due to a lack of volunteers and funding to support their
efforts. Meanwhile, funding is essential for these non-profits to operate and promote cycling in a safe,
accessible, and ongoing manner.
Other than planning for infrastructure projects or paying for specific cycling non-profits,
participants spoke about the disparity in infrastructure, comparing east and west Vancouver and
sometimes south Vancouver. In Vancouver, the method of developing infrastructure has been focused on
areas with high mode share and a relatively positive outlook on cycling. The cycling infrastructure plans
do not tend to focus on a city-wide approach to cycling, meaning areas with low cycling mode share
often lack infrastructure. This concentration of cycling infrastructure in high mode share areas was
strategic and influenced by development. Scott (2016) mentions that the high growth, high-density
cycling infrastructure development is a popular approach. Yet, the plan moves away from a networkbased plan to emphasize bikeways that don't tend to serve the entire population. According to
participants, real estate development has been fundamental to funding and investment in cycling
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infrastructure projects. High-growth areas receive more funding from development cost levies and
receive a lot of attention in the planning process.
Meanwhile, low-growth areas receive less attention and require more city funds to pay for
infrastructure. We can see here, one of the liabilities of the growth machine is the small portion of
residents that it benefits (Molotch, 1976). This growth-related investment in cycling infrastructure poses
some contradictions for equity-based planning. It is hard for the city government to invest in areas with
low growth, as the cost levies are required to pay for local amenities and cannot be applied to other areas
of the city. Therefore, areas with high growth and development receive better and more improved
amenities. In contrast, low growth areas of the city don't have as much funding to invest in their local
amenities. Development cost levies used for cycling projects have been spoken about in the literature in
a positive light, such as Punter (2002), Caballero (2015), and Thomas (2020), who find that cost levies
can be used to increase the quality or presence of necessary amenities when developing an area and paid
for by the developer. Others, such as Lamontange (2019), think that there is not enough value captured in
the new developments within the City of Vancouver and states that the value of zoning change is much
higher than currently allocated. However, the question remains—can there be an equitable distribution of
infrastructure if the infrastructure is tightly coupled with development? Flanagan, Lachapelle, and ElGeneidy (2016) find that marginalized communities do not tend to attract cycling infrastructure
investment unless there are privileged populations. The authors recommend that the planning process
actively seeks out diverse stakeholders to distribute cycling infrastructure equitably. As visualized in
figure 16, the authors combined measures to identify priority cycling infrastructure needs based on
equity to determine future plans.
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Figure 16: Combines measures identifying priority areas for new facilities (Larsen, Patterson, and
El-Geneidy, 2013)
Although it is essential to include various stakeholders, policies to redistribute wealth for cycling
infrastructure without requiring development are imperative. If cycling infrastructure continues to be
tightly coupled with development, it may lead to some negative externalities such as gentrification. This
finding is in line with Jones and Ley (2016), whereby the environmental aspirations of the city, focus on
transit-oriented growth, development of high-density condominiums and accelerated upzoning policy
have made gentrification inevitable. Farmer (2011) argues that neoliberal urbanization has entirely
transformed public transportation, and projects have become a means for capital gain rather than
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providing public service for all. Considering the role of private development in funding cycling
infrastructure, the inequity of access and/or gentrification resulting from development seems to be
inevitable by-products of these projects unless there are shifts in funding allocation.
6.3.1 Representation in the decision-making process
One of the problems outlined by decision-makers was the lack of representation in the decisionmaking process and how to engage with equity-seeking groups properly. The findings suggest that there
is currently a lack of BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour) representation, low-income
populations, and newcomer populations in the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure.
Participants who were part of advocacy groups stated they had an all-white board. The committees they
sat on were all white, primarily able-bodied, Canadian-born, high income, and well educated. Planners
spoke about how it's tough to engage any of these equity-seeking groups in the community engagement
process. In particular, language barriers, care duties, work schedules, and interest in participating were
the most prevalent. These barriers are in line with Grant (2009), who discusses with Larry Beasley about
the practitioner's priorities when trying to develop engagement techniques and management strategies to
include more city voices in pursuing a more socially just city. As Dan mentioned in the findings, “you
can dress in normal clothes, and then you can hold your dog, and you can get your groceries and go with
a kid”, yet this does not take into consideration the fraught participation in cycling overall, domestic
labour, commuting, trip-chaining, or childcare. As Blumenberg (2004) stresses, there is a “spatial
mismatch” between where low-income women live and where they work, meaning their access to
transportation is lacking, never mind access to active modes of transportation. Moreover, Ravensbergen
et al. (2020) found the “velomobilities of care” to be quite challenging for women who bike, often
without adequate infrastructure tailored to their trip-chaining needs. This work further outlines the need
for disaggregated data in the decision-making process and different measures of equity in understanding
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the cycling population. As participants explained, the variety of measures within the planning process
often fail to recognize different cycling groups, trip purpose, level of comfort, gender, social class, age
group, or ability. This finding is in line with the research done by Bills and Walker (2017), where they
recognized the importance of disaggregated data in transportation equity to analyze the level of impact
from transportation plans. By collecting and analyzing disaggregated data, decision-makers can work
towards setting minimum standards of accessibility and greatly improving those most negatively
impacted by transport policies (Pereira et al., 2017).
Ingram et al. (2020) indicate that current decision-making practices prevent the city from
addressing structural inequities in transportation improvements because they are based on improving
existing networks and favouring privileged communities. Amongst other barriers, Jackson et al. (2018)
use the concept of "language as privilege" to give perspective on the assumptions made by planners that
lead to miscommunication or ineffective community engagement (p. 17). Sandercock (2004) calls for a
response to the changing multiculturalism in Vancouver, urging planners to have four key qualities:
political, audacious, creative, and therapeutic. Agyeman and Erickson (2012) offer a framework for
planning schools to incorporate cultural competency within their curriculum, including awareness,
knowledge, skills, and behaviours. This framework can be seen below in figure 17. Bear in mind,
however, "good intentions alone are not enough" (Shipley & Utz, 2012, p.22). The field of planning is
continuously shifting, and incorporating more representation in the decision-making process will be
paramount in future decisions.
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Figure 17: Integrating Cultural Competency into Planning Curricula, (Agyeman & Erickson,
2012)
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6.4 Pandemic Response
During this research, there was ample discussion about the efficacy of pop-up cycling lanes and
the reallocation of road space for cyclists during the pandemic. Participants were largely in support of
these types of infrastructure decisions as they were needed to provide space to distance themselves from
others physically. The projects were low cost, could be implemented in a short period of time, and could
allow residents to visualize how the transportation network could support active modes of travel. Despite
the overall positivity towards the pop-up lanes, some participants were also wary of the speed and lack of
community engagement in the process.
Fischer and Winters (2021) found the road reallocation interventions were in the downtown
cores, with a high active transportation mode share and more density. The authors emphasize the
potential of leveraging these reallocation projects while stressing the need to incorporate equity into the
plans. Flynn and Thorpe (2021) question the speed and lack of public engagement when creating pop-up
infrastructure during the pandemic. The authors mentioned how some governments completely
overlooked public participation entirely as the process would delay the rollout. Some decisions were
made with only technology-based data, meaning there was no community engagement other than what
individuals recorded on cycling apps (Lovelace, 2020). Critics of the pop-up lanes have underscored the
lack of engagement with BIPOC communities (Pitter, 2020). Firth et al. (2021) found that road
reallocations could address inequities in mobility and access to public spaces. However, the redesign of
the transportation corridors needs to be community-led to address these issues in the future.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
To conclude, my dissertation problematized the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure
investment to evaluation. I have illustrated the gaps in the literature and exposed the need for further
exploration into the cycling infrastructure decision-making process. The theoretical underpinnings and
case study methodology helped me collect the most applicable data for answering the research questions:
(1) what is the current decision-making process of cycling infrastructure investment from long-term
planning to evaluation?; (2) what are the mechanisms of influence and power in the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process?; and (3) how are issues of equity valued, determined,
implemented, and evaluated throughout the decision-making process? This case study also provides new
and broader lessons for other contexts regarding the politics of cycling infrastructure decision-making.
This research focused on how growth and intense capitalization of space and time in the land market can
be what holds the decision-making process together. Cycling infrastructure decisions are not based on
need, but rather, who has the political means to communicate need that is aligned with the growthoriented City of Vancouver. I summarize the answers to the research questions, the limitations of this
research, and the implications for future research and practice in this chapter.
Regarding question one, the current decision-making process is multifaceted, and to be
successful, it must include meaningful and effective engagement at all steps in the process. The process
is outlined visually in figure 10 and 11. When exploring research question two regarding the mechanisms
of influence and power in the decision-making process, I found out the role of each stakeholder in the
process. Some of the most effective mechanisms of influence and power include the council, city staff,
BIAs, advocacy groups, and resident groups. Other stakeholders are included in the figures 9 and 10
diagrams of the decision-making process. For the third question concerning equity, it was clear that
participants were conflicted with current funding models and recognized the importance of using an
equity lens in the decision-making process. Yet, the question remains if there will be any meaningful
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changes to the policies influencing these inequities. There currently does not seem to be a robust
evaluation of equity in cycling infrastructure. However, I think this will change in light of the pandemic
response and community activism in Vancouver.
Though this research addressed the purpose and research questions about the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process, minor limitations are associated with the research. I will discuss
the limitations below. Further, I will discuss the implications for research and practice as identified
through this research.
7.1 Limitations
Throughout the research process, I came across various barriers and limitations to my work. First,
the data collection for this research took place during the COVID-19 global pandemic in 2020. I
originally intended to interview participants face-to-face; however, I interviewed everyone over Zoom or
phone call. Although this sometimes posed a technological challenge for some, it largely went well. Due
to the nature of at-home work during the pandemic for most decision-makers, I organized meetings with
participants in a much more flexible manner than I likely could have otherwise. Moreover, the
participants did seem to be more relaxed during the interviews and being at home in their own space
might have contributed to their openness and willingness to offer comments. Despite the ease of
interviewing most participants, some of the individuals I reached out to, because of their equity lens into
cycling, did not have the capacity for an interview as their schedule was not as flexible. For example,
some non-profit organizations did not have the time to participate as they were preoccupied with
supplying enough bikes to residents, helping maintain bikes of those who reignited their participation in
cycling during the pandemic, on top of the realities of health during a pandemic and financial stress. This
research mainly focused on the experience of those who play a large role in the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process and did not delve into more of the barriers to accessing transportation
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experienced by other groups. This line of inquiry is important to consider understanding more about
what equity considerations are made for the future. For example, recruiting participants from equityseeking groups or those who identify as “non-traditional” cyclists could have resulted in a broader set of
findings, giving more information into perhaps some of the failures of the decision-making process from
the groups themselves. However, with this research, researchers and other decision-makers can connect
decisions and those who influence them with other issues of equity and barriers to cycling and try to
eradicate them. For example, more research can delve into this limitation about why equity is important
in the city and certain characteristics in the infrastructure that can be changed as seen in Steinmann’s
(2020) work on Vancouver’s underground bicycle economy.
Second, as with most doctoral dissertation research, there is the issue of balancing the scope of
the project and the timeline by which to complete it (see Appendix A). When I started the data
collection, I intended on collecting an array of data to answer my research questions. After collecting and
analyzing the qualitative data, I had sufficiently answered the research questions set out in my research
proposal. Upon reflection, I determined that it would be best to adhere to the scope of my research
project and, having answered my questions sufficiently, decided to stop collecting further data. In the
future, I plan to extend this research beyond my current scope and answer more research questions
pertaining to equity in the decision-making process.
Third, although the narrowed scope of my dissertation was beneficial for progressing, my work
only focused on the decision-making process for cycling infrastructure. Throughout my interviews with
participants, there were frequent mentions of other transportation related or housing related issues.
Considering my focus was on cycling related projects, I did not unpack many of the related
transportation projects such as proposed rail lines, bus routes, or other capital-intensive transportation
projects. Moreover, I did not further unpack housing related issues that arouse in the interviews. For
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example, single family housing policies or other restrictive zoning policies, or other strategies that
participants mentioned in their opinion, would solve the housing crisis. Despite being very intriguing,
this research did not focus on housing policy specifically. Therefore, I included as much information on
other transportation or housing related projects as they related to or implicated cycling infrastructure.
Fourth, this qualitative research is not intended to be generalizable to other cities, as the City of
Vancouver case that I examined has a particular politics of cycling infrastructure that may not be the
case in other cities. Rather than focus on the generalizability of data typically done with randomised and
representative sampling techniques, this work focused on in-depth lived experiences of participants
throughout the decision-making process and can only be transferable to other cities. In other words, this
qualitative case study provided an in-depth, thick, and rich description of the City of Vancouver cycling
infrastructure decision-making process. To determine the transferability of the findings, others working
or living elsewhere can determine whether the same issues arise in their location (Flyvberg, 2005). For
example, the City of Vancouver has a progressive transportation department compared to other cities in
North America, and as participants have discussed through this research, see themselves akin to other
cities such as Seattle, New York, and San Francisco. Despite being politically and socially different in
many ways from these cities, it is important to consider that those who work in the decision-making
process are interpreting, distilling, and utilising cases from multiple other cities at any given time,
regardless of the generalizability of these cases or understanding the ramifications of implementing these
ideas in the City of Vancouver. Therefore, when it comes to communicating this work, I intend to focus
on the power of various stakeholders in the decision-making process and to urge decision-makers to
follow an equity lens to transportation planning that is not in a vacuum, but rather, a multifaceted process
that is intertwined with other facts of the planning process. All in all, the limitations discussed can
inform my future work and others who work as a decision-maker or influence a decision-makers work.
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7.2 Implications for Research and Practice
This section discusses the several implications of this research that can inform future research
and practice. Considering this research is a qualitative understanding of the cycling infrastructure
decision-making process, this research can only be transferable to other contexts rather than
generalizable. While the lessons can be applied to other cities, the context of ward versus at-large city
politics should be taken into consideration. As Vancouver operates politically within an at-large system
of election for city councillors, the ward system used in other cities across Canada is geographically
defined and representation is narrowed to certain areas of the city (Koop & Kraemer, 2016). As applied
to this research, it is important to consider that the councillors should, in theory, focus on the city at large
when making decisions, rather than only a smaller ward within the city. The role of the councillor across
Canada, therefore, changes depending on the constituencies they are elected to represent. It should also
be noted that the at-large system has come under scrutiny because some argue the at-large system
privileges segments of the city who tend to vote, while discriminating other tracts (Koop & Kraemer,
2016). There are, however, many lessons that can be transferable and the literature on this topic helps
draw similarities across other contexts. For example, the spatial tensions produced by intense
capitalization of space and time, and the tight coupling of cycling infrastructure projects to development
and redevelopment. A deeper exploration of the relationship between development cost levies and
cycling infrastructure development is needed to determine the degree of influence development has in
the funding of cycling investment. Another transferable finding is immense influence of powerful actors
in the decision-making process that can be analyzed in other cities with strong support or opposition to
cycling. Vancouver’s political climate is relatively progressive, yet, throughout this research, I found
situations where there was opposition to cycling infrastructure projects, largely touted by specific
councillors, media critiques, resident groups, and BIAs. Meanwhile, the support for cycling projects in
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Vancouver is accompanied by a lack of representation in the decision-making, and a slow cultural
acceptance of cycling overtime. These findings are relevant for other municipalities in the region, as the
prevalence of Vancouver cycling and other cultural expectations for transportation evolve surrounding
Vancouver. For future research, I suggest further inquiry into the demographic representation in the
decision-making process. A needs assessment for equity-seeking groups concerning cycling
infrastructure could be conducted to determine how the city can best serve populations such as using
disaggregated data and demographic representation in the process and in cycling participation. For
practice, decision-makers need to consider the use of pilot projects, ongoing and meaningful community
engagement techniques and be aware of policies or potential policy changes that may inhibit or enable
equitably distributed cycling infrastructure. I elaborate on future research and practice below.
7.2.1 Future Research
Reflecting upon my research and existing literature on the topic of cycling decisions, those who
study active transportation could focus more on equity and representation in the decision-making
process. There does seem to be a disconnect between the equity lens that the city intends to follow, yet
the process of funding or planning with an equity lens has shown to be more complicated. For example,
engaging those who are not willing or groups with too many barriers to participating in the process is
hard to garner feedback. Through this research, we have seen language accommodations and pop-up
infrastructure as tools for staff to survey the population at the location of the plans, and this may be an
excellent method of gathering a diversity of perspectives. Other types of engagement can be explored,
and their success measured to inform practice.
Another potential research avenue includes a needs assessment for equity-seeking groups
regarding cycling infrastructure. For example, Steinmann (2020) found that bike lane width and routes
were not sufficient for homeless populations in Vancouver because they could not accommodate the
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width of the cargo bike. Further, there was no adequate infrastructure to get to the recycling depot to
drop off their recycling (Steinmann, 2020). An exploration of the different needs of equity-seeking
groups is essential to make decisions for these groups. For example, investment in low-cost community
bike shops, sizes and widths of bike lanes, data collection at different times, and safe bike parking
infrastructure are avenues to study.
One of the most surprising findings from this research was how tightly coupled cycling
infrastructure development is with development/redevelopment. An avenue of future research could
systematically explore the relationship between the two, helping to understand potential policy
implications or changes that could be made to help invest in more low-growth neighbourhoods. Other
research on the equity implications of transit-oriented development and other strategic infrastructure
planning could help improve low-growth neighbourhood access to safe cycling. I discuss the
implications for practice in the next section.
7.2.2 Practice
This research revealed recommendations for practice that may meaningfully influence cycling
infrastructure location and access to safe cycling. Implications for practitioners can be hard to
communicate in an accessible manner. As a resource for communicating with practitioners from this
research, I created the figure 18 infographic below.
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Figure 18: Beyond Bike Lanes Implications for Practitioners Infographic
First, there seems to be a growing popularization of the pilot project, both as a method for
collecting valuable data at a certain location and incorporating atypical respondents in the community
engagement process. However, practitioners must be wary of the speed at which pilot projects are
determined and their potential inequity in distribution. Second, there must be ongoing community
engagement in cycling infrastructure to see if the infrastructure is beneficial for all stakeholders and
determine any improvements in creating a well-put-together cycling network. Third, decision-makers
need to consider policies to equitably distribute infrastructure rather than relying on development and
high-growth areas.
In sum, this study highlighted the importance of researching the cycling infrastructure decisionmaking process. The political ramifications of decisions and how they are made should be further
explored. Moreover, if cities are to focus their efforts on equitable transportation, then the investment
and attention should match the intent. “Good intentions alone are not enough” (Shipley & Uts, 2012,
p.22).
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Appendices
Appendix A: Schedule of Completion
Item
Comprehensive Exam
Defense
Proposal Defense
Ethics Application

Date
August 2nd, 2019

Qualitative Interview
Data Collection
Qualitative Interview
Data Analysis
Triangulation of
Quantitative +
Qualitative Data
Representation in
Mapbox + Political
Infrastructure narratives
of participants
Complete Writing

May-December 2020

Committee Revisions
Final Defense

April 2020
May 2020

Notes

https://ethics.research.ubc.ca/behaviouralresearch-ethics/breb-guidance-notes
Dependent on the availability of
participants

September-December
2020
March 2021

April

March 2021-September
2021
Fall 2021
Winter 2022
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Appendix B: Interview Guide
Research Question 1: What is the current decision-making process of cycling infrastructure
investment from long-term planning to implementation?
Lead Question 1A: Tell me about your role
Follow-up questions:
A. From your perspective, tell me what you know about how cycling infrastructure plans
are created and approved?
B. Tell me about your involvement/role in the process

RQ2: What are the mechanisms of influence and power in the cycling infrastructure decisionmaking process?
LQ2A: Tell me about the mechanisms of influence in the decision-making process
Follow-up questions:
C. Tell me about the political influences that may influence your work?
D. Tell me about an example of these influences having an impact on the cycling
infrastructure decision-making process?
RQ3: How are issues of equity valued, determined, implemented, and evaluated throughout the
decision-making process?
LQ3A: Tell me about how you address issues of equity
Follow-up questions:
A. Tell me about the importance of equity within your role
B. Tell me about your interpretation of what it means to have equity in the cycling
C. How is equity valued within the decision-making process?
D. How is equity within cycling infrastructure determined?
E. How is equity within cycling infrastructure implemented?
F. How is equity within cycling infrastructure evaluated?
G. Could you explain some of the outcomes associated with equitable or inequitable
infrastructure development?
LQ3B: Do you have any other comments or questions?
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Appendix C: Case Study Methodology for City of Vancouver
Phase

1
(May
2020)

2
(JuneJanuary
2021)

Research
Question/Area of
Research
1. What is the
current
decisionmaking
process of
cycling
infrastructure
investment
from long-term
planning to
implementatio
n?
2. How are issues
of equity
valued,
determined,
implemented,
and evaluated
throughout the
decisionmaking
process?
1. What is the
current
decisionmaking
process of
cycling
infrastructure
investment
from long term
to
implementatio
n?
2. What are the
mechanisms of
influence and
power in the
cycling
infrastructure
decision-

Data Collection

Data Source

Outcome

Analysi
s

Qualitative
Content:
1. Mechani
sms of
influence
in the
decisionmaking
process
2. Understa
nding the
political
discourse
of
cycling
in
Vancouv
er

1. Council
Meeting
Minutes +
Document
s
2. TransLink
10-Year
Vision
3. Advocacy
Meeting
Minutes +
Document
s
1. Websites
+ news
articles

To inform
who I
interview
and the
questions I
should
include in
full detail

-NVivo
Themat
ic
Analysi
s

Qualitative
Interviews:
Semi-structured,
in-depth
interviews (see
appendix b)

2. City
Planners
3. City
Councilor
s
4. Transporta
tion
Engineers
5. TransLink
Employee
s
6. HUB
Cycling
Board
Members
+
Employee
s

In-depth,
contextual
ized
informatio
n on the
cycling
infrastruct
ure
decisionmaking
process

-NVivo
Themat
ic
Analysi
s
Analyti
c
memos
Triangu
lation
across
all data
sources
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making
process?
3. How are issues
of equity
valued,
determined,
implemented,
and evaluated
throughout the
decisionmaking
process?

7. Non-profit
cycling
employees
and
volunteers
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Appendix D: Mapbox Interactive Storytelling Data
Date

Purpose

(July -Quantitative
2021) and
qualitative
data
representation
-Provide
context for
data
representation
purposes

Data Sources

Outcome

1. Statistics
Interactive Mapbox
Canada
2. City of
https://rfallonmayers.github.io/src/
Vancouver
Bikeways
3. City of
Vancouver
Bike racks
4. ICBC
(Insurance
Corporation of
British
Columbia)
cycling
injury+fatalities
5. Qualitative data
from interviews
to provide the
political
infrastructure
narrative at
each location in
Vancouver
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Table 1: Participant Descriptions and Institutional Responsibilities in Decision-Making Process
Institution
City of
Vancouver

Role

Park Board

Transportati
on

Transportati
on

Responsibilities
Pseudonym Motivation for Career Choice
-Long term guiding
planning document
creation
-Policy direction
-Capital plan and yearly
budget
-Development
negotiations
-Project prioritization
-Design and
engineering
-Build, evaluate, and
monitor
-Public engagement
-Elected body
Jesse
Is an avid cyclist since the early
-Possession,
90s. He had an epiphany when
jurisdiction, and control
the early climate change science
over public parks in
was coming out and decided to
Vancouver
align himself politically with
-In control of public
cycling advocacy. Went into
recreation system
environmental studies and was
-Shape the long-term
involved in Vancouver’s cycling
planning of parks and
advocacy for a while and then
services
decided to run for park board.
Dan
Originally interested in
sustainability, he travelled
around the world to find that
other cities planned differently,
and this was a meaningful way
to affect change. Decided to be a
planner and has been involved in
some of the major transportation
plans in the history of
Vancouver.
Sasha
Biked as a kid, but took up
cycling as an adult when injured.
Found it to be much more
enjoyable, and this love for
cycling was melded with the
more environmental issues being
learned at university. Decided to
pursue a career in transportation
because of these events.
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Transportati
on

Nick

Transportati
on

Logan

Transportati
on (Vision)

Pamela

Transportati
on ATPC

Mia

Out of school, was glad to be a
part of the shift to a new
paradigm of transportation
engineering towards their
“hierarchy of transportationwalk, cycling, transit, goods
movement and then the single
occupancy vehicle”. This was a
new way to look at
transportation. Vancouver was
so progressive and aligned with
health and safety and the
environment. A very technical
oriented person who really
enjoys quantitative analysis and
understanding why we make
decisions.
A policy planner for decades.
“Stumbled into it”, and became
involved in some of
Vancouver’s most famous policy
plans.
Involved in transportation
mainly because of concerns for
the environment and wanted to
make the biggest impact she
could make with the skills she
had. She is an advocate for the
freedom of movement and the
choice of taking more
environmentally friendly modes
to be available.
Did a lot of student activism and
that translated to cycling
activism after having kids. The
freedom of the bike was great,
but she didn’t feel comfortable
cycling with her kids unless
there was dedicated cycling
infrastructure. She now
advocates for infrastructure that
keeps everyone cycling
comfortably, including families.
“Every mom doesn’t need a
minivan”.
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Relations

Council

Alice

-Elected at-large for a
four-year term
-Pass by-laws, buy and
sell property, collect
property tax, approve
major spending for all
parts of city
government, take on
debt, allocate funds, set
up departments, hire
staff for city
departments 14.

Council
(Vision)

Consultant
s

Emma

Sarah

Biked in university, became
involved in advocacy, and then
started working for the City.
Excited about the climate change
emergency response plans and
Vancouver’s goals to have two
thirds sustainable modes.
Background in public policy
development. Raised to be
grassroots driven and inspired
by parents to be active in the
community. “Better to take
action then sit and complain”. In
raising her children, started to
have an appreciation for cycling
and being a role model for her
kids. “If everyone drops fossil
fuel cars for electric, we’re still
going to have congestion”.
Prioritises walkability and ease
of access, no matter the
neighbourhood of Vancouver
people are in.
Grew up in a very political
family and was involved in
government from an early age.
Wanted everyone to be able to
enjoy their time in cities and to
have access to a cheaper and
more enjoyable form of
transportation.

-Design and
engineering
-Build, evaluate, and
monitor
-Public engagement
Transportati
on

Jen

After having kids, began to
focus on cycling and making
cities better for safely moving by
bike. Tried to frame cycling as a
regular mode of transport and
stays away from the “sporty”
image of cycling.

14

More on the duties of council meetings and decisions found on their website https://vancouver.ca/yourgovernment/vancouver-city-council.aspx
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Transportati
on

Simon

Transportati
on

Ethan

Transportati
on

Camila

Urban
Design

Jay

Advocacy

Was interested in the intersect
between land use, transportation,
physical activity, and public
health outcomes at University.
After a work term and travelling
in Europe, decided to become a
planner and has worked on
transportation projects ever
since.
Became a transportation
engineer because of his work
term in university. He was
excited about the connection
between science, physics,
psychology, and sociology.
Completed a graduate degree,
mainly focused on sustainable
transportation.
Cycling activist in university
and was about personal mobility
and freedom. Always equity
focused because of this initial
freedom and need to travel by
bike because she couldn’t afford
other modes. Decided to go into
planning thereafter and worked
in transportation planning since.
After travelling when younger,
became interested in urbanism
and public space. Wanted to
communicate sustainability and
healthy active lifestyles in a
positive way.

-Group organization
-Communication with
City of Vancouver and
Translink
-Involvement in public
engagement and
engagement of their
own
-Lobbying for cycling
related projects
Transportati
on

Will

Biked when he was a kid, but
only once having kids and near
the end of his professional career
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TransLink

Transportati
on
Transportati
on

Adam

Transportati
on

Cal

Transportati
on

Ellis

Alex

did he start getting back into
cycling to get into better shape.
Joined an advocacy group and
has been working closely with
the city, developers, and other
volunteers to change cycling
culture and resource allocation
in the City and around the Metro
Vancouver area.
Interested in environmental
issues and transportation
Cycled for transportation his
entire life. Once he joined the
advocacy group, he was
enthralled. Felt a sense of
identity and appreciation for
cycling culture in Vancouver.
Cycles to improve his health,
mental health, environment,
community benefit, and physical
connection
Used biking as a way to better
his mental health growing up
and worked on bikes for fun.
Working on bikes helped him
through his addiction and
recovery. Became a bike
mechanic soon after. He now
works to provide mechanic
services at a co-op, and teaching
others how to service or even
build their own bike out of scrap
parts
Cycling has been her primary
mode of transport since she was
a kid. Involved in cycling
advocacy for a long time.
Excited by the energy that
continues to go into these issues
and allocating more space and
funding for cycling.

-Assisting with City
long-term planning and
budget
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-Conduct their own
long-term planning and
policy direction
Transportati
on

Blake

Communica
tions

Ben

Transportati
on

Tom

Researcher
s

An advocate for cycling and
background as a planner, Blake
works to promote active
transportation in his work.
Interested in climate change and
mobility. Wanted to re-imagine
how we moved through cities
with a lower carbon footprint.
Originally a cycling advocate,
decided to work for TransLink
and was responsible for active
transportation. Found that being
an advocate within the
bureaucracy was a great way to
affect change.

-Conduct research on
areas of interest to other
groups
-Situate the research
within the context of
the City of Vancouver
-Communicate their
research to various
groups within the city
-Sometimes conduct
research for other
groups with an interest
in cycling in the City of
Vancouver
Transportati
on

Rob

Health

Robin

Started his career as a bicycle
activist and lobbying for cycling
infrastructure. Decided to
research questions of how to
communicate the value and
benefits of cycling and
encouraging its use. Created a
comprehensive analysis
framework including the cost
benefit analysis of different
forms of transportation.
Although she cycled already, it
wasn’t until having a child that
she started thinking differently
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Economics

Business
Improveme
nt
Association
(BIA)

Henry

-Managed non-profit
groups of property
owners and business
tenants
-Goal to promote
business, tourism,
safety, and street
beautification
-Funding from special
commercial property
tax used to hire staff
and run BIA activities 22 BIAs in Vancouver
-Work with the city to
create and manage
BIAs15
BIA

Media

about cycling and infrastructure.
She became involved with
cycling advocacy thereafter and
has been involved in the world
of cycling infrastructure and
research ever since.
A professor of economics,
Henry focuses on the costbenefit analysis of cycling
participation. He is highly
involved in the cycling
community in Vancouver and
gives advice on transportation
plans at the city.

Sam

Background in urban planning
and is an avid cycler himself.
Wants everyone to have the
option to travel by bike, around
their district, and getting people
healthy while reducing carbon
emissions and producing less car
traffic.

-Communicate
decisions and plans,
updating the public on
the process and

The City of Vancouver’s Business Improvement Areas are listed on the City website with a map and detailed overview of
how each BIA operates found here https://vancouver.ca/doing-business/business-improvement-areas-bias.aspx
15
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outcomes of decisionmaking
Online

Dalia

Writes about cycling and cycling
issues for a magazine. She was
interested in cycling for her
health and the freedom of
movement.
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Table 2: Content Analysis
Codes in order of reference prevalence: Decision-making, future of mobility, equity, engagement,
political influence, cycling safety, cycling projects, investment, COVID, cycling network, evaluation
Source

Document

Codes

City of
Vancouver

Transportation -cycling
Design
safety
Guidelines:
-equity
All Ages and
Abilities
Cycling
Routes

5-Year
Cycling
Network:
Addition &
Upgrades
Improving our
Cycling
Network

-cycling
safety
-equity
-decisionmaking
-equity
-decisionmaking

Greenest City
Action Plan
2020

-equity
-decisionmaking
-cycling
safety
-future of
mobility
engagement
-political
influence

Used to inform interview*verbatim from
documents
-“AAA” routes
-all ages and abilities
-lower vehicle speeds
-reducing interactions between modes
-traffic calming measures
-preferred bidirectional
-lighting
-separate spaces
-increase visibility
-planned upgrades and additions
-planning routes in these areas. Why? Why
not?
-mapping upgrades in the planning process
-all ages and abilities
-guided by Transportation 2040
-creating routes with the highest existing or
potential demand
-closing critical gaps and making spot
improvements
-making high collision areas safer
-connecting key destinations
-designing cycling routes and AAA facilities
-city’s ability to influence the decisions that
will lead to a reduced footprint is limited.
Needs help from other levels of government,
businesses and local residents
-develop policy
-make walking, cycling, and public transit
preferred transportation options
-green transportation
-pursue the development and installation of a
bike-share program in Vancouver’s downtown
and other high-potential cycling areas
- We have been able to achieve this in
collaboration with our energy utility providers,
senior levels of government, and innovators in
the business and non-profit sectors who see
new opportunity in responding to this
challenge. Because of these achievements,
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Transportation -equity
2040
-cycling
safety
-decisionmaking
engagement
-cycling
projects
-evaluation

Vancouver is quickly becoming a new green
economy hub.
-we all have a role to play…This includes other
levels of government, non-profit organizations,
businesses, and social enterprises.
-secure Vancouver’s international reputation as
a mecca of green enterprise
-encouraging sustainable transportation makes
sense for many reasons: health, resiliency,
affordability, community, economy,
environment
-engage, encourage, and enable
-robust public engagement process where local
community groups, residents, schools,
businesses and staff are actively involved in
this transformation will be necessary to achieve
success
-adopted 2012
-make cycling safe, convenient, comfortable,
and fun for people of all ages and abilities
-hierarchy of modes for moving people, as
prioritized below: waling, cycling, transit,
taxi/commercial transit/shared vehicles. Private
automobiles
- Each time a new roadway is designed or an
existing one changed, opportunities for
improving walking and cycling will be
reviewed. Separated cycling facilities are to be
included in all new major roadway design and
construction.
- There is also mounting evidence that cycling
is good for local business. Surveys show that
cyclists often have more disposable income
than drivers, and are more likely to shop
locally.
- In the past, we have mostly built facilities that
appeal to people who are already comfortable
riding in traffic. To reach more people, efforts
must be made to make cycling appeal to a
wider audience. This includes building routes
that are comfortable for everyone, including
children, the elderly, and novice cyclists.
- providing physically separated bicycle
facilities on busy streets where motor vehicle
volumes or speeds will remain high
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- using route spacing guidelines for different
areas of the city, with closer spacing in the
Metro Core and areas with high cycling
potential
- Develop and implement a consistent, legible
wayfinding system on all bicycle routes and
greenways. Coordinate with other wayfinding
efforts and work with TransLink and
neighbouring municipalities to encourage a
common approach across modes and local
boundaries.
- Consider impacts to transit, commercial
vehicles, and general traffic flow prior to
reallocating road space
- Although walking and cycling are top
priorities for the City, the needs of all road
users must also be considered when allocating
road space
- Support programs that help large employers,
institutions, strata councils, business
improvement associations, and others develop
strategies to reduce motor vehicle trips and
encourage trips by walking, cycling, and
transit.
- Providing training for adults is also important,
especially to people that are under-represented
in the cycling population (such as women and
new Canadians).
- The Granville Bridge sidewalks are narrow
and uncomfortable, an inaccessible for many
people due to steps at ramp crossings. Motor
vehicles travel at high speeds and there are no
cycling lanes on the bridge.
- The Cambie Bridge has a wide multi-use path
on the east side with two-way bicycle and
pedestrian traffic that gets very busy with lots
of conflicts.
- The Burrard Bridge was retrofitted with
significant cycling improvements in 2009, and
bicycle ridership has climbed as a result.
- Recommendations to improve conditions for
walking and/or cycling have been part of
previous plans and studies, but the options that
were advanced proved too costly to implement.
- Research at UBC has confirmed that many
more people would consider cycling for their
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daily needs if more routes protected from high
traffic volumes and speeds were provided.
- The City will work with the Park Board,
private developers, and other partners to deliver
the improvements and ensure a consistent,
integrated system around False Creek
- It is important to understand the limitations of
data and models when interpreting past results
and future forecasts. In some cases, historical
sources of information—such as the Canadian
census, which has tracked journey-to-work
information in recent versions—may disappear
or require new interpretation as the questions
asked or methodologies change.
- We will engage with nearby residents,
businesses, and other stakeholders when
developing and implementing projects.
Concerns and aspirations will be understood
and duly considered, and engagement
approaches will foster constructive dialogue,
unleash creativity, and inspire positive action.
-vision to make walking and cycling safe,
convenient, comfortable, and fun for people of
all ages and abilities
-walk/bike/place conference…hosted and
partnered on several breakout sessions focused
on…decision-support tools to target active
transportation investment…accessibility to
greenspace
- Much of this growth comes from our support
for green transportation initiatives to make
cycling and walking more safe, convenient, and
comfortable for people of all ages and abilities.
- Expanding the bike route network is an
important strategy in our effort to reduce traffic
congestion to become more sustainable.
- By expanding and upgrading our cycling
network, we are increasing cycling comfort and
encouraging more people to ride their bikes.
- Vancouver’s public bike share system – Mobi
by Shaw Go – launched summer 2016.
-Mobi is expanding east to Commercial Dr
-stations can be located on public and private
land, in parks, and on street right-of-way. We
prioritize station sites with…safe
access…connections to transit…located near
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protected bike lanes…close to commercial or
shopping districts…located every 200 to 300m
- We size each bike share station based on
expected demand. We take into consideration
adjacent land uses, population, transit nodes,
recreational destinations, and other trip
generating sources. In areas of high demand,
station density and station size will be
increased to support increased ridership.
-the city’s role…to help the public bike share
system success, the city will: provide a $5
million fee for the launch and
operation…engage with and maintain ongoing
relationship…provide ongoing in-kind
support…enable changes to appropriate
regulations…monitor system performance and
progress
-managing impacts to bike-related businesses
-target by 2020, make the majority (over 50 per
cent) of trips on foot, bike and transit.
(Greenest City action Plan/Transportation
2040)
-the City has a number of ways to influence
transportation, including prioritizing road
space, improving the pedestrian realm, proving
wayfinding information, building a complete
and attractive cycling network, and creating
vibrant public spaces.
- making walking and cycling safe, convenient,
comfortable, and delightful for people of all
ages and abilities
- transportation and infrastructure planning
with a social equity lens, to ensure that all
Vancouverites have equitable access to livable
environments in which they can thrive.
- creating economic development plans that
incorporate sustainability and equity as key
components of economic growth and prosperity
- political commitment at the highest level
where health, equity and sustainable
development are core values in a city’s policies
and vision;
- We reached more than 10,000 people through
our Talk Healthy City for All public
engagement, which employed a variety of
formats, including an online platform, Twitter
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conversations, the City website, in-person
workshops and Ideas Labs, and dialogues with
various groups.
- It also included reviews of international
research and best practices; consultation with
key stakeholders and experts in Vancouver and
beyond
- The City of Vancouver is planning to make
changes to the Union-Adanac Corridor to make
it safer and more comfortable for people of all
ages and abilities to walk and cycle.
-in the future, we will continue to make
improvements to other parts of the corridor
-reduce conflicts between all modes of
transportation
-further calm traffic in key areas to increase
safety for all modes of transportation while
accommodating access needs of residents and
local businesses
- In 1993, the Adanac Bikeway was the first
local street bikeway built in Vancouver
- Approved in 2012, Transportation 2040 is a
long-term strategic vision for the City to help
guide transportation, land use decisions and
public investments for the years ahead. The
plan sets long-term targets and includes
policies and actions to help us reach them.
-other supporting policies: greenest city action
plan, healthy city strategy, downtown eastside
local area plan, grandview woodland
community plan
- The Union-Adanac Corridor connects
Downtown, Chinatown, Strathcona,
GrandviewWoodland, and Hastings-Sunrise. It
is also acts as a regional connection, providing
links to municipalities to the East and North.
Much of the corridor is residential, with a
number of businesses located in Strathcona and
in the industrial area around Clark Drive.
-engagement in person…open house…online,
my email, my phone
- working to improve the corridor by making it
more convenient, safe, and comfortable for
people of all ages and abilities (AAA) to walk
and cycle
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-project aims to: make the street comfortable,
safe, and accessible for all people, improve
safety for everyone…accommodate the loading
access needs of adjacent businesses and
institutions…consider impacts to transit, traffic
flow, and neighbourhood livability
- Staff will continue to work with local
stakeholders to minimize traffic impacts for
patients and health services during
construction.
-10th ave evaluation committee to collaborate
with city staff to review the performance of the
phase 1 street improvements
-segment 2 granville…the design and public
consultation process for this segment have not
yet begun
-segment 3 hospital zone…Patient safety is a
top priority in this segment, as well as
accommodating relatively high vehicle
volumes, loading access, accessibility for
people with limited mobility, bike access, and
the street’s tree canopy
- In response to safety concerns along the 10th
Avenue Corridor and to improve visibility for
people walking, cycling, and driving, we have
changed parking regulations on 10th Ave
between Yukon St and Columbia St. The south
side of the street have changed from resident
permit and daytime 2-hour parking except with
permit to 'No Parking. '
- We asked for input on how you walk, bike,
and drive on the 10th Avenue Corridor. Open
houses were held on October 29, November 2,
and November 7. An online questionnaire was
open from October 29 to November 1.
- part of a five-year plan to better connect the
cycling network
-lowering speed limits…adding standard bike
route wayfinding…rotating/changing stop sign
configurations, removing one to two parking
spaces at key intersections to improve visibility
-we continue to update in accordance with
Transportation 2040
- The Comox-Helmcken Greenway is an
important east-west connection through
Downtown from False Creek to Stanley Park
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for pedestrians and cyclists of al l ages and
abilities.
-connects parks, schools, and community
centres
-encourages people of all ages and abilities
-improves pedestrian and cyclist safety
-studies confirm multiple health benefits from
completed greenway
- We commissioned a study by the UBC Health
and Community Design Lab and partnered with
the centre for Hip Health and Mobility on
another study entitled, "Active Streets, Active
People". Both studies examined the effects of
improved access to walking, cycling and
opportunities for social connection along the
completed greenway.
-Comox-Helmcken Greenway Section 1,
described in this report, be constructed at a cost
of $5,460,000, with funding provided from
various Transportation Capital Programs as
outlined in the Financial section of this report,
with the source of funds to be the 2013 Capital
Budget
- The Comox-Helmcken Greenway is part of
the Transportation 2040 Plan’s All Ages and
Abilities Cycling Network.
-The Greenway provides a unique opportunity
for researchers at Vancouver Coastal Health
and UBC to study and evaluate how the
Greenway improvements will influence the
mobility, perceived safety, health and social
connectedness of citizens and seniors in
particular. The outcomes will help us to better
understand the benefits of investments in the
public realm.
-route alignment…public
consultation…greenway design…pedestrian
safety…cycling safety…parking…emergency
and non-emergency vehicle access
- The City works closely with ICBC to improve
road safety and has applied to ICBC for cost
sharing for the new signals on Comox Street at
Burrard Street and at Thurlow Street.
- he Greenway is part of the Regional
Greenways Plan and our partners at TransLink
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allocated $219,000 in 2012 towards the
implementation of the project.
- We are not saying close the street to bridge
traffic (and potential customers), just make it
work better for local business.
- A loading zone must be retained on the southwest side of Comox. One proposal indicated a
total loss of this important loading zone.
-been working towards building a
comprehensive downtown cycling network
- Provides a safer and more comfortable
cycling environment for people of all ages and
abilities…accommodates the loading and
access needs of adjacent
businesses…minimizes costs and
disruptions…maintains on-street parking where
possible…reduces conflicts between vehicles,
buses, and people cycling, walking, and rolling
- Bicycle ridership is growing on downtown
routes, but there are gaps in the network and
important destinations that are not connected to
protected bike lanes.
-improve walking and cycling routes
-complete the seaside greenway to create safe
and comfortable connections
-enhance public realm, improve safety by
reducing potential conflicts between people
exiting their driveways and people walking
along the greenway
- For crashes at specific locations or corridors
outlined on our crash maps, ICBC typically
excludes crashes involving parked vehicles or
those which occurred in parking lots.
-work leading up to this project: transportation
2050…transportation plan…Vancouver
greenways plan
- We consult with school communities and
other stakeholders to identify school
transportation challenges and opportunities.
- The program is a partnership between the City
of Vancouver and Vancouver School Board,
and is a direct outcome of our Transportation
2040 Plan.
- Grants of up to $500 are available to
Vancouver public schools through our School
Active Travel Planning program.
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-Selection was based on:
Targeting high fatality and serious injury
hotspots The high presence of vulnerable road
users (pedestrians and cyclists) The protection
of at-risk groups (seniors, children, and people
with mobility challenges)
-The safety studies will review safety issues
and help us to develop effective strategies to
reduce serious injuries and fatalities at each
location and identify opportunities to improve
safety through engineering, enforcement, and
education measures for al l transportation
modes, including: when collisions took place,
who was involved, when the collisions occur,
how the collision occurred
-Prepared by Urban Systems, in association
with the Cycling in Cities Research Program at
the University of British Columbia and Simon
Fraser University
-in order to achieve these targets as they relate
to cycling, Transportation 2040 aspires to make
cycling safety, convenient, comfortable, and
fun for people of all ages and abilities
-planning for all ages and abilities
-this study involved an in-depth analysis of all
collisions reported to ICBC involving bicycle
users and motor vehicles in the City of
Vancouver between 2007 and 2012
-engineering: protected bike lanes…local street
bikeways and painted bike lanes…corridor
improvements…coloured conflict zone
markings…traffic controls…signage and
pavement markings…diversion and
separation…spot improvements
-communication: active transportation policy
council…promotion and enabling
strategy…meetings with UCBC and VPD
-top traffic circle collision locations
-summary of engineering, education, and
enforcement countermeasures to address
cycling safety issues
-the scope of cooperative could be the
recommendation of plans and investments
through the identification of issues and the
development of business cases based on
evidence and research of documented cycling
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safety improvements, new trends, and
successes
- The VSS marks the beginning of a process to
provide a framework for the City’s role in
sport. The vision of the VSS balances the
pursuit of sport for its inherent value – for
physical literacy, sport performance and
participation – with what sport can contribute
to development, sustainability, health and
wellness within the city.
- Dedicated path systems for walking, jogging,
in-line skating and cycling, along the
waterfront and elsewhere in the city
- Vancouver supports all children to become
physically literate and all citizens to have
healthy active lifestyles through sport
- Vancouver encourages ethical sport and
supports programs that lead to positive personal
and community development through sport.
-mission: provide, preserve and advocate for
parks and recreation to benefit all people,
communities and the environment
-vision: To be leaders in parks and recreation
by connecting people to green space, active
living and community.
-directions: leader in greening, engaging
people, excellence in resource management
-improved inclusivity and accessibility
-transparency is about being accessible to our
community, ensuring open access to corporate
information and conducting our operations in a
way that is easy for others to see and
understand
-annual planning cycle: 1. Situation assessment,
2. Strategic planning sessions, 3. Finalize
ranked list of strategic priorities, 4. Action
planning and budgeting begins, 5. Budget, 6.
Finalize board, management action plan and
budget, 7. Business plan, 8. Annual report
- On July 25, 2011, the Park Board endorsed
the framework for the new Strategic Plan,
including directions to encourage active,
healthy lifestyles and to minimize our
environmental footprint
- On July 14, 2011, City Council adopted the
Greenest City Action Plan (GCAP) which
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listed the development and installation of a bike
share program as one of the five highest
priorities for Green Transportation.
- On October 15, 2012, the Park Board adopted
the Stanley Park Cycling Plan.
- Initial public and stakeholder feedback was
collected in two phases of public consultation,
showing general support for a proposed PBS
- The City of Vancouver also has ongoing
discussions with various potential government,
public and private institution partners such as
UBC and TransLink, to align objectives and
timelines where possible
- The City, in coordination with Mobilize
Strategies, hosted 4 separate stakeholder
outreach meetings with over 35 participants
from a variety of external agencies, including
TransLink, VPD, BIA’s, UBC, SFU and
several bike rental/retail shops to discuss the
City of Vancouver’s plans for Public Bike
Share (PBS)
-impacts to public realm…impacts to bike
rental businesses…education
- The Stanley Park Cycling Plan recommends
much-needed improvements to cycling
pathways, bike parking, and environmental
impacts of cyclists on the park
- Stanley Park includes the 8.8 km Seawall that
can draw thousands of pedestrians and cyclists
every day for leisure and commuting. The
Stanley Park Causeway gives commuters, both
in cars and on bikes, a route between
downtown and the North Shore
-public engagement…cycling plan
themes…provide seawall
alternatives…increase bike parking…decrease
user conflict…protect ecology…improve
connections…improve signs and wayfinding
-priority of improvements
- The Park Board has greatly improved
facilities for cycling in the park over the last ten
years. Now there is a need for further
improvements based on a comprehensive
cycling plan.
-entire 10-year vision
-funded.underway
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-TransLink is the first transportation authority
in North America to be responsible for
planning, financing, and managing all public
transit in addition to major regional roads,
bridges, and cycling infrastructure.
-new funding to municipalities for upgrades to
walking and cycling infrastructure, such as
sidewalks and bikeways
- Regional Growth Strategy and Regional
Transportation Strategy objectives, including
making half of all trips in this region by
walking, cycling, and transit; and reducing the
distances driven in this region by one-third,
- Provide $29.8 million to municipalities from
2017 to 2019 for cycling infrastructure projects,
such as protected bike lanes and multi-use
paths, in addition to existing funding
- As the regional transportation authority,
TransLink provides funding to local
governments to help upgrade roads, walking,
and cycling infrastructure.
- A portion of property taxes collected in the
region is used to support transit, roads, bridges,
and walking and cycling infrastructure.
- build for future demand with design to attract
people to cycling versus driving (“cycling in
City’s survey”)
-implement survey study findings into the
design, build for 24-hour use, build to generate
future growth-create desire. End of trip
facilities, elements of aesthetics, width of path
-cycling in cities survey to apply-separate to
protect cyclists from, cars
- While the BC Parkway upgrades are a priority
for TransLink as part of our Long Range
Regional Cycling Plan, we are currently only
funded to complete the conceptual design.
TransLink will use the BC Parkway conceptual
design report to prioritize work on specific
segments and to move forward with particular
sections as opportunities arise
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- #2 Shade design. Our main cycling season is
warmer weather but some routes like power
line trails have no shelter from heat of sun at
all. Lots of deciduous trees on south side of
trail are important for shade but also cutting
wind all times of year. Cuts high winds and
rain in winter season. Need to ensure that
leaves are promptly removed when they fall.
Nothing that drops cones or debris on trail, no
dripping sap!
-thanks for the serious attention Translink is
putting into this community consultation
-complex discussion and scope should have
more than one meeting to get thoughts in
- Great to see the thought going into this and
we hope that planning for an Evergreen Line
equivalent won’t take 20+ years.
- Please ensure that you have more balanced
representation from residents and walkers not
all commuters! This is a greenway used by
students, moms and strollers – no
representation here from them.
- More input from people living along this
route would be helpful. Shouldn’t just be a
route for bicycle commuters but also a linear
park for each community.
- No goals for project regarding levels of
cyclist and pedestrian traffic, safety
improvements. Not being treated like a road
transit project where every effort is made to
build to a high function and standard.
- TransLink partners with municipalities and
other stakeholders to improve regionally
significant road, cycling, and pedestrian
infrastructure throughout Metro Vancouver.
- Through our municipal cost-sharing
programs, TransLink contributes up to 75% of
eligible capital costs for infrastructure upgrades
that will help drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians
for years to come. These projects are driven by
the municipality involved, and may include the
addition of new or improved travel lanes, leftturn lanes, road safety and efficiency
improvements, pedestrian and bike signals,
bikeways, multi-use paths, sidewalks, curb
ramps, and street crossing improvements.
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- From 2017 to 2019, TransLink has committed
approximately $129 million towards more than
215 road, cycling, and pedestrian improvement
projects across the region.
- One of the key aspects of this vision is that
the proportion of trips made by bicycle
(referred to as the “mode share”) in the region
will increase substantially over the next 10 to
30 years.
- If one of the goals of the Regional Cycling
Strategy will be to encourage large numbers of
persons to cycle, then a different approach will
be needed to planning and implementing
bicycle facilities and programs.
-funding is a key issue
-target markets…four types of transportation
cyclists
-bicycle network: bicycle plans throughout the
region have been developed based on
assumptions about trip distances which are
contrary to actual bicycle use
-bicycle facilities…these are not the types of
facilities which attract people to cycling
-supporting programs…information, marketing,
promotion and education programs are few and
far between
- There is no integrated and comprehensive
program to monitor the effectiveness of bicycle
projects and document the results being
achieved. Bicycle travel data and other
information are collected in a piecemeal
manner by municipalities and TransLink, rather
than as part of a coordinated region-wide
program.
There is a significant opportunity for TransLink
and Metro Vancouver municipalities to form
on-going, productive partnerships with local
organizations in developing, implementing and
monitoring bicycle plans, facilities and
programs. Partnerships offer many potential
benefits, including the availability of additional
resources and expertise, cost-savings and fundraising, and community support for bicycle
facilities and programs.
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- Metro Vancouver has numerous cycling
resources and groups that provide advocacy,
tips and training for cycling enthusiasts.
-Associations: HUB…Better Environmentally
Sound Transportation…British Columbia
Cycling Coalition…Pedal Energy Development
Alternatives…Cycling BC
-Training and Safety: Ride the
Road…Learn2Ride…BikeMaps.org…Bike
Sense Manual…After School Bikes
-Events: Bike Valet
-Other Interesting Links: Government of
British Columbia-Bike BC…George Massey
Tunnel Bicycle Shuttle
-We have many things to think about in the
near future. Our city and region are continuing
to grow, and we have a fixed amount of space
to fit new competing demands. There are new
technologies that are already starting to change
the way we get around – like bike share, car
share, and transit apps – and fully driverless
vehicles could one day be a reality.
-Micro-mobility refers to ways of getting
around on small-wheeled devices that aren’t
cars. I t includes human-powered devices like
skateboards, push-scooters, and rollerblades, as
well as electric devices like e-scooters and
hoverboards. Right now, many electric devices
are not legal to operate on public streets or
sidewalks in BC.
-In other North American cities, shared
dockless e-bikes and e-scooters open up more
travel choices, but also present new challenges
to regulation and the management of public
spaces.
-Jennifer Keesmaat, Kwame Mckenzie, and
Richard Florida
-May, 2020
-Among the proposed measures: permitting
appropriately scaled multitenant housing, cohousing, laneway housing and other gentle
density to flourish;
accelerating the decarbonization of our
transportation systems by transforming existing
roadways for safe, active transportation such as
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walking and biking; and embracing
sustainability in our built and natural
environments, by enacting funded, detailed
plans to achieve a 40-per-cent urban tree
canopy in Canadian cities.
-Canadian municipalities have it in their power,
today, to improve their transportation networks.
It is within their power to change their land-use
policies, and allocate more space for parks and
sidewalks. It is within their authority to require
that future real estate developers deliver to a
higher standard, and they have the ability to
reprioritize their
municipal budgets to make our cities safer,
healthier, fairer and more resilient.
-Canadian cities will need new, sustainable
sources of revenue to fund transit networks that
meet the transportation needs of our
communities and support vibrant businesses on
main streets; this was true before the pandemic,
and it is even more so now.
-We cannot return to the old normal. This
declaration should be considered a starting
point: a series of clear and distinct actions
Canadian municipalities can take right now to
address the sustainability, mobility and equity
issues the pandemic has laid bare.
-2016
-The deal, unveiled Thursday by Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, B.C. Premier Christy
Clark and Mayor Gregor Robertson, will see
$740 million put toward capital funding
projects, including new SkyTrain rail cars, a
new SeaBus and station upgrades.
-The transportation authority will also overhaul
its older SkyTrain stations and add bicycle
parking along the new Evergreen Line.
-The regional mayors’ council hopes to strike a
deal with the federal and provincial
governments in the next few months to secure
phase two funding, which will pay for 11 new
B-Line express buses and increased bus service
hours, expanded HandyDart service,
construction of the light rail line in Surrey and
subway in Vancouver and more investments in
roads, bicycle and transit networks. “We have
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all our funding on the table, we’re ready to go,”
Moore said.
-April 30, 2020
-Stanley Park has been closed to vehicle traffic
since the beginning of April. A cycling
advocate says it opens a conversation about
what the park’s new normal could look like
-park board commissioner says it’s unlikely to
be permanent
-park board commissioner: “the parking in the
park actually sustains the park. We get about a
million dollars in revenue in parking every year
and that allows us to maintain stanley park. As
well we have the aquarium in stanley park, we
have a number of restaurants in stanley park
and we need people to be able to get to those
facilities”.
-car free days or one lane dedicated to cycling
proposed
-April, 2020
-To slow the spread of coronavirus, we've had
to physically distance ourselves from others,
which has meant a lot of lifestyle changes,
including the way we get around.
-Are physical distancing measures giving bikes
a new lease on life?
-executive director of Vélo Canada Bikes, a
group that promotes cycling and advocates for
infrastructure to make the activity safer, said
that kind of government support is welcome.
-May, 2020
-Coronavirus will upend—but perhaps make
healthier—the ways we use trains, buses, and
bike lanes in our post pandemic future.
-while lockdowns have put public transport in a
state of crisis for the moment, strategic
investment, creative thinking, and new
technologies could eventually make people feel
safe enough to ride again, says Yingling Fan,
an urban planner at the University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis. “There's certainly a
lot of challenge, but also there's a lot of
opportunity,”
-“Transportation history is full of stories where
something that was done temporarily turned out
to be permanent, because people didn't want to
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go back,” says Jarrett Walker, an international
transit consultant and author of Human Transit:
How Clearer Thinking about Public Transit
Can Enrich Our Communities and Our Lives.
-Experts predict these bike lanes will create a
self-perpetuating cycle, as the number of
people biking boosts demand. During a major
overhaul of the freeway through downtown
Seattle, for example, the city temporarily
turned traffic lanes into bus lanes, and then
never took them away.
-2013
-The city of Vancouver is trying to develop
more bike paths, but gets a lot of resistance
from drivers.
- looking into the future of transportation in his
hometown. Vancouver's 2040 transportation
plan stresses the need to make biking "safe,
convenient, comfortable and fun for people of
all ages and abilities."
-2018-It’s a long fall from Vision’s
breakthrough 2008 election, in which the party
captured the mayor’s office, seven of 10 seats
on council, a majority on the park board and
four seats on the school board.
-There’s a saying among political scientists and
analysts: it’s hard for a government to outlive a
decade in power.
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Table 3: Thematic Coding Process
Initial Codes from Interview
Transcripts
Define
Goals
Purpose
Policy/Policies/Principles
Directives
Vision
Planning Documents
Alignments, corridors
Engineering and Construction
Design
Build
Evaluation/monitor
5 Year Plan Capital Budget
Consult

Thematic Codes from Initial
Codes
-Decision-making
-Defining Goals, purpose,
policies, and directives

Engagement
Municipal
Difficult
Valuable
Robust
Stakeholder Identification

-Engagement

Empower/empowerment
Diplomatic
Consult/Advisory
Top-down
Collaborative/CommunityBased
Angry voices
Loss of parking
Town hall

-Top down vs. Collaborative
Engagement

-Alignments of Corridors
-Detailed engineering and
construction
-Build
-Evaluate and monitor
-5 Year Plan Capital Budget

Themes in Text from
Thematic Codes
Decision-Making Process
-Defining Goals, purpose,
policies, and directives
-Alignments of Corridors
-Detailed engineering and
construction
-Build
-Evaluate and monitor
-5 Year Plan Capital Budget
-Engagement
-Top down vs. Collaborative
Engagement
-Representation
-Pop-up Bike Lanes
-Pop-up/Pilot Projects

-Representation
Privilege
Language/literacy
Early
Representation
Feedback
Shifting expectations
Emotional labour
Pop-up
Pilot project
Temporary

-Pop-up Bike Lanes
-Pilot Projects
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Road reallocation
Support
Power
Influence
Process

-Mechanisms of Influence

Leadership
Staff
Technical expertise

-City of Vancouver Staff

Politicians
NPA
Park Board
Vision
Liberal
Election
Conservative
Councillors
Politicians
Mayor
Bureaucracy
Political Will
Supportive
Community
Political Capital
Space
Greenway

-Council

Specialists
Maintenance
Police
Public Works
Engineers
Technical work
Translink
Advisory
Consultants
Professional expertise

-City Staff

Business Associations
Downtown BIA
Commercial BIA
Business control
Generational Shift
Parking

-BIAs

-Vision Vancouver

- Mechanisms of Influence
-City of Vancouver Staff
-Council
-Vision Vancouver
-Political Will
-Translink
-Consultants
-BIAs
-Advocates
-Development
-Resident Groups
-Media
-Academics

-Political Will

-Translink

-Consultants
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Business engagement
Advocates
Critical mass
BEST
Controversy
VACC/HUB
Promote cycling
Awareness
Education
Membership
Target policy and planning
Complete street
Power mapping

-Advocates

Livability
Development Cost Levies
Community Amenity
Contributions
Informal
Formal
Funding
Housing Development
Property Tax
Economy
Downtown Eastside
Central Broadway

-Development
-Development Cost Levies

Residents
Community
Cherished
West Point Grey
Expensive homes
Zoning
Housing
Property value
NIMBY
Wealthy
Complaints
Local decision-making

-Resident Groups

Media training
Narrative
Reporting
Messages
Controversy

-Media
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Click-bait
Carmageddon
Emotions
Twitter
Representation
Visibility
MAMIL
Local data
Applicable
Citable
Researcher
Advisory
Conferences/Meetings
Repetition

-Academics

Equity
Diversity
Language
Priority
Take seriously
Values
Language
Funding for Equity/Budgets
Political motivation

-How equity is valued

Determined
Promotions
Distribution
Advertisements
Access
High-crash areas
AAA infrastructure
Disconnected
Disparity
Strategy
Representation in Engagement
Advocacy
Activism
Privilege
Trust and Resentment

-Determination

Implemented
Resources
Standard Practice

-How Equity is Valued
-Determination
-Representation in Engagement
and Data
-Implementation
-Evaluation

-Representation in Engagement
and Data

-Implementation
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Equity Policy
Bigger picture
Affordability
Gender
Gentrification
Mental Health
Addiction
Development
Evaluation
Incorporation
Observational data
Annual Panel surveys
Representative
Assumptions
Comfort
Intercept surveys
Parking
Monitoring
Disaggregate
Infrastructure Planning
Burrard Bridge
Iconic
Carmageddon
Vision
Politically frought
Success
Data in process

-Evaluation

-Political Infrastructure
-Burrard Bridge

-Hornby
Hornby
Transportation 2040
Comfort
Safety hotspot
Leverage development
DTBIA
HUB
Council
City Staff

-Political Infrastructure
-Burrard Bridge
-Hornby
-Dunsmuir
-Seaside greenway
-Kits Point
-Point Grey Road
-Commercial Drive
-Granville Bridge
-Stanley Park

-Dunsmuir
Dunsmuir
Cultural shift
Media
-Seaside Greenway
Seaside Greenway
Park board
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Stakeholders together
-Kits Point
Kits Point
Transportation department
Park Board
Experience
Influential Residents
Media
Public Group
Battleground Zero
NIMBY
-Point Grey Road
Point Grey Road
Engagement
Strategic politics
Traffic calming
Induced Demand
-Commercial Drive
Commercial Drive
Informal
Business Community
Veto Power
Subsidized Parking
Complete Streets
-Granville Bridge
Granville Bridge
Scary
View
Engagement process
Data
Institutions
Equity
-Stanley Park
Stanley Park
COVID-19
Pandemic
Quick Decisions
Park Board
Pandering
Polarized
Access
Improvements
Opportunistic
Cycling Nirvana
Status Quo
BIAs
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COVID-19
Pandemic
Physically distanced
Interest in Cycling
Recreation
Road Reallocation
Recovery
Space
Transit
Private cars
Traffic Data
Opportunity
Supporting Business/BIA
Temporary/Pilot Projects
Incentive Programs
Climate Emergency
Open Streets
Green space
Equity
Transport 2050
Future-oriented
Community Engagement
Congestion Pricing
Public Policy

-COVID-19

-COVID-19
-Future Changes in
Transportation

-Future Changes in
Transportation
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